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ABSTRACT
A survey of archaeological sites was carried out across 60 km2 of
the Black Mountain in south-east Dyfed, an upland common.These are
described and placed in a putative chronological sequence against a
palaeo-environmental backcloth. Sepulchral cairns are the earliest
sites recorded, probably belonging to the early second millennium
be. House circles and homesteads may date to later prehistory and
the .early proto-historic period, while numerous rectangular
foundations are probably the remains of Medieval, possibly later
Medieval, settlement. Boundaries partition part of the landscape and
and there are stone clearance heaps and strips.
Land-use is discussed up until the early Post-Medieval period,
taking account of both the monuments and the palaeo-environmental
data and informed by definition of some parameters within which
exploitation of upland environments can take place. Seasonality of
resources, the importance of the wider region and the requirements
for mobility are amongst the factors considered. The historical
model of transhumance which is frequently applied to the Welsh
uplands is examined. Periodic hunting, gathering and husbandry is
suggested in the area prior to c. 2000be after which perceptions of
the landscape seemingly begin to change with evidence for episodes
of more formal managementrelating to animal husbandry and limited
cultivation. Although settlement may frequently have been transient,
overwintering or longer periods of continuous occupation are not
precluded in response to a combination of economic, social and
environmental factors. Suggestions are made for further work.
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CHAPTER 1:
THE THEME
SURVEY AREA
METHOD
INTRODUCTION
AND
AND
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AIMS, THE
THE SURVEY
1.1 THE TIlED
"It is as yet impossible to make a cCJIJJpre1JeDsiveaDd defiDitive
statemeDt coucertdug the evolut ion aDd form of rural settlement iD
Tiales, far bath in space and time much work has yet to be
completed and many theories now current will doubtless have to be
modified in the light of furtber research- (Gareth Thomas and
Carter 1965, 141).
The dissertation attempts to make a contribution to meeting this
challenge by examining in detail the pre-industrial development of
settlement and land-use in one small area of rural Wales. This is
an area of unenclosed upland landscape at the western end of the
Black Mountain in south-east Dyfed (fig. 1:1). It takes place
against a background of increased interest in, and concern for the
preservation of, the archaeology of upland landscapes (Darvill
1986). The uplands are generally, taken as areas which lie mostly
above 244m aD (Darvill 1986, 4). However, altitude is not an
absolute factor in the characterisation of the uplands - other
topographical factors, climate, vegetation and land-use are also
taken into account.
The Black Xountain study area, with an altitudinal gradient between
around 200m and 600m aD, is characteristic of what has been
termed "the heartland" of Wales. This is a mountain core
distinguished froD other landscapes by an altitude generally above
200m aD, mean annual rainfall in excess of 1500_m and a grassland
vegetation dominated by sheep's fescue (Festuca ovi1J8.)I white bent
- 3 -
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Fig. 1:1. The location of the survey area at the western end of the Brecon Beacons.
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(Nardus etricts: and purple moor grass <Kalina caerula) (Bowen
1965a, 270-272). The "heartland" accounts for around 40% of the
landmass of Wales. Investigation of such areas is important in
understanding the character of human exploi tat ion of the wider
landscape, the interaction between the uplands and surrounding
areas at lower altitude.
1.2 LAl'DSCAPB STUDIBS AID TB! GBIBRAL AIXS OF TB! PRBSBIT
RBSBARCH
1.2.1 Perceptions of Landscape
The Welsh uplands are certainly not 'natural landscapes' , a
fictitious concept of previous generations of geographers and
natural scientists. They are now recognized as relics of earlier
land-use which was labour intensive. Minimal present-day economic
exploitation should not be taken as evidence in favour of an
excessively negative evaluation of the potential of such landscape,
present or past. It only indicates that their utilization does not
pay in contemporary economic circumstances (Faegri 1988, 1-3).
Current geographical thinking has mostly moved well away from
simple 'environmental determinism' as an explanation for land-use;
social and wider economic phenomena are recognized as important
factors concerning the way in which a landscape is used <Eyre
and Jones 1966, 13-18). However, the physical environment is a most
important influence on the character of the cultural landscape; it
must continue to be considered as part of the broadly based
- 5 -
interdisciplinary approach through which landscapes are mast
effectively studied (Coones 1985).
While cultural evidence far past activity is more likely to be
seen in 'zones of survival', such as those represented by upland
areas which have escaped recent intensification of land-use, it is
obvious that the surface evidence will still only present an
incomplete view of the story of the landscape <Roberts 1987, 83-
5). Xuch data, environmental and structural, will be contained
within the earth. Also, the natural and artificial features, which
bath contribute to and result from the development of the
landscape, are linked to human life, not only in practical economic
terms, but also through religious, social and psychological ties
which present particular challenges of investigation and analysis
(Roberts 1987,79).
In the context of archaeological studies, therefore, landscapes have
increasingly been seen as places of meaning, not just as a locality
far activity (C. Evans 1985). Yet the meaning of the landscape as a
monument in its own right will change through time and this
process needs to be understood (Bradley 1991>, as much as the
process of change relating to economic exploitation.
Landscape archaeology and landscape history have different
emphases through the varying character of the data which is
available according to the epoch (Roberts 1987, 85). Studying the
evidence from only one epoch in isolation can lead to distorted
- 6 -
interpretations (Coones 1985, 6), A distinctive role has been
asserted for archaeology within landscape studies, as a discipline
which potentially can allow the process of change in the
landscape to be investigated within a uniquely long time-scale,
studying the cognitive, the social and the economic (Fleming 1990).
This present study is, therefore, influenced by these themes:
recognition that the physical environment underpins the cultural
landscapej that the cultural landscape embraces economic and social
activity and cognitive valuesj and that study with a longer
chronological perspective is likely to lead to a more coherent
appreciation of the landscape.
1.2.2 General !ilIs of Present Vork
It is recognized that there continues to be considerable scope for
basic field-work and synthesis in landscape studies (Fleming 1990,
13) . As 1s noted below <1.4), there appears to be a particular
requirement for such pioneering work in the Southern Welsh uplands.
The primary aim of the current research is, therefore, to describe
and classify monuments in the context of one area of landscape on
the Black Xountain, within a putative chronological framework
argued on the basis of comparative material in similar landscapes
elsewhere. The reasons for choosing this area of the Black lountain
are outlined below (1.4).
The monuments are then discussed within a framework of data on
the past environment to canvass ideas for the way in which the
- 7 -
landscape may have been used in the pre-industrial past. Regard
will be had to factors of seasonality of activity, and social and
economic mobility I which in particular often tend to characterise
human exploitation of upland zones (Chapter 10 below). An attempt
will be made to isolate phases when the data suggests significant
change in the usage of the landscape, and then to explore the
change in terms of human demands of, and attitudes to, the
landscape. Where possible, regard will be had to wider historically
attested social and economic contexts.
Finally, suggestions will be made which will contribute to a
strategy for further field-work and excavation to elucidate and
build upon the primary analysis.
1.2.3 The General Iature of the Investigation and the Data
Archaeological field survey, supplemented by the palaeo-
environmental work of others, is the principal tool of the
investigation. The form of monuments identified during field-
survey is described against the backcloth both of topography and
past environments, in so far as the latter can be determined from
work within the survey area and analogous landsoapes elsewhere.
Broadly, the archaeological data ranges from putative burial cairns,
house oircles, stone olearance heaps and land division of pre- and
proto-historic date, to structures of presUDed Xedieva1 or early
Post-Xedieval date. The data is almost entirely arohaeological and
environmental. Relevant primary documentary evidenoe for this
- 8 -
landscape is largely lacking, although reference will be made to
secondary historical sources when this is necessary to provide a
context, mostly for the archaeological material thought to be of
later date.
Field evidence for the extensive industrial exploitation of parts of
the area in more recent times is not included. Other obviously
recent features such as shooting butts and lambing shelters are
also excluded. It is recognized that this does adversely restrict
the chronological perspective and that, hence, the totality of the
cultural landscape will not be described and evaluated (Cooney
1985, 6). However, the practlcali ties of limiting field-work to
attainable targets suggested that the advent of extensive
industrial exploitation of the area, apparently in the Post-Iedieval
period, was a relatively discrete cut-off point as regards subject
matter and interpretative parameters.
Critlcisms can be made about the essentially morphological
approach with regard to, for example, the incomplete character of a
data base derived from surface evidence, uncertainties regarding
dating, and possibly unwarranted general assumptions regarding
association between form and function, and processes of change.
These are legitimate and are explicitly recognized in an attempt to
avoid the abuse of extending explanation beyond that which can be
legitimately borne by the data (Roberts 1987, 88-9). However,
primary field-work and analysis of landscapes within the 'zone of
preservation', which has the advantages of being relatively cheap
- 9 -
and non-destructive, is an essential precursor of the more
ambitious, and certainly more expensive and more intrusive
investigations which will be required if explanation is to be
pursued either on the narrower temporal or wider spatial scales
(Chapter 16 below).
1.3 SOD °COIVEJTIOIS
Contours and scales on all plans and maps are given in metres.
Radiocarbon determinations and epochs such as millennia, defined in
terms of a chronology based on radiocarbon determinations, are
stated in uncalibrated form indicated by the use of 'bp/bc/ad'.
Historical dates and epochs are indicated by the use of AD.
Botanical names are given once after the commonname of each plant
or tree species in each major sectionj thereafter in those sections
they are referred to by their commonname only.
Place names are usually accompanied by the county name. This
presents some difficulty in Wales in circumstances where the
county boundaries and names changed in 1974; but where for many
purposes the old county names continued to be used, for example in
Arcbaeology in Vales, the publication of CBAGroup 2/Wales, and.
importantly. in the publication of Inventories of ancient monuments
and buildings by the Royal Commission on Ancient and Historic
Xonuments in Wales (hereafter RCAH)D.Further, yet more change in
the organization of local authorities in Wales is imminent, with a
return to county boundaries similar in many respects to the pre-
1974 re-organization. Therefore, in view of the fluctuating
- 10-
fortunes of county authorities in Wales over the past two decades,
it has been decided to cite the county name used in the original
or principal report, surveyor reference. Cross-referencing between
pre-1974 counties and present counties (as of 1992) is possible
via figure 1:2, if so desired.
1.4 CHOICE OF SURVEY AREA
The field-archaeology of the "heartland" in Borth and Xid-Wales
has been relatively well studied. Following the publication of the
early County Inventories of RCARM:(1911, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1921 and
1936), there were several decades of field-work recording a range
of monuments in upland landscapes (eg. Bllis Davies 1929 and 1949;
W.B. Griffiths 1950; Gresham 1954; RCARM:1956, 1960 and 1964; Bowen
and Gresham 1967). This has been consolidated in the last decade
by still more systematic survey complemented by subsequent
excavation (eg. Kelly 1982, 1988a; Xanley 1986 and 1990j Chambers
et al 1988).
The coverage of the early County Inventories for South Wales was
limited (ReAHX1917 and 1925). There was little subsequent
systematic work in the southern uplands except for that of Sir
Cyril and Lady Fox in the late 1920s and 1930s (eg. A. Fox 1937,
1939, 1942-3; C. Fox 1940; Fox and Fox 1934), and Professor Grilles
(1936 and 1963). Some later field-work is recorded, for example in
the volumes of local societies <egoGreen 1953-4) and Archaeology
in Vales, accompanied by occasional excavation (eg. Webley
1958 and 1960-62). Latterly excavation has taken place in response
-11-
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Fig 1:2. The "Old" <pre-1974) and "Jew" (boundaries in existence as of July 1992) Welsh
Counties (taken from Archaeology ill Vales vol. 31, 1991).
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to specific threats of destruction (eg. Darling 1987i Owen-John
1986). Importantly, the location and distribution of monuments
began to be studied specifically in relation to past environments
(eg. Crampton and Webley 1960 and 1963).
The Inventory for the county of Glamorgan (RCAHX1976ai 1976bi
1982) provides the first recent large scale survey in South Wales
while that for Brecknock is in course of publication. The Glamorgan
Inventory gives a valuable overview of the character and typology
of some of the archaeological remains in parts of the upland
zones. Typology seems largely to have been based on description
based on visual inspection with only a relatively few monuments
being planned tpere. C01JlII. C. S. Briggs). The period divisions and
county-wide scope of the Inventory both constrain analysis and
result in a record which is tao incomplete to be used as a basis
far detailed interpretation of a discrete geographic area. Far
example, recent survey of camllan land an Cefn Bryn on the Gower
Peninsula, West Glamorgan, building on the work of RCAHX, has
altered the characterisation of much of the archaeology as
published 1n the Inventory (Ward 1989a). lore recently, RCAHI began
a series of multi-period landscape surveys in parts of the South
Wales uplands <Leighton et al 1986 and 1987> which stimulated
consideration of the character of early agriculture 1n these
uplands (Briggs 1985). These recent landscape surveys have not
involved the preparation of large scale plans of monuments.
- 13-
There seemed, therefore, to be scope for an analytical survey of
an area of the South Wales uplands which was large enough to
embrace a landscape which had a reasonably wide altitudinal range
and associated local environments, while being sufficiently compact
to allow, within the limits of available resources, comprehensive
description and planning of most individual monuments at scales
sufficiently large to facilitate comparative analysis. These basic
conditions were met by a 60km:2area at the western end of the
Black Xountain 1n south-east Dyfed (fig. 1:1) which had the
following important combination of advantages:
a) the writer was familiar with the terrain through limited field-
work and reconnaissance (Ward 1988a> and already knew that the
area, almost entirely unenclosed and relatively undisturbed by
modern acti vi ty , contained a diversi ty of archaeological remains
ostensibly of various periods.
b) staff of Dyfed Archaeological Trust were actively involved in
locating sites within the area both through field-walking ()lorgall
1988 and 1989) and aerial photography (T. James pers. comm.) in
order to enhance their Sites and lonuments Record, which thus
provided a valuable resource.
c) a landscape survey of part of the area had recently been
completed by the RCAHI (Leighton et al 1987); this, as well as
helping locate sites, also provided accurate plans of features such
as linear land divisions which, had they not been available, would
have added to the time, technical and personnel requirements and
ultimately cost and practicability of the project.
- 14-
d) a palaeo-environmental back-cloth was available for this area
through a recent study <Cloutman 1983).
e) the writer has first-hand knowledge of other areas of open and
relatively undisturbed landscape in the same region, but in
different environmental zones,which could be drawn upon for
comparison (1.5 below).
1.5 OTHER LllDSCAPBS SURVRYBD II THE REGIOJ' WHICH ARR AlDnD TO
THBDISSBRTATIOIFORCOIPARATIVRPURPOOBS
Other areas where the writer has undertaken field-work, and which
are useful far comparative purposes, are Xynydd Llangyndeyrn in
south-east Dyfed, and Cefn Bryn and Rhossili Dawn an the Gower
Peninsula, West Glamorgan (fig. 1:1). Each is an area of common
land. They are landscapes in environmental zones which differ from
the Black Xountain survey area on account of either location or
altitudinal range. The ridges of Cefn Bryn and Rhossili Down are
essentially coastal locations between around 100m and 200m OD,
benefiting from warm air off the sea which results in a mild
climate providing a long growing season. Xynydd Llangyndeyrn is an
inland ridge with an altitudinal range of around 200m OD up to
around 260m OD.
Each of the three areas contains a particular type of cairn, a ring
cairn, a ritual/ceremonial monument of the early part of the second
millennium be, These have been studied on a comparative basis, and
two examples excavated on Cefn Bryn <Appendix 1). The account of
the archaeology of .ynydd Llangyndeyrn most relevant to present
- 15 -
purposes is Ward 1989b (Appendix 2). The ridge has evidence for
early land allotment, together with funerary and ritual activity
indicated by a pair of chambered tombs, cairns and two standing
stones (Ward 1976; Briggs and Ward 1979). Excavation has taken
place around the two standing stones (Ward 1983). Rhossl1i Down
also has other types of cairn and two chambered tombs, and
evidence for early land division and settlement (Appendix 3). Cefn
Bryn too has a chambered tomb, a range of cairn forms including
many stone heaps which are thought most likely to result from
stone clearance for agricultural improvement. These have been
studied in relation to the soils on the ridge (Appendix 4).
1.6 THE BURVBTARBA
1.6.1 The Location of the Survey Area, and the Surrounding Region
The Black Xountain (Plate 1) lies at the south-eastern border of
Dyfed in South Wales, at the western end of the Brecon Beacons,
some 21km north of Swansea. It is not to be confused with the
Black Xountains at the eastern end of the Brecon Beacons. In
essence the survey area is a broad ridge, comprising some 60km2
of unenclosed landscape centred on SI 72 17, at the western end of
the Black lountain (figs. 1:1 and 1:3). The two largest towns
adjacent to the area are to the west, Llandello in the Towy Valley
and Allmanford at the confluence of the rivers Ammanand Loughor
(f1g.1:1).
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The eastern ed.ge of the survey area is defined. by rivers, the
Sawdde Fechan, Nant y Llyn and Afon Twrch (fig. 1:3). The
northern, north-western, and western edges are delimited by
enclosed. land above the villages of Gwynfe and Trapp (figs. 1:1 and
1:3)j and the southern edge by enclosed land above the villages of
Glanaman and Brynamman (f1gs. 1:1 and 1:3), Enclosed land along
the southern ed.ge of the survey area generally ends at between
200m and 250m OD. This rises to around 300m OD along the western
and north-western periphery, descending to 250m OD to the north-
east (fig. 1:3).
North of the Black Xountain lies a trough descending steeply to
between 120m and 150m OD, which is drained through a series of
small valleys. The rivers include the Cennen to the west, and the
Afon Xalwch flowing into the Sawdde Feehan to the east. To the
north Trichrug ridge rises up to 400mj beyond this lies the Towy
Valley, about 7km from the edge of the survey area. Towards the
Carmarthenshire Fans some 7km to the east, the Black Xountain
ascends to 800m. To the south-west of the survey area, the ridge
narrows and decreases in height until it reaches the coastal plain
around Kidwelly some 25kD away, dividing the valleys of the
Gwendraeth Fach and Fawr en route. Immediately south of the survey
area is the Amman-Llynfell trough at between 100m and 200m OD.
South of this trough 1s a 10km wide plateau area, attaining an
altitude of about 350m OD, flanked by the River Tawe to the east
and the River Loughor to the west (f1g. 1:1).
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The adjoining area to the north is a landscape of scattered
farmsteads and hamlets. The agricultural regime is mostly pastoral
with dairying and beef rearing on the better pasture. Sheep take
advantage of the rougher grazing provided by the adjacent common
land. Forestry now occupies tracts of the landscape. To the south
agriculture, mostly sheep farming, and small holdings compete with
open-cast coal extraction.
The survey area and the valleys immediately to the north are
relatively remote despite proximity to the major industrial
population centres of the Southern Welsh valleys and coastal belt.
It has been noted that the local population has a higher than
average frequency of blood group B (Kourant and )[organ Watkin
1952 20-1; Garlick and Pantin 1957). This taken together with
anthropometric data has led to the suggestion that the present
population is in large measure a survival of early indigenous stock
whose antiquity is likely to extend to the prehistoric epoch
(I(ourant and Korgan Watkin 1952), if not necessarily as far back
as the Upper Palaeolithic as once suggested <Pleure and James 1916;
Fleure and Whitehouse 1916)! Such results have led to the
conclusion that the population, in and around areas such as that
surveyed, is a product of continuity and assimilation rather than
one of invasion and displacement (Potts 1979, 252-3).
1.6.2 Geology and Gemlorphology of the SUrvey Area
The Black Xountain tapers with decreasing altitude from north-east
to south-west at the western end of the Brecon Beacons. At 616.
- 19 -
ODGarreg Lwyd is the highest point in the survey area <fig. 1:3).
From the top of the ridge there is an extensive panorama: to the
north into mid-Wales; to the east towards the Carmarthen Fans; to
the south across the Gower Peninsula into the Bristol Channelj and
to the west into Pembrokeshire and the Preseli hills.
The geological sequence is complicated by numerous north to south
faults (fig. 1:4), The relatively gentle southern back-slopes (Plate
2) overlap the Coal Jleasures and ascend northwards on to
Killstone Grits which produce the highest crests and plateaux
ranging from 600m OD in the east to 450m ODto the west. To the
west, the Jlillstone Grits form precipitous north-facing scarp
slopes. North of the lUllstone Grits is a narrow Carboniferous
Limestone band which forms a high escarpment across the central
section of the survey area with Old Red Sandstone slopes beyond.
To the east of the area, however, as the Old Red Sandstone
deposits become wider, they increasingly dominate the north scarp
(Geological Survey 1977j Owen 1971, 17-23). Between the northern
escarpment and the southern back-slope are rolling plateaux at
varying altitudes (Plate 2). These are littered with till, the
product of several episodes of erosion (Croom 1971, 29-32).
Streams rising on the Mountain drain both north and south, often
in narrow steep-sided valleys. It is worth highlighting the
principal streams clearly at the outset since they will figure
prominently in descriptions of the archaeology. The Sawdde Feehan,
Afon Clydach and Cennen are the main streams flowing down the
- 20 -
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northern face. !rant Gwythwch and the Berach drain south-western
slopes. To the south, the AmmanFach, AmmanFawr and !rant Fydd
join to form the River Ammanwhich flows to the west and
which feed the Garw and the Pedal. Also rising on the southern
slope is the Llynfell, flowing to the south-east, into which drains
the Afon Twrch (fig. 1:5),
1.6.3 Soils of the Survey Area
Kuch of the higher ground is covered by humo-ferric podzols. The
southern slopes are mostly dominated by stagnohumic gley so11s.
Ferric stagnopodzols and humic rankers are also present on the
northern face. Thick peat deposits are present at pOints on the
summit plateaux <Plate 3)', and at the foot of the northern scarp
face. The distribution of the various soils within the survey area
is mapped in figure 1:6, following the (Soil Survey lQ83). The
degraded, frequently waterlogged, so11s are associated with much
surface stone. In places they have been eroded down to the
underlying rock. These so11s are characteristic of considerable
areas of the Welsh uplands (Taylor 1965a).
1.6.4 Vegetation
The natural vegetation is primarily a grass moorland. Purple moor
grass (XolillS caeruls) favours the flatter, more poorly drained
high plateaux, frequently merging with peat bog. White bent (,ardus
stricta) occupies the hillslopes until at lower elevation, at about
300m aD. common bent (Agrost:1s teJ'Ju:1s) and sheep's fescue
<Festuca ovilla) are supported. Bracken. too. is present at lower
- 23 -
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altitude. Cotton grass and reeds are found in wetter locations.
Common bent and sheep's fescue provide grazing of reasonable
quality. The flush of grass growth comes towards the end of lay
and in early June, reviving after rainfall later in the summer
<Davies and Killer 1944, 513). The only extensive area of heather
moorland is on Drysgol <fig. 1:3). Trees cease to grow much above
250m OD on the southern face of the Xountain but scattered
examples are noted up to 330m on the northern face. Again this
vegetation is typical of the Welsh uplands <Bowen1965b, 272;
Taylor 1965a, 119; Sumner 1977, 61-64).
1.6.5 CliJlate and Weather
The climate of the region is maritime, with prevailing south-
westerly winds which sometimes swing to the north-west bringing
colder air <Sumner1977, (3). There is little information available
on weather which is specific to the survey area but the general
conditions are clear across the South Wales uplands where the
primary determinant is altitude. On the Black Mountain annual mean
rainfall will be around 2000mmwith more than 225 rain days. Snow
is expected to 11e on between five and ten 1I0rnings each year. Some
precipitation will be lost through evaporation and transpiration,
although less than at lower altitudes. There are between 1330 and
1400 hours sunshine each year; and the average daily mean
temperature for January will be around 6 ·C, that for July 16·C. lean
values, providing only a generalised account of conditions, mask
extremes. Although the Black lountain is exposed to strong
westerly winds, wind is a relatively insignificant element in the
- 25 -
weather compared to temperature and precipitation. Relief and wind
velocity may, however, combine to have significant local effect
(Melvyn Howe 1965, 57- 91j Sumner 1977, 45-59). Accentuated relief
results in local variations. The potential significance of micro-
climates, past and present, is noted below (2.2.5)
1.6.6 Present-day Land-use of the Survey Area
The unenclosed landscape of the the Black lountain is commonland
used only for late spring and summer pasture, supporting mostly
sheep and some cattle and horses. On heather-covered Drysgol the
stone-built shooting butts indicate former use as a game-moor.
lineral and stone extraction has included coal mining, silica
quarrying on the lillstone Grits and extensive limestone quarrying
often associated with lime-burning kilns (Strahan et al 1907).
1.7 SURVEYxnBOD
The writer had to undertake the field-survey alone. This dictated
the method of field-walking employedI both for reasons of good
practice and safety, and the way in which monuments and areas of
the landscape were planned.
At the outset, the Sites and lonuments Record of Dyfed
Archaeological Trust in Carmarthen, including aerial photographic
coverage, was consulted. Time was also spent at the offices of
ReAHI in Aberystwyth examining the results of its recent landscape
survey of parts of the study area. Printouts of the survey record
and copies of 10:000 and 1:2500 traces marked-up with monuments
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were ge.nerously made available. There was little early field-work
in the study area apart from a brief mention of some monumental
cairns (RCAHX1917, no. 250) and other smaller "disturbed and
scattered" cairns (RCAHX1917, no. 436).
Around fourteen weeks were spent field-working within the survey
area in 1989, 1990 and 1991 using 10:000 Ordnance Survey sheets as
base maps. Field-work undertaken during late Karch, April and early
Kay, concentrated on land below around 300m OD. Later in the year
large parts of these areas would have been infested by bracken.
Work at higher altitudes up to 600m, and above the bracken line,
took place in the summer when the weather should have been kinder
and safer for such activity.
The landscape divided itself naturally into reasonably-sized and
discrete field-work units on the basis of topography. These will
be used later as convenient divisions far describing the remains
(3.2). Each unit was initially "gridded" according to local relief
and walked. During field-work the temptation to make straight for
known monuments was avoided, in order to cover the ground as
thoroughly as possible. Subsequently, monuments were revisited and
were planned, described and photographed as appropriate. Often,
monuments were revisited on several occasions through the years of
the survey so that they and the surrounding landscape could be
seen under various stages of vegetation growth. A policy was
~doPted of avoiding paths, and always trying to take a slightly
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different route when revisiting sites in order to re-check as much
ground as possible.
10 claims are made that such solo survey can be comprehensive.
• any sites were added in those areas only recently examined by the
RCAHXsurvey team, and no doubt further monumentswill be found in
future. However, the writer is reasonably confident that something
approaching the full range of field monuments has been identified
and that their relative, if not absolute, frequency and
distribution in the landscape has been established.
As one of the aims of the project was to build up a data base of
detailed site descriptions for comparative analysis, all individual
structures apparently pre-dating relatively recent industrial
activity were planned at 1:100 or 1:200 by off-set measurements.
Some were profiled where this contributed significantly to the
record. The state of preservation was generally so good that it was
rare that a site could not usefully be planned. Information on the
local topography and environment was noted. In excess of two
hundred and seventy separate site locations were recorded. At many
of these there were several features or structures.
Fortunately, from the view-point of the solo field-worker, extensive
early land division in the form of stone banks or strips was
identified only in the parts of the study area which had been
covered by the RCAHIsurvey. The present project therefore draws
on the laser-assisted surveys of these features at 1:2500 prepared
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by the RCAHXteam, which have been checked in the field and, when
necessary, modified as regards detail. When it was desirable to
plan groups of features, such as groups of foundations or clusters
of stone piles, this was done by prismatic compass survey usually
at 1:500 or 1:1000 (Farrar 1987), While this method is sufficiently
accurate for present purposes, and was indeed the only method that
was practical in circumstances of survey undertaken by one
individual, a new survey by instrument should be made prior to any
excavation that might take place.
The lime kiln is the principal monument excluded from the survey
by the decision to omit sites of more recent industrial origin.
There are many hundreds of such sites, usually close to quarries
and sometimes associated with mortared foundations, carters' tracks
and, occasionally. tramways. There are several different types of
lime-kiln apparent. Some result from intensive commercial
production of relatively recent date. Others are probably a
consequence of smaller-scale exploitation for local needs which
might impinge on the theme of the present survey. However, it was
not realistic to begin to record any of the lime-workings in
detail. Attempts to construct a typology linked to a relative
chronology could be undertaken, taking into account associated
building foundations and track systems I but this would be a study
in itself. During the survey, however, attention was paid to
trackways and paths where these seemed to be linked to the
distribution of the monuments recorded.
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CHAPTER 2:
ENV I RONMENT OF
AREA
- 30 -
THE PAST
THE SURVEY
2.1 IITRODUCTIOI
This chapter will provide an account of the past environment
which will complement the archaeological data in Cbapter 3 and
assist analysis and interpretation in subsequent chapters. The
availability of evidence, often unevenly distributed, will
determine the geographic parameters of the account. However, it
will concentrate on Wales, focussing where possible on the South
Wales uplands, particularly the Black Xountain or adjacent areas
whenever the data permits. Such environmental information as is
available for the Black Xountain will be used as an indicator of
likely'past local land-use (Chapters 12, 13 and 14 below>.
Environment implies the general condition of plant, animal and soil
resources (Taylor 1980b, 311). The condition of these resources
will have been influenced by climatic and anthropogenic factors.
The detail and character of the interaction of these factors in
relation to biological and pedological change is often uncertain
and a matter of debate amongst palaeo-environmentalists. In keeping
with the main thrust of this project towards the structural remains
within the survey area, such issues, for the most part, will usually
be considered in general terms only, drawing on authoritative works
of synthesis. However, some will be treated in more detail where
environmental data of relevance is available from the Black
Xountain or adjacent areas, or the issue is of particular
significance to the ancient landscapes of the Black Xountain.
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The state of environmental archaeology in Wales has recently been
conveniently summarised (Caseldine 1990). The main source of data
for the upland regions comes from palaeo- botanical studies
principally of pollen. The most useful pollen profiles are those
linked to radiocarbon determinations although these are relatively
few in number. Fewer still are closely integrated programmes of
archaeological and palaeo-environmental investigation (Caseldine
1990, 16-19). This account will concentrate on evidence for the
development of three closely related facets of past environments,
climate, vegetation and soils, commenting when appropriate on the
possible consequences of human intervention. Past fauna will not be
considered because of the dearth of information.
In order to facilitate both the intelligibility of the account and
the subsequent integration of the environmental data with the
evidence for the structural remains in the survey area, a
be/ad/BC/ADchronology 1s used whenever possible instead of pollen
zonation or climatic periods which would often require presentation
of detail of chronological debate uneccessary for present
purposes. The general chronology of the conventional climatic
episodes is. however, indicated in 2.2.2. Pollen zones can be
extrapolated from figures 2:1 and 2:3 if requtred.
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2.2 THE CLIJUTB THROUGHTHE XILLBnIA
2.2.1 The study of the Past Climate
Studies of climate should ideally include all the meteorological
elements: atmospheric pressure, humidity, precipitation,
hydrological factors, temperature and wind (Vhittow 1984, 97) .
Knowledgeand understanding of each of the several meteorological
elements varies through time as well as from region to region so
the ideal is not readily attained. Temperature and precipitation
have tended to be emphasised in studies of past climates. The
character of climatic change in the prehistoric and proto-historic
past is inferred from changes in the vegetation and faunal
populations, together with soil and geomorphological conditions.
For the historic periods, documentary data may both directly and
indirectly reflect climatic conditions.
Use of these sources has allowed sequences of climatic change to
be proposed for the British Isles. The reconstruction of the past
climate has been approached at two levels: firstly, with a -broad-
brush" looking at long-term trendsj and, secondly, via studies
which attempt to identify short-term fluctuations within the longer
term-trends. This latter approach has been pursued particularly by
palaeo-environmentalists working in archaeology who may be
concerned to associate climate with relatively short-lived changes
in economic, cultural or social phenomena.
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2.2.2 AnOutline of Cl1Datic Change for the British Isles
The study of long-term trends usefully provides a relatively
uncomplicated overview. This is well illustrated by the work of
Lamb (eg 1965a and 1966) who suggests the following climatic
epochs for the period since the Devensian Glaciation the
chronology for the conventional climatic episodes follows that
provided by J.G. Evans (1975, 72):-
c. 8300 to 5500 be e.brac1Dg tlJe PnrBareal od 1JaTeal Bp1sodes
The retreat of the ice-sheets is followed by a relatively rapid
warming until, by about 5000 be or a little earlier, the so-called
"climatic optimum" is attained with summer temperatures 2'C to 3'C
above modern averages, and annual temperatures perhaps 2'C above
current readings.
c. 5500 to 3200 be equatbJg broadly ,dtb tlae AtlADt1c Bp1sode
A period of relative climatic stability with the continuation of
the "climatic optimum"but an increase in rainfall.
c. 3200 to 1200 be equat1DB bralJdly ,fltlJ tile Sub-BoreIIl Episode
The climate becomes less stable with a gradual cyclical
deterioration
c. 1200 to 500 be equatbltr bratJdly .,1t1J tile Sub-AtlaDt1c Ep1sa1e
A marked deterioration in clillate with increasing wetness froll
which there has never been a full recovery.
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c. 500 be to 1300 AD COlJt11lu:lDgthe Sub-At.Lut:lc Episode
A trend towards some improvement in climate, although the values
of the 'climatic optimum' are never again attained. This ultimately
peaks in a "lesser climatic optimum"between 1000 and 1300 AD.
c. 1300 AD to lTeseDt COlJt11luiDg the Sub-AtlazJt:lc Episode
A period of climatic instability with some deterioration, and the
so-called "Little Ice Age" between the middle of the 16th century
and the end of the 18th century.
2.2.3 Ied.1Ul1and Short-lena Variability ill the Past British Cl:blate
The potential for fluctuation and episodes of variation within
these general trends has been recognized <Lamb1965a, 7). Palaeo-
environmentalists and climatologists have endeavoured to refine
this general chronology for climatic change, to address a wider
range of climatic factors, and to identify fluctuations within
general trends. Summaries of this work are contained in Baillie
1989; Bryson et al 1974; J. G. Evans 1971 and 1975; Lamb 1981;
Parry 1978, 25-67, and 1985; Simmons et al 1981, 89-93; A. G. Smith
et al 1981, 133-144; Taylor 1965a; Tinsley 1981, 210-217; J. Turner
1981, 251-261 and Whittle 1982. It 1s often emphasised that
considerable uncertainty surrounds attempts to reconstruct climates
of the prehistoric past in detail because of the iDpact that human-
kind has had on the environment. This is particularly so once
agriculture was widely practised, whereupon it often becomes
unclear whether environmental changes are attributable to climatic
change, biological developments or human interference, or a
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combination of these factors (J. G. Evans 1971, 18-19), Advances in
dendrochronolgy may pinpoint critical climatic thresholds (Baillie
1989) while the advent of the historical record assists detection
of shorter-term fluctations (Ingram et al 1978),
The fallowing more detailed scheme of climatic change, illustrating
short to medium term variability for the British Isles over the
past 12000 years up until the early Post-Xedieval period, is a
tentative compilation of data from the sources cited in the
preceding paragraph:-
c. 11500 to 800000 - warmer conditions of the Windermere
Interstadial give way to colder period of Loch LomondStadial.
c. 8000 to 500000 - by c.8000bc Britain was free from ice. There
was a rapid amelioration of temperature from a below-zero average
to a period of sustained high average temperatures around 12·C by
c.6000bc. Before c.6000bc, there was a more anticyclonic climate
with less windy conditions and short hot summers with the rest of
year colder than at present. After c. 5800bc winter temperatures
ameliorated to 2·C higher than today with longer spring and autumn
seasons. Average precipitation was c. 92~ to 95~ of present
averages.
-c. 5000 to 320000 - temperatures continued higher than those of
today, with average summer temperatures of 16.5·C. After c.5000bc
average precipitation is estimated to increase to 1l1~ of present
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figures. More cyclonic conditions resulted in windier weather.
Importantly, the increasing impact of human activity on the
landscape makes the identification of specifically climatic factors
in environmental change much more difficult.
c. 3200 to 2000bc - possibly a period of declining temperatures
which, however, probably continued at O.5·C to l·C higher than
those of today, with a continuance of higher than present average
precipitation,although this decreases with time.
c. 2000 to 1200bc - a period of fluctuation, particularly as
regards rainfall, with some centuries very dry, others very wet,
but with mean temperatures still slightly higher than those today,
producing a phase of cyclical climatic deterioration.
c. 1200 to 400bc - a period during which there was a general
deterioration in climate with slightly higher levels of
precipitation which generally are not quantified/ and a marked
decline in mean annual temperature of perhaps as much as 2 ·C.
Summers are thought to have been abnormally cool and damp and
winters relatively mild. An extraordinary predominance of strong
westerly winds is suggested. The deterioration may have been rapid
on account of the effects of the eruption of the Icelandic volcano,
Xount Hekla.
c. 40000 to 400 AD - the climate gradually turned somewhat milder,
drier and less stormy although there are suggestions of some
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severe winters. It has been suggested that the period between 250
and 400 AD had a fairly stable climate, rather warmer and drier
than at present.
c. 400 to 1000 AD - summers were colder and wetter by the late
500s. Some improvement was apparent by 700 AD in the form of
drier, warmer summers and colder winters resulting from an
increasinsly anticyclonic trend.
c. JOOO to J300 AD - becomes warmer with mean summer temperatures
between 1150 and 1250 AD around 0.5·C higher than in preceding
centuries. This gives rise to the 'lesser climatic optimum', an
episode sometimes known as 'the Xedieval Optimum'.
c. J300 to J600 AD - a cooling phase with reduced anticyclonic
activity dominated by rain-bearing westerly winds. There was an
increased frequency of cool, wet summers. By 1500 AD, average
summer temperatures were perhaps 0.7·C lower, and mean winter
temperatures around l·C lower, than during 'the ledieval Optimum."
The period between c. 1550 and 1750 ADhas been described as the
-Little Ice Age.-
2.2.4 hg10Dal Cl:lJaatic Variation in Wales
As well as identifying variability within general climatic trends
through time, palaeo-environmentalists recognize the capacity of
the climate and the character of climatic change to alter according
to regional and local topographical circumstances <Taylor 1975).
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In general the Welsh uplands form a discrete environmental zone
which responds late to a warming climate but early to a cooling
climate (Taylor 1980a. 110). The central geographic position of
Wales determines its climate since it is the meeting point of
warmer air from the west. particularly the south-west. and colder
air from the north (Sumner 1977. 43), Lambhas described a number
of climatic regimes which have affected Wales through time (1965b.
15-16). These regimes vary according to atmospheric circulation
and shifts in the direction of prevailing winds.
When the westerly winds are to the north of the country.
anticyclonic conditions will prevail. with lighter winds. higher
summer teJllperatures and probably higher rainfall but with greater
levels of evaporation than now. Drought is possible during summer
whenever conditions became particularly anticyclonic. Lambsuggests
that such conditions prevailed in Vales during the Post-Glacial
Optimum.around 5000bc and during the ledieval Optilllum,c.ll00 to
1300 AD (1965b, 15). A Rhift of the westerly winds to more
~outherly latitudes brings on cyclonic conditions which produce
cool summers. mild winters and high rainfall levels at all seasons.
Such conditions were prevalent during the first half of the first
millennium bc and the fourteenth century AD (Lamb 1965c. 15). A
further southerly shift in the prevailing westerly winds may reduce
the wetness but allows colder northerly and easterly winds to have
more effect. Summers are likely to be variable with winters either
dry or snowy. Such conditions contributed to the onset of the later
ledieval "Little Ice Age- (Lamb1965c. 16).
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The general scheme proposed for the British climate since the
Devensian glaciation has been amended to take account of such
considerations for the uplands <Taylor 1975, 10-lS). Average
climatic trends are compared to those postulated for the highland
zone in figure 2:1 (taken from Taylor 1975).
Altitude significantly affects the nature of the climate and the
rate and character of change (Taylor 1965b). This is accentuated
in Vales by the simple topographiC structure of the upland care
surrounded on all but the eastern side by a narrow lowland coastal
band. The relief has, and probably always has had, the consequence
of producing sharp changes in environment and climate aver
relatively short distances and small increases in elevation
<Taylor 19S0a, 104 and 110-111). This is clearly a factor of
particular relevance to the Black Mountain survey area which has an
altitudinal range from around 200/250m ODto around 600m OD.
The capacity far considerable variation in climate within the
region is illustrated by present-day average annual rainfall
figures far south-west Wales which may be as little as 87511mon
the coast, rising to 1500mmin the Vale of Towy to the north of
the Black J(ountain and up to 2250mman the Black J(ountain itself
<Bowen1965, 336). A present-day precipitation increase of around
SOmmfar every 30m of altitude has been calculated for the region
which includes the survey area (Sumner 1977). As regards
temperature, conventionally a lapse of l·C for every 150m increase
in al ti tude has been suggested. However, local conditions can result
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in a lapse of l·C for a height increase of rather less than 150m-
an average lapse rate of L'C for 134m has been suggested for the
region which includes the survey area (Oliver 1971, 55-56). The
consequences of sharp climatic variation across a distance of
only 35km is indicated by a growing season of around 365 days on
the Gower Peninsula which reduces to less than 200 days on the
peaks of the Black Mountain. The decrease in growing season is not
in propo~tion to height through the altitude spectrum. It decreases
most rapidly in the lowest altitudes at about 14 days per 100mof
height (Perry 1979, 6; Sumner 1977, 56).
2.2.5 Local Clillates
Local climate can be affected by factors such as aspect, slope,
soil, vegetation and land-use (Taylor 1975, 8; 1980, 111). For
example, accentuated relief results in lifting and deflection of air
masses giving rise to local variation in wind direction and speed,
precipitation, cloud and visibility (Xelvyn Howe 1965, 57). It is
entirely probable that micro-climate was a significant factor in
determining land-use on a local basis in earlier times (Parry 1975,
2). However, it is difficult to expand on this in the context of the
Welsh uplands, as a result of the paucity of integrated
envirollllental/archaeological studies which compare contrasting
adjacent localities.
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2.3 POST-GLACIAL VEGBTATIOIAL CHAIGB
2.3.1 Post-Glacial Vegetational Change in Britain
It is unnecessary for the purposes of this study to provide a
general account of the vegetational history of the British Isles
since the end of the Devensian Glaciation. There are numerous
accounts which describe the changes in vegetation through time in
response to the complex interaction of climatic, topographical and
biological factors, as well as human intervention (eg. Pennington
1974j contributors to Simmons and Tooley 1981j A. G. Smith 1970j
Turner 1970). Considerable regional variation in the detail of
post-glacial forest development has been recognized (J. G. Evans
1975, 81-83i Birks et a1 1975),
2.3.2 Barly Post-Glacial Vegetational Change in Wales
Post-glacial colonization of Wales by vegetation was retarded both
on account of its relatively distant location from Continental
sources and by the effects of altitude (Taylor 1980a). The
succession of trees which follows the post-glacial warming has
been recognized as showing a similar pattern over most of Wales
(P. D. Koore 1977), but with local variation in response to
topographical characteristics already noted in relation to climate.
Juniper (Juniperus) was soon followed by hazel (Corylus) towards
the close of the Devensian Glaciation around 8000bc. The early
arrival and expansion of three main tree species, birch (Betula) ,
pine (Pinus) and willow (Salix) was accompanied initially by only a
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little oak (Quercus) and elm <Ulmus). Between c. 7500 and 5000bc
there was an expansion in oak and elm woodland and a decline in
hazel. Pine survi ved and increased in the uplands towards the
'climatic optimum.' Late in the sequence there was a rapid
expansion of alder (Alnus).
In the period c. 5000 to 3500bc, mixed deciduous woodland of alder,
oak and elm, with occasional lime (Til1a) and ash (Fraxinus) ,
attained its maximum extent while pine continued to occur at
altitude. <Taylor 1980a 111-117). Forest cover up to 750m ODhas
been suggested for the British Isles at this time (Pennington 1974,
60). Pollen analysis in the southern Welsh uplands can be taken to
support this (Crampton 1966, 49-50), although a more conservative
altitude of 610±60mODhas also been argued (Taylor 1980a, 117>' It
has been proposed that minimally 75%of the Welsh landmass carried
woodland at this time (Eldin 1960, 39), Pollen maps constructed for
the period around 3000bc suggest an abundance of alder, birch and
hazel with some oak in the forest cover across South Wales (Birks
et al 1975).
Of course, there would have been variations in the composition and
extent of woodland in response to regional and local factors such
as so11, aspect, exposure and slope (Birks et al 1975, 103), For
example, towards the end of this sequence, it has been suggested
that oak was more prevalent in the uplands of south and west Wales
compared to Snowdonia, where alder and birch were more common
()loore 1977, 79-80). In Cardiganshire, local variation is recorded
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in respect of pine which was successful in the uplands but not at
lower altitudes where it was in competition with oak (Hoore 1972).
Interference by the hunter-gatherer communities of the Mesolithic
in the development of the woodland landscape through deliberate
burning is now accepted as 1ik1ey (Hellars 1976) although naturally
ignited blazes could account for quantities of the charcoal
recovered in pollen preparations (K. J. Edwards 1989a 148). In
Wales evidence for such early woodland disturbance and burning is
rarely associated with artefacts (Caseldine 1990, 35). Often human
agency is only inferred as a possibility. For example, on Mynydd y
Drum near Ystradgynlais, Powys, 6km south-east of the survey area,
woodland clearance, indicated by charcoal and dated to between c.
6000bc and 4500bc, has been interpreted as a result of activity by
a Mesolithic population (Chambers et al 1990). However, at Waun-
Fignen-Felen on the Black Mountain, 4km east of the survey area,
Mesolithic flints have been found in an area which pollen evidence
suggests was relatively open at around 6000bc (Smith and Cloutman
1988, 198). This site will be discussed more fully in later
sections (2.3.3, 2.4.2 and 12.3.4 below).
2.3.3 Vegetational Change after c. 300000
The variable interaction of climatic and pedological factors,
combined with human activity, began a process which led in
succeeding millennia to the extensive deforestation of much of
Wales, particularly at altitude. The arrival of agriculturally-
based subsistence accelerated woodland clearance and vegetational
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change, though again it is not possible to quantify the impact of
this relative to changes occasioned by environmental and biological
factors. There is, however, majority agreement that the general
reduction in woodlands later in the fourth millennium bc
primarily reflects human interference and is not climatically
induced (J. G. Evans 1975, 113i Smith et a1 1961, 139), although
dendrochronology suggests that a volcanic eruption around 3600 BC
could· have produced a dust cloud with detrimental effects on
vegetation (Baillie 1989, 313).
It has traditionally been claimed that the early impact of food
production coincided with a particularly substantial reduction in
elm pollen relative to other arboreal species (J. G. Evans 1975,
109i Smith et a1 1981, 134), The elm-decline has, therefore, been
taken as a particularly significant threshold in the palaeo-
botanical record for both the environmentalist and the
archaeologist. In Britain dates for the 'elm-decline' fall in the
period just before and around 3000bc (Smith et a1 1981, 159).
However, the status of the 'elm-decline' in the context of the
transition to food production in Britain is uncertain (Edwards
1988), Firstly, it is probable that food production was taking
place to some extent prior to the decline although distinguishing
between grass and cereal pollen presents challenges (Edwards and
Hirons 1984i K. J. Edwards 1988, 259-61>. Secondly, the causes of
the elm-decline are disputed.
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The elm-decline is no longer perceived as climatically induced
since it is unlikely that a colder climate would have affected only
one of the several climatically sensitive trees in the woodland
(J. G. Evans 1975, 109; Smith et a1 1981, 157-160; Huntley and
Birks 1983, 415). The nature and extent of human influence is,
however, unclear. Even when a humancontribution to the elm-decline
is allowed, a connection with agriculture cannot be assumed
(Bradley 1978, 10-16; Kinnes 1988, 2-4). For example, in the north-
west of England late KesoHthic fodder collection has been
suggested as prompting an early phase in the decline of elm prior
to a more substantial decline accounted for by Neo11thic
pastoralism (Bonsall et a1 1989, 203).
However,doubts remain as to whether selective humanactivity, such
as use of elm leaves as fodder (Smith et a1 1981, 152; Bonsall et
81 1989, 203) or even as a carbohydrate staple for human
consumption (Dimbleby 1978, 29), is a relevant factor in the
especially marked decline of elm, particularly in view of its
relative synchroneity across Britain (Rowley-Conwy1982, 205-6;
K. J. Edwards 1988, 261-2). It has been maintained that, for
collection to have had a substantial impact, unrealistically high
population levels are required (Rowley-Conwy1982, 205-6>' There
is a strong possibility that disease accounted for, or
exacerbated, the process (Girling and Greig 1985; P. D. Koore
1985). By way of summarising current thinking, the interplay of
anthropogenic factors and disease are likely to explain the decline
of elm (Huntley and Birks 1983, 414-15).
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The 'elm-decline' occurs in Wales, too, around 3000bc (Caseldine
1990, 45), although a variabllity of ± 500 years has been argued
for the Welsh uplands (Taylor 1980a, 123). At Xynydd y Drum,
Ystradgynlais, the primary elm-decline occurred in one profile
immediately prior to 3130±80bc (Car-1l46) and at a second at
2990±80bc (Car-1l54) (Chambers et a1 1990, 243), At Waun-Fignen-
Felen on the Black lountain, the elm-decline is dated at ten of the
sixteen sample sites to between c.3500 bc and 3000bc. Variability
in the date of, and the influence of local events, on the elm-
decline are noted as possible (Smith and Cloutman 1983, 201-203).
In Wales, there is scanty evidence for cereal pollen either prior to
or coinciding with the elm-decline. The pollen evidence suggests
the prevalence of pastoralism rather than cereal production in the
early phase of food production in the uplands (Caseldine 1990, 43-
4). This will be discussed further in relation to the interpretation
of land-use in the survey area (12.4.3 and 12.4.4 below).
The retreat of woodlands from the upland landscapes was frequently
interrupted by episodes of re-generation, followed by fUrther
woodland clearance with an overall trend towards an open landscape
in which woodland with time became less and less significant (eg.
P. D. ](oore 1968). By the second millennium bc, the Welsh uplands were
becoming increasingly clear of woodland at least on a local basis
(Taylor 1980a, 123)I a process more generally extended following
pronounced climatic deterioration in the centuries around 1000bc
(2.2.3 above).
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There is some evidence for the appearance of later prehistoric and
early historic landscapes in the vicinity of the survey area.
Cairns assumed to date to the second millennium bc on Xynydd y
Drum,Ystradgynlais, were constructed in a substantially deforested
landscape, a heath land or hazel scrubland, possibly at a habitat
boundary between these environments (Chambers et al 1990, 244), At
Waun-Fignen-Felen on the Black Xountain, there is evidence for some
local woodland regeneration during the earlier 1st millennium bc
with renewed clearance later in the millennium continuing into the
early centuries ad (Smith and Cloutman 1988, 203). Radiocarbon
determinations from this location provide unusual chronological
precision for the on-gOing cycle of woodland and scrub re-
generation and clearance culminating in open landscapes. Evidence
for woodland clearance continues into the Xedieval period
(Caseldine 1990, 95),
2.4 SOILS
2.4.1 Post-Glacial Soil Develop.ent
During the post-glacial period, brown forest so11s probably
developed throughout most of the upland region (Limbrey 1975, 156).
These were then altered by a combination of biological,
climatological and anthropogenic factors (Bridges 1978), the
relative significance of which varied through time. The nature of
soil change through the prehistoric period is discussed by
contributors to Simmons and Tooley (1981). Human intervention in
the process occurred through modification of the woodland and the
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instigation of herding and cultivation (Limbrey 19'75, 11'7-126).
Generally this led to the degradation of soils through hydrological
changes and reductions in nutrient levels, and also in some
circumstances their erosion. However, it has been argued that human
intervention only served to modify natural trends of soil formation
in the highland zone (Ball 19'75).
2.4.2 Soil Degradation in Upland Wales
Podzolisation, gleying and peat formation are the major inter-
related processes which have affected development of the original
post-glacial brown forest soils in the uplands (Ball 1975, 22-23),
A podzol results from the leaching of iron, aluminium and most
weatherable minerals from the upper horizons to horizons of
deposition lower down the profile. Gleying results from the
waterlogging of soils allowing the reduction of iron from a ferric
to a ferrous state (Ball 19'75, 22-23; Umbrey 19'75, 137-145), Peat
is a soil comprising slightly decomposed or undecomposed vegetable
matter. Peat formation may be topogeneous or ombrogenous, the
former depending on impeded drainage which is a consequence of
topography, the latter requiring high levels of rainfall.
Ombrogenous peat Day take the form of raised bog or blanket bog
(Godwin 1981, 4-12). These processes result in upland landscapes
covered by acid soils with poor nutrient levels capable of
supporting only an impoverished vegetation.
It has been suggested that the beginning of the podzol1sation of
brown earths and onset of mar peat formation in Wales dates from
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early woodland clearance coinciding with higher rainfall levels
<Taylor 1980a, 119). This would place the beginnings of degradation
around the sixth millennium be, in common with other parts of
Britain <Dimbleby 1962, 17; J. G. Evans 1975, 99; Limbrey 1975,
159). Also it is suggested that so11 degradation occurred earliest
at altitudes where there was no cover of mixed deciduous cak
forest (Limbrey 1975, 157). This is supported locally by work at
Waun-Fignen-Felen to the east of the survey area where clearance of
lighter woodland as early as c.6000bc produced heathland conditions
with podzolisation on the more permeable soils (Smith and Cloutman
1988). A Bronze Age date for podzolisation under oak forest on cold
slopes at around 300m aD, and an Iron Age date for the process
under oak forest on warmer slopes at around 140m aD, has been
proposed (Crampton and Webley 1964), indicating the potential of
chronological variability in pedological Change according to aspect
and altitude.
A date of around 3000bc for general blanket peat initiation in the
uplands has been argued (P. D. Moore 1975),but again extensive
variability is indicated in which altitude is one significant
factor (Chambers 1982, 457). For example, peat initiation 1s noted
from c. 3000bc at 715m OD in the Brecon Beacons, and at c. 600ad
at 400m OD in the Glamorgan hills (Chambers 1981). At Waun-Fignen-
Felen, to the east of the survey area, ombrogenous peat appears to
have formed as early as c.5600bc at one location, with formation at
most sites between c.3800 and 3500bc, but an initial onset as late
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as c.2000bc at other locations. Very local considerations seem to
have influenced the process (Smith and Cloutman 1988).
During the second millennium bc the podzolic so11s both matured
and spread in extent in the uplands. Climatic deterioration from
the end of the second millennium bc led both to the initiation of
peat growth in new areas and the recurrence of formation within
existing bogs (Godwin1981, 193-196; Taylor 1980a, 125). The nature
of the use to which the land was put would have continued to
contribute to the evolution of so11s and generation of peat bog,
with the differential effects of cultivation, when and where
possible, and the contrasting impact of grazing by different
species of domesticates, notably sheep and cattle. It is possible
that many upland soils attained their essential present-day
characteristics during later prehistory although it has been
suggested that the gleying of podzols is a later development,
probably from the early KiddIe Ages onwards (Crampton 1965, 224).
However, the character of so11s from the early historic period
through to early modern times has generally received little
attention (Caseldlne 1990, 109) .
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2.5 THE PAST BIVDlOIDIT OF THE SURVBY ARBA
2.5.1 Intrcduction
As mentioned above (1.4). choice of the survey area was influenced
by the availability of a recent study of the past vegetational
history of this part of the Black Xountain by Edward Cloutman
(1983). The work within the survey area was part of a wider
project which also involved sampling at Waun-Fignen-Felen. 4km
east of the survey area. to which reference has already been made
(Smith and Cloutman 1988), Cloutman sampled peat deposits and the
top of any underlying mineral soils at six locations more-or-less
at the centre of the survey area (fig. 2:2). The following account
synthesises CloutmanIS study and interpretations. Pollen analysts
has also been carried out in a valley location just south of the
survey area near Cwmllynfell (Trotman 1963). and this also is
briefly summarised (2.5.5 below) . Comments on the environmental
data and its interpretation by Cloutman will be reserved for
Chapters 12, 13 and 14 which are concerned with questions of land-
use within the survey area.
2.5.2 The Location of the Sites Chosen far Bnv:lronJlental study
Five of the six sampling locations are situated within a 200m by
600m area in a col between Pen Rhiw-ddu at 525m aD and Garreg
Lwydat 617m OD. centred on SI 732 183 (fig. 2:2) (Plate 2). These
are allan the west-facing slope of Garreg Lwyd known as Pen Rhiw-
wen. an area of Carboniferous Limestone. The sixth site is on a
plateau on top of Garreg Lwyd. an area of Killstone Grit. The
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altitudinal range of the sampling sites lies between 491m and 610m
OD (Cloutman 1983, 26-28), The sites were distinguished
alphabetically. Their designation in order of decreasing altitude is
as follows:-
Site I at 610m OD - on top of Garreg Lwyd
Site X at 539m OD)
Site L at 513m OD)
Site H at 510m aD) - on west facing slope of Pen Rhiw-wen
Site K at 496m aD)
Site J at 491m aD)
Sites X, L, and K contained shallow blanket peats with basal mor
deposits over a podzolised mineral soil. Sites I and H also
comprised peat deposits but these lay directly an bedrock. Site J
was a swallow hole filled with a 4m deep topogenic peat (Cloutman
1983, 6),
2.5.3 Aspects of the Iethodology
The aims of the study, and methods adopted in their pursuit, have
been fully described (Cloutman, 1973, 4-34). One objective is of
particular relevance to the present archaeological survey, which
covers a relatively extensive area of landscape around Clout_ants
sampling sites. This was to evaluate an approach intended to
differentiate between "local" and "regional" pollen components.
"Local" pollen is defined as that produced by vegetation growing at
or close to the sampling site, characterised by the most widely
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fluctuating pollen curves. "Regional" pollen, taken as coming from
vegetation on the surrounding slopes and valleys, exhibits a
comparatively stable pollen curve. An "extra-regional" pollen
component comes from outside the immediate catchment area
(Cloutman 1983, 4-5).
While pollen from the sample site provides information on the
environment of the immediate area, interpretation in relation to
the surrounding landscape becomes more difficult with distance
(Cloutman 1983, 5>' To assist in distinguishing between local and
regional pollen components, the modern pollen rain was studied.
Pollen data was collected from surface samples and compared with
modern vegetation and the resul ts applied to provide parameters
for the interpretation of fossil data (Cloutman 1983, 28-33). The
close location of several sample sites was aimed at producing a
"three-dimensional" approach to the vegetational history of the
area. Radiocarbon determinations were used to provide an absolute
chronology to assist correlation between sampling sites (Cloutman
1983, 5), and as a basis for the calculation of pollen deposition
rates at each site (Cloutman 1983, 18-22).
It was concluded that in circumstances where every sampling site
has unique pollen catchment characteristics, the use of modern
pollen diagrams provides an useful parallel for the fossil data,
and also that the three-dimensional approach, combined with
radiocarbon correlation, assists in the detection of local
variability. As well as allowing local events to be detected, this
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prevents results from one site distorting the picture mare
generally applicable to the area as a whale (Cloutman 1983, 176-
177).
Cloutman, therefore, sought to reconstruct the history of bath
the local vegetation in the immediate vicinity of the sampling
sites, and the regional vegetation an the surrounding slopes. This
is relevant to the present study far twa reasons. Firstly, it can
provide information an human activity in the area at a time when
this was nat leaving a cultural record in the farm of identifiable
field-remains. Secondly, it contributes to the provision of an
environmental context for the structures to be described in Chapter
3.
2.5.4 An Outline Environllental History For the Western Area of the
Black Xountain Correlated to Landuse
This outline environmental history takes account principally of
Cloutman's interpretation of changes in vegetation and so11 with
particular reference to the onset of degradation through
podzolisation and peat initiation. It foHows C1outman's phasing,
the chronology of which is based on both radiocarbon
determinations and pollen deposition rate diagrams (see 2.5.3). The
account synthesises the data from the six sampling sites
(Cloutman 1973, 35-76, and 82-92), the results from which will only
be referred. to individually when any local variation from the
general picture is particularly significant.
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Pbase 1 - prior to c. 6000bpl4000OO
Locally, it appears that the uplands were dominated by hazel
CCorylue) with birch (Betula) and pine as the major trees. The
woodland was fairly open supporting a ground flora of bracken
(PteridiU11l) and heather (Erica), together with umbellifers,
plantains and ferns (Dryopteridacae). It is impossible to say how
long the vegetation had been like this. The presence of same
charcoal is taken as indicating the possibility of human
intervention in perpetuating hazel scrub through burning to
encourage good grazing grounds.
Regionally, fallowing a birch woodland, a mixed deciduous woodland
is suggested with oak <Quercus) the dominant species accompanied
by elm (Ulmus), lime < Tilia), birch, pine (Pinus) and alder (.Alnus)
present.
Phase 2 - c. 6000 to 5000bpl 4000 to 300000
Locally, the hazel component in the mineral sail declines betwen c.
4000 and 3800bc fallowed by a period of grassland giving way to
heather and ling (Calluna) heathland. Podzolization of mineral
soils, which were initially relatively freely-drained, followed
increased leaching after the removal of deep-rooted vegetation.
Leaching may have resulted in an iron pan formation which
obstructed drainage, with consequent waterlogging, leading to the
creation of an acid mor humus.
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The abundance of charcoal seems too great and too consistent to be
due to natural fires. It is suggested that human intervention,
through burning to encourage optimum grazing, is significant in
serving as a catalyst for vegetational and pedological change.
Regionally, a mixed woodland of oak, elm and lime occupied the
better soils, with alder on heavier so11s close to rivers. It is
suggested that birch and alder may have colonised the cooler
north-facing slopes of Garreg Lwydwith a transition zone of hazel
between heath land and woodland.
Phase 3 - c. 5000 to 3300bp/ 3000 to 1300bc
Locally, ombrogenous blanket peat forms over the mar deposit at
sites H, Land K. At site X this occurs around 2820±70bc (CAR-12);
at site L around 2770±70bc (CAR-17); and at site Ie the humified
mor deposit grades into blanket peat between 3495±70bc (CAR-38)
and 2850±85bc (CAR-37). Cloutman favours anthropogenic influence
in the initiation of peat at these locations. He suggests that this
was in the form of sustained clearance through burning to promote
on-going grazing, which catalysed or accelerated natural processes
involving climatic, edaphic and vegetational factors (1983, 78-80).
Locally, the vegetation was varied, with grasses dominant,
succeeded by heather at some sites, while hazel scrub bordered
areas of reed. Oak and alder were in evidence near some sites. At
site H humified peat did not begin to form until right at the end
of this phase via a process of lateral movement over podzols, c.
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1450±70bc (CAR-26). Peat initiation was topogenic in the swallow
hole, site J, and could not be dated at site I.
Regionally, elm values declined early in this phase. There are some
indications that oak, birch and hazel values were also in decline.
At site ., radiocarbon determinations of 2980±60bc (CAR-85)and
2905±75bc (CAR-84) indicate the approximate date of the regional
elm decline. The contention that the initial elm-decline lasted 75
years <Cloutman1983, 88) cannot be sustained since this is to
treat the radiocarbon determinations from site I as real dates
without regard to the margin of error. Results from site L,
although ambiguous, could indicate a secondary elm decline at
about 2700bc (Cloutman 1983, 89), A rise in grasses at Site I,
interpreted in part as a consequence of grassland taking over from
woodland on regional basis, is taken as evidence of early minor
clearance in the region (Cloutman 1983, 37), Arboreal pollen,
however, together with shrub pollen, still constitutes in excess of
50~ of the pollen count at all sites throughout this phase, except
site L where heathland was dominant (Cloutman 1983, 89).
Climatically sensitive lime does not generally decline until later
in the phase which leads Cloutman to exclude climatic change as a
principal cause of the early decrease in arboreal pollen. High
percentages of plantains and buttercup (RSllU1JCulus) pollen early in
this phase at site I are taken as suggesting pastoral activity,
possibly in the upland region (Cloutman 1983, 42). Twocereal-type
pollen grains were noted early in this phase at Site I.
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The elm-decline at site N is followed by what appears to be oak
woodland regeneration. However, later in this phase the appearance
of significant quantities of plantains and a rise in ash (Frax1~us)
pollen, a species favoured by human interference, together with a
fall in the hazel pollen curve, suggests more widespread clearance,
possibly on the intermediate slopes (Cloutman 1983, 38).
Regeneration of oak woodland is again noted, around 1910±85bc
(CAR-36),at site K. The explanation may lie in the location of the
site at the base of the col just above the relatively sheltered
valley of the Kant Garw which could have brought the forest
margins into the immediate vicinity (Cloutman 1983, 65).
Subsequent declines in alder and oak, and the rise of light
demanding species such as ash, birch and willow, again indicate
more widespread minor woodland clearance in the region. Plantains
are also in evidence in significant quantities, earlier than
elsewhere, with a cereal-type grain observed towards the end of the
phase. Locally, it is suggested that heather and grasses dominated
the site, and that both arable and pastoral farming are indicated
close-by in a particularly favoured location in the saddle of the
col (Cloutman 1983, 50-51 and 90).
In general, until the end of phase 3, it is suggested that most
human attention was devoted to the uplands (Cloutman 1983, 90),
with only minor clearance of, or interference with, the vegetation
on the lower slopes.
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Phase 4 - c. 3300 to 2600bp/ 1350 to 650bc
Locally, increased wetness of the bog surface is indicated by the
rise in sedge (Cyperaceae) pollen values. This apparently led to
the spread of ombrogenous blanket peat to site H. The boundary
where the humified peat grades into the ombrogenous peat produced
a radiocarbon determination of 1015±65bc (CAR-25)' Topogenic peat
within the swallow hole at site J also grades into ombrogenous
peat at around 850bc (Cloutman 1983, 57-58 and 81). An increase in
the values of Bog Asphodel (NarthecJ.um) at several sampling sites
may also indicate climatic deterioration around 1000bc (Cloutman
1983, 72).
Regionally, it is suggested that an increase in alder values also
shows climatic deterioration. The phase includes the common
appearance of bracken and plantains and a general decline in trees
and shrubs (Cloutman 1983, 90).
larked decreases in oak values at site I, and at sites near the
southern end of the col, are taken to indicate widespread
reductions in woodland, concentrated on the lower slopes (Cloutman
1983, 38). While climatic deterioration may have been in part
responsible for changes in the woodland composition, human
intervention is also seen as important, given the rise in species
such as bracken and clearance indicators such as plantains, Sorrel
(Rumex), Xugwort (Arte.misia) and Goosefoot (ChelJopodiaceae), with
charcoal noted at several sites (Cloutman 1983, 51 and 72-74),
Hazel was relatively abundant at site K and J which may be
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explained by coppicing (Cloutman 1983, 66 and 74). A little cerea1-
type pollen at si tes Land H indicates arable acti vi ty , although
the rise in bracken and plantains suggests pastoralism is most
common.Evidence for oak woodland decline from the southerly sites
alone argues for change on the southern slopes. The remaining
woodland on the Old Red Sandstone and limestone to the north may
not have suffered such increased levels of clearance (Cloutman
1983, 90-91>.
Pbase 5 - c. 2600 to 1200bpl 65000 to 750ad
Locally, heather and grass moorland dominates in what is by now an
essentially open upland. The bog surface seems to have become
wetter (C10utman1983, 60, 66 and 91),
Regionally, there is widespread clearance of woodland and expansion
of birch and ash pollen values, although there are indications of
episodes of oak regeneration. At site K, after signs of some
initial woodland regeneration, arboreal pollen declined from around
105±65bc (CAR-34), a phase lasting around 1000 years (Cloutman
1983, 67). Generally, it seems the upper slopes became completely
deforested although trees remained in the shelter of the valley
heads. The most dramatic reduction in arboreal pollen is seen at
the southerly sites, reflecting activity on the southern slopes
(Cloutman 1983, 91>.
Plantains continue to indicate intensified pastoralism (Cloutman
1983, 61>, but the phase is marked by an increase in weeds of
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cultivation and cereal-type pollens. The evidence is particularly
strong from site L during a sub-phase, claimed on the basis of the
deposition rate diagram, to be Romano-British. An increased
requrrenent for cereals during this period is cited in support of
the claim. Although this pollen may be derived from widespread
regional clearance "on a massive scale" with farming practised over
much of the adjacent landscape, it is concluded that cultivation
was taking place very close to the sampling site because no other
site shows a similarly dramatic rise in grasses, plantains and
cereals at this time <Cloutman1983, 53).
Phase 6 - c. 1200bp/ 750ad to JloderD period
Locally in the open uplands, grasses tend to displace heather
through time reflecting the transition to the present poor
grassland. Regionally, woodland clearance continues until some late
afforestation is indicated by a rise in pine and beech (Fagaceae)
levels.
Grazing pressures seem to intensify while cereal pollen regularly
appears. A radiocarbon determination of 1175±55ad (CAR-21)
provides a mid-date for a sub-phase at site H, assessed on the
basis of deposition rates to span a period around 1050 to 1300ad.
A rise of cereal pollen is noted during this sub-phase (Cloutman
1983, 61>.
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2.5.5 Pollen Analysis at CWllllynfell
In the early nineteen-sixties pollen analysis was carried out by
Trotman (1963) on peat deposits some 400m south of the southern
boundary of the survey area at SI 738 136 towards the village of
Cwmllynfell. The valley floor site is located at around 175m OD
some 4km south-south-east of Cloutman's sampling area (fig. 2:2).
It thus provides a useful comparison for Cloutman's attempted
extrapolation of regional environmental change. Trotman follows
the conventional pollen zonation for her sequence which is
unsupported by radiocarbon determinations (1963, 125-126 and 151-
156). Approximate dates are applied to her sequence following J.
G. Evans 1975 (Table 4, 72).
ZoDes IV IUJd V-c. 10,200 to 9000bpl8300 to 700000
The immediate post-glacial is poorly characterised in the pollen
record. A slight rise in pine pollen is noted prior to the rise of
the main deciduous forest.
ZolIe VI - c. 9000 to 7500bpl 7000 to 550000
Oak forest increases with birch, pine and elm.
ZolIe VlIa - c. 7500 to 5200bpl 5500 to 3200bc
Within the deciduous oak forest, alder values rise while pine and
birch fall. Elm and lime, generally poorly represented in the
region, are at their most abundant.
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Zcme VlIb - c. 5200 to 3200bpl 3200 to 120000
Initially there is a decline in elm which then continues to remain
low. A few plantains are present but remaining tree-curves are
unaffected. Increased birch and grass values probably represent
pollen brought in from a distance since no change in the local
succession could be detected. Subsequently reduction in oak values
with increasing grass and high bracken values suggest local
clearance 1s probable. Oak and alder values continue to be
relatively high with rising birch and hazel curves. Thinning of
woodland with a sharp increase in bracken levels is interpreted as
coppicing rather than clearance. At the end of the phase increasing
ash and grass pollen are seen as suggesting continuation of
pastoral farming with minor arable activity,
Zcme VIII - 3200bpl J200 be onwards
Hazel and ash increase while oak and alder decline. Weed pollens
increase while cereal become more abundant.
2.5.6 Su.wation of Rnvirmmental Data for the Survey Area
Figure 2:3 provides a general summation of the environmental data
drawn from Cloutman's work. Trotman confirms in general terms the
deductions made by Cloutman as regards land-use away from the
slopes immediately adjacent to his sampling area - only limited
clearance of woodland in the period c. 300000 to 1000bc with
increasing clearance and evidence of arable farming in the first
millennium be.
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It is emphasised that, in the context of the present study, the
regional pollen component can only provide a general environmental
back-cloth to the archaeological monuments given the scale of the
survey area. Away from the zone of the sampling sites there is
capacity for a mosaic of variations dictated by local topographical
characteristics which will not necessarily be reflected in the
regional pollen component at Cloutman's sampling locations.
2.5.7 CoJaparison of Aspects of the invirmulental Data for the
Survey Area with Data froll other Areas of the Welsh Uplands
Early indications of some destruction of woodland, in the form of
charcoal around 5000bc to 3000bc, mirror those from other areas
although they have been detected rather earlier elsewhere (2.3.2>'
It is noticeable that the survey area lies close to the boundaries
between pollen frequencies for several arboreal species on pollen
maps prepared for the period around 3000bc <Birks et al 1975).
This is likely to reflect the position of the survey area close to
significant environmental thresholds determined by a combination
of topography, altitude and climate (2.2.4 above).
A relatively early onset for podzolisation at this altitude,
following the beginnings of woodland clearance, is indicated but
again not as ear ly as elsewhere (2.4.2) . The beginnings of peat
formation around 3000bc and its spread and recurrence in
succeeding centuries match the general view of the process in the
southern Welsh uplands. However, the onset of peat formation
appears a little later than at the neighbouring area of Waun-
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Fignen-Felen (2.4.2), Elm begins to decline around 3000bc within
the context of a general decline in arboreal pollen which accords
with data elsewhere <2.3.3), The pollen record suggests climatic
deterioration towards the end of the second millennium bc
continuing into the first millennium, corresponding with a
widespread phenomenon (2.2.3) . The on-going process of woodland
clearance, accelerating in the first millennium be and culminating
in a much more open landscape by the early historic period broadly
parallels such development across the upland region.
By way of conclusion, the environmental data from the survey area
accords well with, and generally complements, recent environmental
work in the Welsh uplands. Aspects of its interpretation will be
considered in Chapters 12, 13 and 14.
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CHAPTER 3 : THE DATA FROM
THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD
SURVEY
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3.1 IITRODUCTIOI
3.1.1 Division of the Survey Area for Purposes of Description
Part 3 of the dissertation presents the data recorded during the
field survey following the methodology described in 1.7 above. For
the convenience of description, the survey area has been divided
into the following zones <fig. 3:1):-
3.2 AREAA - Sites 1 to 29. The west and north-west slopes as
far east as the valley of the lant Oesglyn.
3.3 AREAB - Sites 100 to 142. The northern face east of lant
Oesglyn to Cylchau.
3.4 AREAC - Sites 200 to 215. The western bank of CwmSawdde
Feehan.
3.5 AREAD - Sites 300 to 309. The main ridge of the Black
J(ountain.
3.6 AREAB - Sites 400 to 416. The south-western slopes from the
Afon Berach to the west bank of the lant Pedol.
3.7 AREAF - Sites 500 to 514. The southern slopes from the east
bank of the lant Pedol to Craig Derlwyn west of lant Garw.
3.8 AREAG - Sites 600 to 641. Rant Garw on the southern slopes
and the slopes east of lant Garw.
3.9 AREAB - Sites 700 to 152. The southern slopes from the lant
Fydd to east of the lant Llynfell.
3.10 A1l.BAI - Sites 800 to 858. The slopes west of the Afon
Twrch.
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The description of the archaeological evidence in each area is
prefaced by an outline topographical description, the length of
which will vary according to the topographical complexity of the
area. Supplementary topographical description is provided when
necessary for the locality or the immediate environs of sites.
3.1.2 Conventions Used on bps and Site PlaDs
The maps in this section are intended to serve only as location
maps, not for purposes of analysis. However, different symbols
have been used to distinguish between major monument-types to
assist recognition of sites. While not intending to anticipate the
analytical sections (chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7), it is thought that the
description of si tes will be clarified by making a basic
distinction at the outset between .-oDUlIeDtal ca1rDs (with the
implication of a sepulchral or ceremonial function) and staae beaps
which are judged most likely to result from stone clearance for
agricultural improvement. It is recognised, however, that such
distinctions may be far from clear-cut in reality <Yard 1989a, 12-
13), and the problem will be addressed further in the analysis of
this category of monumentin Cbapter 5. A distinction is also made
between 11Iaear baUs af staae which usually extend for a distance
across the landscape, and stoDy strlps which are usually relatively
short in length, often irregular in form and which on occasions
seem to define small plots or mctptent fields. These again are
considered to be ]lost likely a consequence of localised stone
clearance for agricultural improvement.
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ConventiDDS Used on Location }(aps
-- linear stone bank
- - - - " , I I stony strip or lynchet
monumental cairn
• stone heap
•• • cluster of stone heaps
<::) annular/sub-annular enclosure
o annular/sub-annular foundation
C rectangular/sub-rectangularlsquarish
foundation
rectangular/sub-rectangularlsquar1sh
• foundation which has associated lesser
foundation often of irregular form
other structures
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A key to the position of the location maps is provided in figure
3:2. All contours on the location maps are in metres and scales are
in kilometres and metres.
Convent1ons Used DD FJ.gures Illustrat1Ilg structures Dd S1tes
stony bank
. , , " I I I',
, I , I I I \
mostly grass-covered stony bank
coursed stone or boulder walls
tumbled stone
•
orthostat
slab laid flat on the ground
rock exposure
surface stone
stream
The scales on all plans are in metres.
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3.1.3 Layout of Site Descriptions
Each monumentor site is preceded by its own unique identification
number for the dissertation followed by a number in brackets (f)
which is the number allocated in the field record. This is followed
by any relevant figure or plate number and the National Grid
Reference.
3.2 AREA A: THB WiST AID IORTH-YBST SLOPES AS FO lAST AS THB
VALLEY OF Tim JAIl OBSGLYI <SITES 1 to 29)
3.2.1 Outline Topography
This section of the survey area extends from Banwen Gwythwchat
the western edge of the survey area across to Rant Oesglyn in the
east (fig. 3:1>. The present-day enclosure stops at between 250m
and 300m OD.Generally the archaeological remains above the modern
enclosure are situated either on fairly open north or north-west
facing slopes, or in valleys, ravines and gullies below the major
scarp face. This rises to around 450m ODdominating this section
of the Xountain. Drainage 1s mainly via the lant Gwythwch to the
west, and to the north by the Rant Cwmtawel and lant Oesglyn
(figs. 1:5 and 3:11),
The geology is varied (fig. 1:4). Old Red Sandstone deposi ts to
the north are largely outside the survey area, within the present-
day enclosure. A narrow band of Limestone south of the Old Red
Sandstone widens slightly to the east rising to become the main
scarp face to the south-east. However, it is the lillstone Grit,
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underlying the greater part of the area, which forms most of the
steep, dominant scarp face. Limestone faults penetrate the Xillstone
Grit, frequently giving rise to foundered strata with associated
sink holes. Deposits of the Carboniferous Coal Xeasures extend
across the extreme western edge of the area, giving way to the
Millstone Grits where the Xountain mass begins to form to the
east. Amongst the soil-types present, humo-ferric podzols
predominate on the Xillstone· Grits with areas of cambic
stagnohumic gleys and thin brown and humic rankers on the
Limestone (fig. 1:6).
The vegetation is typical upland grassland with bracken locally
pervasive, and cotton grass and reeds in wetter areas. Peat bogs
have formed in particularly poorly drained areas.
3.2.2 The Archaeological RelIa1DS <Sites 1 to 29)
01J BaDMm GwytllwcJa (Site 1) (f1gs. 3:2 aJJd 3:3)
BanwenGywthwchis a slope on the Xillstone Grit. It forms part of
the western edge of the Xountain where the scarp face begins
rapidly to rise in height. Humo-ferric podzols cover the slope.
1. (317) (fig. 3:3..) [centred SI 6740 16461. A linear stony bank. 1m
to 1.5m wide and up to O.3m high runs north-east to south-west
down a bracken-covered slope from just above 350m OD to 330m OD
for a distance of about 270m. In terms of remains presently
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visible on the surface, this is an isolated feature on the west
slope of the Kountain.
11 .
19
o 1km
11
1.+--------r~~----~~~--~~------~------_+
SN 17 8. ea 70 71 72
Fig. 3:3. Location of site 1, a linear bank, on Banwen Gwythwych, and linear
banks 5, 8, 9, 15. 16. and 20 to 24 (after RCAHXWales Landscape Survey.
with amendments> (fig. 3:2>'
DD the SartlJ BaD.t of the 'aJlt Gw,ytlaw,ycb (sltes 2 Dd 3) (f1gB. 3:2,
3:4 lIlJd 3:5)
Kuch of the valley of the Bant Gwythwch is poorly drained with
peat formation on the valley floor over the IHIstone Grit. The
slopes to the south of the stream ascend over Coal leasures, which
extend in front of the main JUllstone Grit scarp face. These are
covered with cambic stagnohumic gley soils which give way to hUDC-
ferric podzols on the south bank of the stream. Close to the south
bank are a sub-circular enclosure containing a building platform
(2) and a sub-circular foundation (3) (fig. 3:4)
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18
o 500m
II II 70
Fig. 3:4. Sites 2 to 22 (after RCAHXWales I4ndscape Survey, with
amendments> (fig. 3:2).
2. (230) <fig. 3:5) <Plate 4) [SI 6808 1757], A sub-circular
enclosure lies at 310m aD, sheltered within a gully between two
Millstone Grit cuestas. The enclosure measures 27m IV-SE by 31m E-
W, with internal dimensions of 21m lW-SE by 28.8m E-V. The north-
west and south-east sides of the enclosure cut across the floor of
the gully, with the north-east and south-west walls built along its
slopes. The interior slopes quite severely from south-east to
north-west. The stone and boulder walls are well-preserved, up to
1m wide and up to 5 courses <1.2m) high. The inner face is
consistently higher than the outer. A noticeable construction
technique is that of boulders laid lengthways across the width of
the wall as tie-stones. There is a 1m wide entrance defined by
boulders in the south-east arc, with a possible opposed entrance in
the north-west wall indicated by a marked widening of the wall
- 80 -
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Fig. 3:5. Sites 2 and 3, south of lant Gwythwch.
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either side of a constriction cOinciding with a reduction in height.
A building platform, 6m }l-S by 6m E-W, edged by a 1m wide stony
bank abuts the inner face of the south-west wall.
3. (231) (fig. 3:5) (51 6823 1765], A sub-circular boulder and stone
foundation is built on level ground amongst surface stone close to
the south bank of the Ilant Gwythwch at 320m OD. The flat-topped
foundation, 0.3m-0.4m high, measures 5.8m lW-SE by 5.6m E-W
enclosing. an area 3.4m IV-SE by 3m E-W. There is a 0.6m wide
entrance break in the northern arc.
To tl.ae .artb of tbe 'ut GwytbwclJ (Sjtes 4 a.Dd 5) (f1p. 3:4 Dd
3:6)
A sub-oval enclosure (4) incorporating a round foundation lies on
rising ground with a westerly and north-westerly aspect to the
north of the lant Gwythwch. There 1s also evidence for land
division and stone clearance extending east along the crest of a
lillstone Grit ridge (5) (fig. 3:6). The slopes are covered by humo-
ferric soils which give wayan local crests to peat directly
overlying rock.
4. (223) (fig. 3:7) [SI 7620 1763], The sub-oval enclosure is
located on gently sloping ground below a minor Xillstone Grit
scarp face at 260m OD. It measures 22m 1-5 by 25m E-W overall.
The interior, with dimensions of 18.4m 1-8 by 22m B-i, contains
several low terraces. The stony bank is between 1m and 2.2m wide
and 0.2. and 0.6m highj it is most substantial along the south-east
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and north-western arcs. There are hints of a facing of larger
stones beneath the vegetation. A likely entrance around 1m wide
lies in the south-east arc; its east side is marked by a swollen
terminal incorporating larger retaining stones. A sub-circular
foundation with a O.8m wide south-west facing entrance is
incorporated in the north-eastern corner of the enclosure.
Internally this measures 5m N-S by 5.4m E-W.
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Fig. 3:6, Sites 4 and 5, north of Nant Gwythwych (after ReAHM Wales
Landscape Survey with amendments).
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Fig. 3:7. Site 4, north of lant Gwythwch and 8it_ ~ and 7 on Garreg Las.
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A roughly circular setting of boulders Om in diameter lies around
50m to the west. This is thought to be most likely a fortuitous
natural formation although it has been regarded as a possible house
circle (ReARMWales, Landscape Survey SI 61 IE no. 3, unpublished).
5. (318 to 323) (fig. 3:6) [centred S!T 6730 1760], South and east
of 4 is evidence for stone clearance and land allotment, in the
.'
farm of clearance heaps and strips and linear stone banks, which
lie between 260 and 310m OD.
a) (323) [SI 6717 17591. At 260m OD, around 23m south of 4, is
a likely plot about 15m IE to SWby 6m !TW-SE,defined by an 'L'-
shaped bank of stones, 1m to 2m wide by O.2mto O.6mhigh.
b) (325) [SI 6720 17561. A cairn, 6m lE-SW by 2m lW-SE by O.5m
to 0.7m high, lies at around 265m OD.
c) (324) [SI 6725 1758], A stony accumulation, 5m I-S by 6m E-W
and O.2mhigh, lies at 270m OD.
d) (326) [SI 6729 1753]. Short lengths of stony strips, around
1.5m wide by 0.2. high, extend in a line over a distance of around
20m at about 270m OD.
e) (322) [SI 6722 1763], A 10m long stony strip, 1.5J1 wide by
0.3. high, 11es 10m north-east of 4.
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f) (321) [centred SN 6727 15(4). A stony bank, 1.5m to 2m wide
by O.3mhigh, can be traced for a distance of about 50m between
the 270m and 280m contours on a west-north-west slope.
g) (320) Several discontinuous lengths of stony bank appear to
combine to divide an area of land on an essentially north-east to
south-west axis between 260 and 310m OD. iatural boundaries to the
area containing the banks are formed by the lant Gwythwch to the
south and a locally dominant steep XHlstone Grit ridge to the
north. A 1.4m wide by O.4mhigh stone and boulder bank is visible
running west to east along a minor lillstone Grit cuesta
immediately above the northern edge of the Jant Gwythwch[starting
at about SI 6728 1740]. A short length of bank heads off south-
east towards the stream at a point where there is a 1.5m to 2m
break in the main bank, but it becomes lost in an apparently
natural stony accumulation. After some 85m the main bank swings
upslope to the north [at about Si 6736 1739]. It follows a sinuous
course for around 74m before disappearing for 70m in an area of
peaty so11 and seepages. Two further lengths reappear on this
alignment over a distance of 65. before the bank, now a convex
stony spread 2.2m wide by 0.3m high, turns north-east [at about
SI 6731 1759], It then follows the main axis of the ridge upslope
for around 210m. About 90m along this stretch there is a 105mwide
gap which appears to be a possible deliberate break; each side of
the gap is flanked by boulders laid across the line of the wall.
The bank turns to the north-west Cat about SI 6746 1773], running
for about 110m across the rocky crest of the ridge and then down
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the very steep north scarp face before disappearing in
concentrations of surface boulders [around SI 6740 1782].
h) (327) Running north-east along the ridge crest from the
northernmost length of g) is a line of rock exposure and boulders.
After 160m this natural feature is continued [at about SI 6754
1789] by a 1.5m wide by 0.2m high stony bank which can be traced
proceeding downslope for a distance of about 70m. About 15m along
its leng~h, a sinuous bank
distance of around 100m.
branches off to the west over a
GarTeg Las (sites 6 to 8) (fJ.ss. 3:4 IUJd3:7)
6 and 7. (224 and 225) (fig. 3:7)[centred SlT 6802 1797l. Two sub-
annular stony foundations are situated 18m apart on a terrace at
310m OD at the upper end of a wide gully in the south facing back-
slope of the Xillstone Grit ridge (fig. 3:4), with humo-ferric so11s
in the vicinity.
6. (224) This, the south-western of the two foundations,
comprises a grass and bracken-covered stony bank between 0.3m and
o .6m high, measuring 10.5m I-S by 8.8m E-V. The area enclosed is
7.6m I-S by 6.4m B-W. The bank is at its highest on the down-slope
side where it may be constructed on an artificial platform. Its
eastern arc is obscured by peat growth. A slight slump in the
south-western arc marks the potential position of an entrance.
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7. (225) A flat-topped stony bank, measuring 7.7m )-S by 8.3m E-
Wand 0.2m to 0.3m high, encloses an interior 5.2m I-S by 5.6m E-W.
Its western arc is obscured by reeds, the south-eastern arc by
peat. A slight depression in the south-south-western arc in which
rather less stone is visible may indicate the position of an
entrance.
8. (316 and 317) Two lengths of stone and boulder bank lie on the
ridge crest between 100m and 200m north-east of 6 and 7 in an
area disturbed by modern quarrying between 350m and 360m OD (fig.
3:4) .
a) (316) [centred SI 6812 18123. This feature, a line of loose
stone around 80m long, is potentially the remains of a much eroded
bank running east to west across slope. Where most clearly seen, it
is about 1mwide by 0.3m high.
b) (317) [centred SI 6825 1806). This 85m long convex grass-
covered stony bank runs north to south across the rocky local
summit of the ridge. The southernmost 30m section comprises a
1.4m wide by 0.3m to 0.4m high bank flanked to the east by a
shallow ditch, 0.7m to 1m wide by 0.3m deep. The northern section,
around 50m long is a slight 1m wide by 0.2m high grassy bank
which may continue down the steep northern scarp face.
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East of Garreg Las and tcNards Bane Vernwsan (sites 9 to 11) (f:1g.
3:4)
The IUllstone Grit ridge continues to the east, fronted to the
north by the Limestone Belt which extends towards the Old Red
Sandstone slope of Banc Wernwgan.Linear stone banks (9) are again
present on the Millstone Grit, continuing to the edge of the
Limestone band, with small stone heaps located on the Brown
Rankers of the Limestone (10 and 11).
9. (313-315) (figs. 2:4 and 2:8) [centred SI 6875 1810), A 200m
sinuous length of stone and boulder bank ascends the slope of a
hollow from around 360m OD [starting at about SI 6861 1810], It
follows the rocky crest of aX ills tone Grit cuesta to the east at
around 370m OD.After turning north, it fades at a point where
the rock exposure capping the ridge becomes more prominent forming
a low cliff to the north. There are no unambiguous remains of the
bank along the 120m long cliff top. However, a further 30m length
of 1m wide by 0.2m to 0.4m high convex grass-covered stony bank
runs north-east from the end of the cliff across the edge of the
hollow. Two other 30m lengths of bank run from the
base of the cliff across the floor of the hollow. These three
northerly off-shoots each become lost in relatively recent quarry
pits. They create two enclosures on the floor of the hollow about
60m east to west by perhaps originally a similar dimension north
to south.
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Fig. 3:8. Site 9, east of Garreg Las (after ReARM Vales Landscape Survey
with amendment.s).
10. (232) (fig. 3:4) (centred SI 6903 1840], There is a cluster of
stone heaps, apparently the product of clearance for agricultural
improvement, between the 350m and 370m contours on an undulating
north-easterly slope on which there is much surface stone and
outcropping. They are centred around 200m north-east of 9. Many
stony accumulations in this area are probably entirely natural in
origin and it is not easy to distinguish those involving human
agency. The following, however, appear to be wholly or partly man-
made.
a) [SI 6894 1833], This stony pile, edged with boulders, is
around 3.8m N-S by 3.8m E-Tj by O.4m high.
b) (SN 6895 1838]. The stony heap, perhaps in part at least an
artificial accumulation, is around 5m across and up to 0.5m high.
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c) [SN 6901 18433. A stony moundwith loose surface stone, 4m I-
S by 3.5m E-V and 0.2 to O.3mhigh, is retained by larger boulders.
d) (SI 6902 18433. The flat-topped mound with loose surface
stone measures 4m N-S by 4m E-W by 0.3 to O.4mhigh.
e) [SI 6903 1847]. This oval heap of stone and boulders has a
concave profile and measures 8.5m I-S by 10.5m E-W and is O.5m
high.
11. (233) <fig. 3:4) [SN 6888 1864] This cairn, 5m I-S by 4.4m E-W
and between O.2mand O.3mhigh, is sited in apparent isolation on a
slope south of Bane Wernwganat around 335m OD.
cm JaDt 'lUJt-fforcbag (sites 12-21) (figs. 3:4 IUJd3:9)
Xost of this north-facing slope is underlain by foundered strata of
Xillstone Grit and Limestone. There are many sink holes. The lower
parts of the slope are covered with cambic stagnohumic gley soils,
the upper steeper areas by humo-ferric podzols. The archaeological
remains, including compartmented rectangular structures <12-14) ,
linear banks (15, 16, 20 and 21) and a D-shaped foundation (19),
are on the lower part of the slope (fig. 3:9).
12. (55) (fig. 3:10) [SI 6910 1862]. A compartmented rectangular
foundation of drystone and boulder build is sited on a platform at
320m aD, towards the top of the steep east slope of a very narrow
dry valley. It is sub-divided into three compartments, the
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Fig. 3:9. Sites 10 and 12 to 21 on Pant Nant-fforchog (after ReARM Wales
Landscape Survey with amendments).
southernmost of which is partially overlain by spoil from an
adjacent limekiln. Overall lt measures at least 10m NE-SWand ls
6m wide SE-NW, with the walls between O.4m and 1m high. The
central compartment, 3m N-S by 3.8m E-W internally, is entered via
a O.6m wide gap at the northern end of the eastern wall. The
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northern compartment, l.m J-S by 3m E-W internally, is at a higher
level, and appears to be built on a platform scarped into the slope
with the northern wall revetting the scarp face. Such of the
southern compartment as can be seen is defined by a line of spaced
boulders. It measures 5m east to west with the north to south
dimension at least 2m. Set against an outcrop 6l1l north of the
foundation is a setting of boulders which speculatively can be seen
as a crude structure around 2m across.
13 and 14. (53 and 54) (figs. 3:9 and 3:10) [SB 6932 1863], Two
drystone and boulder built structures 11e side by side at 320m OD
on the floor of a narrow steep sided valley which is dry at
present.
13. (53) This compartmented rectangular foundation measures
14..3m 1-8 by 5m B-W and is sub-divided into three compartments.
The walls of the central compartment, in which coursed stonework
survives, stand at around 0.5m high; those of the southern
compartment are around 0.2m high, and those of the northern
compartment around 0.3m high. A fourth unit, formed by a platform,
lies on the same alignment to the north but seems not to be
attached to the main structure. This gives the range an overall
length of 20.8m. The central compartment is 4.2m I-S by 2.6m B-Y
internally, with a 0.5m wide entrance in the east wall. A
suggestion that this compartment is a later sheepfold imposed on
the structure is unwarranted (ReAHX Wales Landscape Survey,
unpublished); the central compartment is integral to the original
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structure. The southern compartment is built largely of boulders
which often are not contiguous. There is a 0.6m wide entrance in
the east wall. The interior of the northern compartment is obscured
by much tumbled stone but its dimensions are estimated at 4m )-S
by 2.8m E-W. A possible entrance is located at the south end of the
east wall. The platform, ecarped into the slope and edged by
irregularly positioned boulders, lies 2m to the north and measures
3m I-S by 2m E-W.
14. (54) This ill-defined, apparently compartmented rectangular
structure, is 4m east of and roughly parallel to 13. It is divided
into two, possibly three compartments. Overall it measures at least
14m )-S by 5.5m E-W. It comprises turf-covered stony banks no
more than 0.3m high. The central compartment is 5m 1-5 by 3m E-W,
and is entered by a 1m wide gap at the south end of the east wall.
The southern compartment is poorly preserved with no clear
indication of its southern extremity. The possible northern
compartment takes the form of a bank curving to the north-west.
The contrast in the preservation of 13 compared with 14 suggests
that the structures may be sequential.
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15. (305) (fig. 3:9) [centred SI 6916 1848],A convex band of stone
up to 2.1m wide by 0.3m high, broken half-way along its length by
a sink hole, runs north-east to south-west along level ground at
between 350m and 360m OD for around 60m. At either end it fades
into the peaty surface.
16. (307). <fig. 3:9) (Plate 5), Three lengths of sinuous stone bank
emerging from the peaty surface probably combine to form an east
to west linear boundary crossing some 360m of a north facing
slope between the 350m and 360m contours.
a) The westernmost bank starts from the edge of a sink hole [at
around SI 6936 1841] and curves first to the south and then to the
north over a distance of 130m to 140m, ending at the edge of a
deep sink hole [at around SI 6947 18441. It comprises a 1.8m
wide by 0.3m to 0.5m high stone and boulder strip.
b) To the east of the sink hole the bank is again visible for a
distance of some 40m before disappearing in wet, peaty ground.
c) The bank reappears after an interval of about 35. with a
slightly bulbous terminal which turns slightly to the north. The
main bank continues to the east for 160m as a 2m wide by 0.5.
high boulder and stone strip, crossing concentrations of surface
stone before fading in a stony area at a point where the incline
increases markedly.
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17. (306) (fig. 3:9) (S1I 6939 1844J. A boulder cairn, 2.8m I-S by
3.1m E-W by 0.5m high, is situated at 350m OD around 58m north of
l6a.
18. (235) (figs. 2:9 and 2:10) [centred S1I 6956 1849]. There is an
ephemeral 1m wide and 0.1m high irregular stony strip apparent
amongst surface stone running south to north across level ground.
It becomes visible 10m north of the western terminal of 16c which
has a slight twist to the north. This possible off-shoot ends in an
oval accumulation of stone 7.5m I-S by 3m E-W and between O.5m
and O.6mhigh, close to the edge of a deep sink hole.
19. (234) (figs. 3:9 and 3:10) (Plate 6) [SI 6955 18521. This D-
shaped foundation is located 3m north of 18, on a slight terrace
at the edge of a sink hole at 350m OD. It measures 9m I-S by 6.4m
E-W with internal dimensions of 6.9m I-S by 4.4m E-W. The grass-
covered stone banks are between 0.2m and 0.4m high. A slight
undulation halfway along the bow-sided eastern bank could indicate
an entrance.
20. (308) <fig. 3:9) [centred SI 6964 1863]. A length of stone bank
up to 2.2m wide with a flattish profile up to 0.411 high runs
north-east to south-west across the slope between the 340m and
350m contours. Towards its south-western end it passes along the
edge of a water-filled sink hole and has been eroded by
overflowing water.
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21. (309) <fig. 3:9), A sinuous stone and boulder strip, around 1.3m
wide by 0.3m to 0.4m high, obscured in places by peat growth and
eroded by seepage, runs downslope between the 330m and 310m
contours, for at least 160msouth to north. Both ends fade into the
peaty surface [at about SI 6949 1867 and SI 6945 1884].
PeDt1r BlaeDceJmeu (sites 22 to 24) CfJss. 3:2, 3:4 ad 3:11)
Linear banks are located on a slope at the foot of the main scarp
face comprising an area of foundered Xillstone Grit and Limestone
strata with cambic stagnohumic gley soils.
22. (312) (fig. 3:4) Sections of stone bank, obscured by peat
growth and broken by erosion, can be traced over a distance of
around 200m running south-west to north-east at the foot of a very
steep slope at 330m aD [starting at about SI 6977 1887 and ending
around SlIT6995 18951. The western section, about 80m long, is a
much dilapidated boulder strip 1.7m to 1.8m wide by 0.3m to 0.4m
highi the central section is up to 2m wide with traces of a regular
boulder facing i the eastern end crosses an area of sink holes and
is difficult to see in the peaty surface.
23. (311 ) (figs. 3: 11 ). A 17Om length of boulder and stone bank,
1.6m wide and O.3mto O.4mhigh, runs south to north down a peaty
slope from just above the 320m contour to just below the 300.
contour [approximately SI 6998 1905 to SI 6995 1921]. The
northern end is lost in a stone and boulder spread but there is a
slight suggestion of a 10m off-shoot to the east.
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SN 70 71
Fig. 3:11. Sites 23 to 24 on Pentir Blaencennen, sites 25 to 28 on Bane
MeIyn, and site 29 east of Rant Oesglyn (after RCAHMWales Landscape
Survey with amendments) (fig. 3:2).
24. (310) <fig. 3:11) This stone bank, about 160m long with a north
to south-east curve, lies between 300m and 290m ODon a north-
facing slope (between SI 6995 1932 and SI 7038 19221. The
northern section, 105mwide by 0.4m to 0.5m high, crosses an area
of sink holes before ending on the edge of a deep gully. As 1t
ascends the slope, it increasingly becomes obscured by peaty
growth.
Boe Ielya (S1tes 25 to 28) (f1tJs. 3:2 Dd 3:11)
This is a north-westerly facing slope at the foot of the Jlain
scarp face. Geologically it is an area of foundered lillstone Grit
and Limestone strata, with a cubic stagnohumic gley so11 giving
way to a humic ranker to the east.
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25. (242) (figs. 3:11 and 3:12) [SI 7018 19321. A sub-annular stone
and boulder foundation is in the lee of a locally steep slope with
a northerly aspect at 290m aD. The structure measures 6.4m Il-S by
5.4m E-W with internal dimensions of 4.2m I-S by 3.2m E-W. The
bank is highest, at about 0.5m, along the inner edge of the south-
eastern arc although the outer edge is obscured by hill-wash. The
height reduces to about 0.2m to the north-west, fading away almost
completely along the northern arc. There is a west facing entrance
about 0.511lwide flanked by two large boulders.
26. (237) <figs. 3:11 and 3:12) [SI 7064 1900]. An annular
foundation is located at the foot of the main and very steep
northerly scarp face at 380m aD, sheltered by a spur to the west.
The grass-covered stone bank, 4m I-S by 4.6m E-W,encloses an area
2.5m Jl-S by 2.5m E-W.The ring, up to 0.4m high, is edged in places
with boulders. There is a 0.6m wide south-east facing entrance
flanked by boulders.
27. (236) (figs. 3:11 and 3:13) [centred SI 7060 1925], A cluster of
stony accumulations, apparently the result of stone clearance, is
distributed over an area roughly 100m by 100m both on a gentle
west-south-west grassy slope and a north facing terrace between
the 350m and 360m contours.
a) A L-shaped boulder accUliulation, 20m I-S by 15m B-V and
between 0.3m and 0.5m high.
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b) An oval stone and boulder pile, 4.2m N-S by 3.5m E-W by O.3m
to O.4mhigh, has eroded down slope to the west.
c) A flat-topped grassy cairn with stone showing through its
broken surface measuring 4.5m N-S by 3.5m E-W by O.3mhigh.
d) A circular grassy cairn with loose stone on the surface
measures 3.5m J-S by 3.5m E-W by O.3mhigh.
e) A roughly triangular boulder spread, 8.3m N-S by 5.3m E-W by
a.3m high.
f) A stone and boulder strip up to 47m long, 1m to 1.5m wide by
O.4mhigh.
g) It is unclear to what extent this discrete boulder
accumulation, 5m 1-8 by 4m E-W and up to a.3m high, on a short
steep north facing slope, may result from human activity.
h) An oval grass-covered stony spread which is ill-defined and
possibly disturbed lies alongside a shallow sink hole. It measures
5m 1-8 by 4m B-W by a .3m high.
U An oval cairn, Om 1-8 by 5m B-W and 0.4m high, has several
large boulders along its southern edge.
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Fig. 3:12. Sites 25, 26 and 28 on Bane Xelyn and site 29d and 290 east of laut Oesglyn.
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28. (56) (figs. 3:11 and 3:12) (SN 7083 19041. A sub-annular
foundation is located immediately at the foot of a north facing
slope on a broad terrace at 385m OD. The structure comprises a
O.3m high band of stone 7m NE-SWby 4.5m NW-SE.Internally it
measures 5.7m NE-SWby 3.2m NW-SE.
'ant Oesglyn (site 29) (fig. 3.:11>
29. (67-69) (figs. 3:12 and 3:13) (centred SI 7125 18871. A
trapezoidal enclosed area, defined. by discontinuous stony banks,
is associated with two drystone and boulder built foundations and
other features. It is at 420m OD on a broad terrace with a north-
westerly aspect in the steep east slope of the valley of the Nant
Oesglyn coinciding with an area of foundered Millstone Grit and
Limestone strata.
a) The discontinuous stone bank encloses an area 43m N-S by 69m
E-W. It varies in width from 1m to 2m and in height from 0.2m to
O.4m.At several points boulder facing can be seenj elsewhere the
bank appears simply as a stony strip. The 7m break in the north-
west arc appears to have afforded access to the enclosure since it
1s approached by a slight track. A spring, surrounded by an oval
stone setting, is located at the south-east edge of the area
enclosed.
b) A squarish cairn of boulders, 3.5m J-S by 4m E-W by 0.5m
high, is situated in the eastern half of the area enclosed.
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c) At the south-western corner is a rectangular structure
measuring 6m lP/-SE by 4.8m lE-Si, internally 3.6m lW-SE by 2.5m
lE-SW. Some coursed stonework survives in the walls which are
between 0.2m and 0.6m high. There is a break at the northern end
of the east wall which may be an entrance although spoil and
potential disturbance from an adjacent quarry pit make
identification uncertain.
d) A penannular structure lies 4.5m north-west of c), measuring
5m NW-SEby 6m liE-SW. The banks are O.4m to 0.6m high and the
interior is 3m across. The structure has an entrance in the north-
west arc, flanked to the east by a 104mhigh orthostat which tilts
to the west at a 60' angle. A triangular boulder 1.7m long lies 1m
in front of the west terminalj it is likely that this was once
upright marking the western side of the entrance.
e) Immediately east of c) and d) is a quarry pit 6m I-S by 5m
E-i with a 105mhigh face cut into limestone outcrop. A 105mhigh
spoil heap lies north and west of the pit. This encroaches slightly
on building c). A 5m long L-shaped bank, 1.2m wide, projects from
beneath the northern edge of the spoil heap.
It appears that the quarry represents a second phase of activity at
this site, encroaching as it does on building c) and overlying a
further structure represented by the L-shaped bank. Although not
physically connected to the discontinuous ~nclosure banks, both c)
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and d) lie on their circuit, and hence are probably associated with
the enclosed area.
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3.3 AREA B: THE B'ORTHBRJI' FACE EAST OF IAIT OESGLYI TO
CYLCHAU (SITES 100 to 143)
3.3.1 Outline Topography
This area extends from east of lant Oesglyn to Cylchau, at the
north-eastern corner of the survey area (fig. 3:1). It is composed
mostly of the northern scarp face of the Xountain. To the west, the
narrow Carboniferous Limestone band forms an escarpment, up to
480m aD, with Old Red Sandstone lower slopes to the north. In the
east of the area, however, the Old Red Sandstone deposits become
wider and higher, dominating the northern scarp (fig. 1:4).
The western section of the Limestone is covered by humic rankers
which give way to humo-ferric podzols as the escarp~Bent increases
in height to the east. The major Old Red Sandstone slopes to the
east are largely covered by ferric stagnopodzols, their summits by
humo-ferric podzols, and the foot slopes by canbtc stagnohumic
gley soils (fig. 1:6).
The area is drained to the north, principally by the Afon Clydach
and Afon Ceulan, although there are many minor streams and
seepages <fig. 1:5).
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Fig. 3:14. Sites 100 to 143 in Area B (fig. 3:2).
3.3.2 The Archaeological Re1IaiDS <Sites 100 to 1(3) <fig. 3:14)
Structures 1lJ Ue V:l.cbJ1q af tlre A.faa Clydac1J (s1tes 100 to J26)
<fig. 3:14)
The Afon Clydach rises at around 530. OD from the Lower Limestone
Shales on the southern face of Blaenclydach beneath the main
Limestone escarpment. It flows west along the hollow corresponding
with the Lower Limestone Shales before turning north beneath Koel
Gornach. A deep narrow-sided valley is cut through the Old Red
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Sandstone, the stream falling from 450m to 300m OD over a
distance of some 700m (Plate 7). The valley opens out at Pont
Clydach as the stream flows across the gentler slope of WaunLwyd
before entering enclosed land (fig. 3:14), The slopes around the
upper reaches of the Clydach are covered by humo-ferric podzols,
the lower slopes by ferric stagnopodzols.
- on BlaenclydaclJ (100 and 101) (f1g. 3:14)
Twodrystone and boulder built structures are situated on the upper
reaches of the Afon Clydach.
100. (89) (figs. 3:14 and 3:15) [SN 7543 1895]. This sub-rectangular
structure lies on the north bank of the Afon Clydach at 500m OD.
It measures 7.6m NE-SWby 4.6m NW-SEand has internal dimensions
of 5.5m NE-SWby 3.8m NW-SE. Two or three courses of stone
survive up to O.5m high. There is a hollow about 1m across
amongst the tumble in the south-west corner, partially defined by
orthostatic slabs up to O.5m high, and an ill-defined O.6mwide
entrance in the south-east wall.
101. (90) (figs. 3:14 and 3:15) [Slf 7534 1889]. Some 125m to the
west of 100 at 490m ODon the north bank of the Afon Clydach, a
sub-rectangular structure lies at right-angles to the slope on a
platform which 1s probably at least partly artificial. It measures
6.6m lE-SW by 5m lW-SE, internally 4.8m NE-SWby 3.1m lW-SE, with
drystone banks 0.2m to 0.5m high. There is a 0.5m wide entrance in
the south-east wall.
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- nartb of lloel GarDaclJ (102 to 108)
102 to 108. (figs. 3:14 and 3:15) [centred SI 7424 18841. A number
of drystone and boulder foundations are grouped below Keel Gornach
where the Clydach swings north.
102. (4) (fig. 3:15) (Plate 8) [SI 7423 1882], A compartmented
foundation lies on a largely natural platform at right-angles to
the slope at 460m OD above a tributary of the Afon Clydach. It is
20m lW-SE by 5m lE-SW and is divided into three compartments. The
north-west compartment, measuring internally 4.4m lW-SE by 2.3m
lE-SW, is defined by spaced-boulders. The banks of the central
and south-east compartments, in which some coursed stonework
survives, are O.3m to O.4m high. There is a O.6mwide entrance in
the south-west wall of the south-east compartment which has
internal measurements of 4m lW-SE by 2.3m lE-SW. The slightly
rounded end-wall of this compartment is set in a recess scarped
into the slope. The central compartment measures internally 4.4m
lW-SE by 2.3m lE-SW and lacks an apparent entrance: abutting the
north-east wall is a 2m wide cell. An irregular boulder bank forms
a bow-shaped annexe, up to 10m across and around 40m2, to the
north-east.
103. (159) [SI 7423 18831. Around 12m to the north-east of 102
is a possible foundation crudely built of limestone blocks, 3.7m E-
Wby 2.7m I-S, sub-divided by a boulder.
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104. (6) [SI 7422 1889]. Some 50m north-west of 102, on the
west bank of the same tributary, is a poorly preserved linear
structure, 3m I-S by 7.2m E-W, with a possible internal division
2.5m from the west end.
105. (5) (fig. 3:15) [SI 7427 18891. On the north bank of the
Clydach, around 60m north-east of 102, there 1s a rectangular
structure, 3.4m I-S by 5.6m E-W, with an entrance in the north
wall.
106 to 108. (7 to 9) (figs. 3:14 and 3:15) (centred SI 7411 18811.
At 460m OD,on a terrace above a dry gully on the north-east slope
of Moel Gornach, lies a compartmented rectangular building (106)
and two other structures (107 and 108).
106. (7) The rectangular structure, 21m I-S by 5m E-W, is
divided. into three compartments which are defined by 0.4m to 0.5m
high turf-covered stony banks. The southern compartment,
measuring internally 4.8m I-S by 3m E-W, has a 1m wide break in
the east wall, and a step in the floor suggesting a possible
division. The west wall kinks outwards at the junction of the
southern and central compartments. The central compartment, with
internal dimensions of 6m I-S by 2.8m E-W, has a 0.8m wide
entrance in the east wall. The long sides of the structure extend
for a further 211 defining a northern compartment abutted by a
stony pile 0.411 high and 4.4m I-S by 5.2m E-W, perhaps a
collapsed circular structure.
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107. (8) A semi-circular stone bank, 6.6m lW-SE by 4m SW-lE, is
buil t against a rock face on a platform scarped in the slope 5m
west of 106.
108. (9) An oval drystone structure 7m east of 106, which still
stands up to 0.8m high, is probably a relatively recent sheep
shelter. It overlies earlier structures defined by turf-covered
stony banks of the same character as, and partly parallel to, those
comprising the adjacent rectangular foundation suggesting
contemporaneity .
109. (276) <fig. 3:14) [SI 7412 18923. An isolated stone heap, 3m
across by 0.4m high, lies on relatively level ground at 450mOD.
- :lIJ the Valley BettteeD CefIJ Y Tl"UIIaD lUJd Tyle Du (lJ 0 to JlS)
(fJg. 3:14)
As the !fon Clydach turns north, it descends into a narrow, steep-
sided valley between Cefn y Truman to the east and Tyle Du to the
west. A track runs north to south just below the crest of Cein y
Truman between the 460m and 430m contours. In places it is
delineated by bands of cleared stone to either side, and sometilles
takes the form of Ii hollow cut into the slope.
110 to 112. (1 to 3) (figs. 3:14 and 3:16) [centred SI 7424 1914],
On the east slope, high above the river on a terrace at 440m OD,
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are two compartmented rectangular foundations (110 and 111>, and
one other structure.
110. (1) (Plate 9) (SI 7423 1910], This rectangular building, 10m
lW-SE by 5m lE-SW, is divided into three compartments. The
western compartment, which measures internally 2m lW-SE by 2.2m
lE-SWI is connected by a O.3mbreak in a cross- wall to the central
compartment, which has internal dimensions of 2m lW-SE by 2.9m
lE-SW. The walls are of coursed drystone- build up to 0.5m high.
External access is via a O.5m gap in the north wall of the west
compartment. The east compartment, internally 3m lW-SE by 2.8m JE-
SW, is defined by spaced-boulders. It is built on a platform
scarped. into the slope which may extend, less obviously, under the
other compartments.
111. (2) [SI 7424 1912], Across a marshy terrace, some 20m
north-east oillO, is a rectangular dry-built structure, 6.6m lY-
SE by 4.8m SW-lE, which is divided into two compartments. Surface
boulders are incorporated into the walls which stand to O.4m. 10
entrances were noted to either the north-west compartment which
measures internally 1.6m lW-SE by 2.4m lE-SW, or to the south-east
compartment which internally is 2.4m lW-SE by 1.8m lE-SW. Both
compartments are full of tumble.
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112. (3) [SI 7425 1917], Built against a large boulder 70m
north-west of 111 is a penannular structure, 4m IV-SE by 3.8m IE-
SW, with a south-east facing entrance 0.6m wide. It is mostly
collapsed but in parts up to three courses of drystone wall survive
to a height of 0.5m.
113. (10) (fig. 3:14) [SI 7412 19221. A ILl-shaped boulder bank,
4.4m by 5.6m, its south-west corner in the shape of a right-angle,
lies on the west bank of the A!on Clydach at 340m OD. There is a
concentration of boulders within the angle.
114. (11) (fig. 3:14) [SI 1412 19261. Around 30m north of 1131 on
the same bank, is an oval setting of contiguous boulders, 2.4m J-S
by 3.3m E-W, with a gap in the north-west arc.
115. (12) (fig. 3:14) [SI 1400 19431. Another oval boulder
setting, 6.3m )-S by 5m E-i, with a gap in the south-east arc, is
on an elevated section of the east bank of the !fon Clydach at
340m OD.
- cm tbe .Dartb-east ba.Dk af the MOIl Clydacll bel"" .ftmt Clydacb
(115 to 119) (fJg. 3:14)
The river emerges from the steep-sided valley (Plate 1) into a
more open landscape at Pont Clydach <fig. 3:14).
116. (13) (figs. 3:14 and 3:16) [SI 7385 1968]. At 300m OD on the
north-east river bank is a compartmented rectangular structure,
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18mNW-SE by 8m lE-SW. of drystone and boulder construction. It is
divided into three compartments defined by O.4mhigh turf-covered
stone banks. The north-west compartment, which internally measures
4o.8mlW-SE by 2.8m lE-SW, has a O.5mwide entrance mid-way along
the north-east wall, with a possible opposed entrance in the south-
west wall. The central compartment, internally 5m NW-SE by 3.8m
NE-SW, is entered by a break O.4mwide in the north-east wall.
The south-east compartment. with internal dimensions of 4m lW-SE
by 3m NE-SW, has a boulder-flanked entrance. about O.6mwide, in
the north-east wall; it is constructed more massively with large
boulders up to O.9m high some of which are displaced. The south-
west sides of the central and south-east compartments are built
against a natural boulder accumulation.
To the north and east the environs may have been altered by the
construction of the adjacent main road, the A4069. To the south is
an annexe perhaps up to 190m2, bounded on the west by a boulder
line on top of a short steep slope, and to the south by the river.
There are suggestions of hand-digging of uncertain antiquity within
the interior of the annexe. A pottery sherd, identified by Xr. P.
Webster as part of a Romano-British flagon, was found in an eroded
surface 2m to 3m north-west of the building.
117 and 118. (14 and 15) (figs. 3:14 and 3:17) [centred SI 7372
19811. Around 150m north of 116, on an elevated section of the
eastern river bank at 290m OD, are two drystone structures 11m
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apart, a compartmented rectangular building (118) and an oval
foundation (117).
117. (14) The oval structure measures 5.8m NE-SW by 4m lW-SE. A
dilapidated boulder bank up to 0.3m high forms its south-west arc
with the north-east end scarped into the slope.
118. (15) This compartmented rectangular structure, with grass-
covered stony banks 0.2m to 0.4m high, measures 11m N-S by 5m E-
W.While its north-west corner has been eroded by the collapse of
the river bank, originally it probably comprised three
compartments. Only the north-east section of the north compartment
survives with an entrance around 0.6m wide in the east wall. The
north-west corner of the central compartment, internally 3.8m I-S
by 2.6m E-Y, has also been destroyed. Its surviving walls, faced
with large stones, are more substantial than those of the southern
compartment, the internal dimensions of which are 2m I-S by 2.6m
H-W. A stone bank, obscured by reeds, but at least 5m long
projects east from the north compartment, possibly defining an
annexe up to around 50m2.
119 to 120. (37 and 38) (fig. 3:14) [centred SI 7362 1988], Further
down the east bank of the Afon Clydach at 275m OD, 150m from 118,
are indistinct traces of a compartmented rectangular building (119)
and a smaller structure (120).
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Fig. 3 :17. Sites 117 and 118 in the valley of the Afon Clydach. and 124 to 126 on Waun
Lwyd.
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119. (37) This rectangular drystone building is divided into two,
possibly three compartments. Stone robbing to build a fold
immediately to the south-east probably accounts for the ephemeral
nature of the structure which measured at least 11m lW-SE by 5m
lE-SW.
120. (38) Some 5m south-east of 119 is a oval boulder- built
stucture on the edge of river bank, 3.5m lW-SE by 2.3m lE-SW, with
an entrance in the north-west arc.
- DD FaUll LtIyd SDUtlJ-west at tlae ClydaclJ (S1tes 12J to 126) (:fig.
3:14)
WaunLwyd, south-west of the Clydach, is a north facing slope of
open aspect down which flow tributaries of the Clydach.
121 to 123. (16 to 19) (figs. 3:14 and 3:18) [centred SI 7358
1974], A compartmented rectangular structure (121) and a lesser
structure (122) lie on the elevated west bank of a stream at 300m
OD.There is evidence for a cultivation plot (123) on the slope to
the west of the rectangular bUilding.
121. (16) The rectangular drystone structure, 13.5m I-S by 5.4m
!i-V, is divided into three compartments with walls up to O.6mhigh.
It is built at right-angles to the slope with the south and central
compartments on artificial platforms stepped at different levels.
The walls of the south compartment, which measures internally 4.6m
I-S by 2.4m a-v. have collapsed inwards although some coursed
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stone survives on the external face. There is an entrance about
O.5mwide midway along the west wall. 10 entrance is visible to the
rubble-filled central compartment, the internal dimensions of which
are 3m N-S by 3m E-lj. The west wall of this compartment kinks
outwards at right-angles where it joins the south compartment.
Although partly hidden by reeds, the north compartment, internally
2m N-S by 4m E-W, is defined by spaced- boulders on a stony
platform projecting from the slope.
122. (17) On a platform scarped in to the slope, 8m south of 120,
is an 'L'-shaped structure of turf-covered boulders 3m across.
123. <18 and 19) A 2m line of boulders runs across slope from
the south-west corner of the retangular building (121), merging
with a slight 10m long bank. The bank appears artificial, probably
a lynchet produced by the action of plough or, more likely, a
spade. There are two further examples down-slope, adjacent to a
stream which provides a natural boundary to the west. Credence 1s
given to these indications of a cultivation plot, which is around
600m2, by two clearance piles about 3m across at its apparent
northern and southern edges.
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124. (20) (f1gs. 3:14 and 3:17) [SI 7353 19831. This bow-sided
compartmented rectangular structure, 20m I-S by 6m E-'i, lies at
290m OD on an artificial platform at right-angles to the slope
on the west bank of a tributary of the Afon Clydach. The four
compartments are of drystone build incorporating larger boulders,
three or four courses of which survive up to 0.6m to 0.7m high. The
profile of the structure suggests that the floor levels of the
compartments are stepped. The south compartment, internally 106mI-
S by 3.2m E-'i, has a 0.7m wide entrance in the west wall. The
south-central compartment, internally 3.2m I-S by 3.2m E-W, is also
approached by an entrance, 0.5m wide, in the west wall. There is no
entrance now apparent to the north-central compartment which
measures internally 2.4m J-S by 2.4m B-W. The north compartment,
with internal dimensions of 7.2m I-S by 2m E-W, is on a stony
platform projecting from the slope and has an entrance about 0.5m
wide in the west wall.
125 and 125. (21 and 22) (figs. 3:14 and 3:17) [centred SI 7323
1991]. Twodrystone and boulder built structures, one of which is a
compartmented rectangular building (124), are located just below a
locally steep ascent in the north facing slope at 290m OD.
125. (21) The rectangular building, 10m 1-8 by 5.8m i-V with
walls up to 0.7m high, is on a slight platform scarped into the
slope at 290m OD. A cross-wall divides the interior into two
interconnected compartments. ixternal access to the south
compartment, which measures internally 4.5m I-S by 3m B-W, is froJl
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the west via a O.6mwide break. There is a low stone step across
the floor of the compartment. The north compartment, wbich has
internal dimensions of 1.6m I-S by 2.2m E-W, is entered by a O.5m
gap at the west end of the cross-wall. A 3m long boulder bank
abuts the west wall just north of the entrance.
126. (22) About 1011south-west of 125 is a building platform
scarped into the slope on which boulders delineate a structure
about 7m I-S by 4.5m E-W.
DD rru..u (s1tes 127 to 132) (:fig. 3:14)
Truman is an area of moderately sloping ground below 400m OD. It
lies beneath the steep ascent of Cefn y Truman, which here forms
the northern scarp face of the Xountain. It has an open aspect to
the north and north-west and is largely covered by cambic
stagnohumic gley soils, although ferric stagnopodzols are present
to the east on higher slopes.
127. (241) (figs. 3:14 and 3:19) (SI 7419 2016], A sub-annular
stony foundation is sited at 350m OD on a gentle north facing
slope. It measures 6m 1-8 by 6m E-W with internal dimensions of
4m 1-8 by 4.8m B-W. The bank 1s between 0.2m and 0.4m high, and
bas been eroded by a sheep track along the south-eastern arc.
128. (243) (fig. 3:14) [81 7423 20211. A cairn, 2.5m I-S by 2.6m B-
y by 0.2m high, lies on a grassy terrace 75m north-north-east of
127 at 350m OD.
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129. (36) (fig. 3:14) [SI 7432 2060), A cairn, 3m across and 0.3m
high, is sited on a gentle slope at 300m OD.
130. (35) (fig. 3:14) [SI 7436 20611. This 6m wide by 0.3m to 0.4m
high stone heap is 30m east of 129, at 300m OD. It has a surface
of loose stone.
131 and 132. (33 and 34) (figs. 3:14 and 3:19) [centred SI 7454
2068], Two structures of drystone build, one a compartmented
rectangular structure (131), are located in a slight hollow towards
the foot of the north slope of Truman at 300m OD. There is no
source of running water close to the structures at present.
131. (33) This building, which measures 13.8m lW-SE by 4.8m IE-
SW, is divided into two compartments. The mostly grass-covered
stony banks, 0.3m to 0.5m high, show some signs of being edged
with larger stones and boulders. The southern compartment,
measuring internally 3.4m I-S by 2.4m E-W, has a 1m wide entrance
in the east wall. A slight bank curves away northwards for 7m to
8m from the south-east corner of this compartment. The northern
compartment is 6m I-S by 2.6m B-W internally. It has a 0.6m wide
entrance in the east wall. A break in the west wall appears to be
the result of disturbance which 1s also evident in the southern
part of the interior.
132. (34) A building platform, 3.2m 1-8 by 8.2m B-V, is scarped
into the slope some 10m east of 131. Traces of a structure, 3.2m 1-
- 125-
S by 4.6m E-W, delineated by a low bank and stones can be made
out on the eastern half of the platform.
133. (244) (fig. 3:14) [centred SlJ 7507 20453. Three possible stone
clearance piles are located on a grass and heather-covered terrace
at 360m OD.
a) An oval heap, 5m J-S by 4m E-W by 0.3m high, with loose stone
on the surface.
b) An ill-defined stony accumulation with a flattish surface, 4m
N-S by 3.5m E-Wby 0.2m high, lies 38m north-east of a).
c) A stony heap, perhaps only in part the result of human
activity, 5m )-8 by 5.6m E-W by 0.4m high. is sited 28m north of
a) on a locally steep slope.
A number of other features have been recorded in this area (Xorgan
1988, 42). They are almost certainly either natural or the result of
prospecting. The three stone heaps described are the most likely
features to result wholly or in part from stone clearance for
agricultural improvement.
A10ll8 tlIe AfOlJ CeulJm (sites 134 to 139) (fig. 3:14)
The Afon Ceulan flows down the steep northern scarp face of the
Xountain through a deep and wide gully known as Fforch Ceulan.
The slopes to ei ther side of the upper reaches are covered by
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ferric stagnopodzols. After the stream leaves Fforch Ceulan, it cuts
a steep sided narrow valley through a gentler slope covered by
cambic stagnohumic gley soils.
134. (27) (figs. 3:14 and 3:19) [SI 7531 20181. This compartmented
rectangular building is at 390m OD on top of the western edge of a
steep sided promontory flanked by streams of the !fan Ceulan. The
promontory is well sheltered within Fforch Ceulan. The building,
measuring 11.8m lE-SW by 5m lW-SE, is defined by drystone banks
up to O.6m high edged in places by boulders. The south-western
compartment measures internally 5.3m IE-SV by 2.4m IW-SEi the
north-west wall has eroded down-slope. The north-east compartment,
internally 3.1m IE-SV by 2.4m lW-SE, is clearly a separate, less
careful build, with its floor at a lower level. There is a gap in
the north-east end wall, either an entrance or perhaps the slump of
the wall into an underlying feature such as a drain.
135 to 13'1. (28 to 30) (figs. 3:14 and 3:20) [centred SI 7534
20671. This group of three foundations, including a compartmented
rectangular structure, is clustered around the steep gully
containing the Afon Ceulan at around 310m OD.
135. (28) [SI 7533 2068]. This compartmented rectangular
building is sheltered in a hollow on top of an elevated section of
the steep west bank of the river. Poorly preserved drystone walls
up to O.5mhigh delineate a building measuring 11m I-S by 4.4m B-W
which is sub-divided into four compartments. The southern end of
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the building is divided into two compartments by a wall along the
main axis of the structure. Both of these are around 2m I-S by
105m E-W internally, with east and west facing entrance breaks
respectively identifiable amongst tumble. The central compartment
measures 3.4m N-S by 3.1m E-W. Its western wall revets a face cut
into the side of the hollow. The northern compartment is
constructed mostly of spaced-boulders. Internally it measures 2m I-
S by 5m E-W.
136. (29) [SI 7534 2067], There is a rectangular structure on the
edge of the west bank of the Afon Ceulan at the foot of the steep
slope below 134. It is defined by large boulders (some of which
may be naturally positioned) and is 6m I-S by 4m E-Y. The southern
side may have been open.
137. (30) [SI 7535 2066], This penannular stone foundation is
sited across the stream from 136, on the edge of the east bank of
the Afon Ceulan. It measures 4m I-S by 4m E-W, and is 1.6m across
internally. The bank ls about 0.3m high and is broken to the
north-east by an entrance marked by a O.6morthostat.
138. (31) (fig. 3:14) [SI 7534 2073]. This sub-circular structure,
5m I-S by 4.5m E-i, is recessed into the west slope of the valley
of the Afon Ceulan at 310m OD. The drystone wa11ing ls up to 1m
high. There is a north faclng entrance.
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Pig. 3:20. Sites 135 to 137 along the AfonCeulan. and 143 on cylchau.
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139. (32) (fig. 3:14) [SI 7533 20753. On top of the west bank of
the Afon Ceulan at 300m DD is a squarish boulder accumulation, 5.3m
across by O.4m to 0.5m high, with a 1.5m boulder and stone strip
running north-east for 40m along the top of the river bank. A 4m
long stone strip projects from its south-west corner.
On Cylc1Jau (sites 140 to 143) (fig. 3:14)
This slope rises from the edge of the present-day enclosed land, at
about 270m DO, to Cefn y Cylchau at 550m aD, which is at the
north-western end of the steep valley down which flows the upper
reaches of the Sawdde Fechan. The soils of the lower areas of the
slope, below about 350m aD, are cambic stagnohumic gleys, those of
the upper parts humo-ferric podzols. The grass and bracken
covered surface is frequently stony with wetter areas of reed and
cotton grass. The local name for this area was T1r y beddau, "land
of the graves," and the remains of small cairns were noted earlier
in the century (RCAHX1917, no. 436). These are likely to be the
stone clearance heaps noted below, nos. 141 and 142.
140. (247) (fig. 3:14) [SI 7558 2109]. This roughly crescent-shaped
mound, opening on to a streall at 275m OD, measures 11m I-S by 9.
B-W. It is 0.8m to ll1 high. 10 burnt material is visible. It has
been identified as an example of a 'burnt mound' or 'cooking-mound'
(RCAHl(Vales Landscape Survey, unpublished).
141. (246) (fig. 3:14.) [SJ 7576 2106]. This grass-covered cairn
with loose stone exposed at the centre lies at 280m aD on a north
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facing slope. It measures 5m ll-S by 5m E-V and is 0.4m high. There
are other stone and boulder accumulations in the vicinity. These
have been identified as the product of human activity (RCAHXWales
Landscape Survey, unpublished). While there always remains the
possibility that some may result from or have been modified by
clearance, it is thought that thefr origin is most likely natural.
142. (245) (figs. 3:14 and 3:21> [centred SI 7572 2087], Up to
fourteen potential stone clearance heaps are located on a terrace
in the north facing slope between 310m and 320m OD. The area
associated with the heaps is about 0.25ha. The slope around the
terrace is littered with boulder and stone accumulations which are
probably natural in origin, although some have been seen as a
consequence of human activity (RCAHXWales Landscape Survey,
unpublished). Cumulatively, the group on the terrace seems to form
the most likely examples of clearance heaps in the area, even if
some are natural in origin and have been only modified by
clearance, particularly as they tend to be consistently positioned
at the rear of the terrace. This group well illustrates the
difficulties which arise in distinguishing between stone
accumulations that are natural, partly natural and entirely the
result of human activity.
a) Grassy boulder pile, 4.2m J-S by 4.6m E-Wby 0.3m high.
b) Grassy boulder heap, 2.8m I-S by 2.3m E-W by 0.4m high.
c) Grassy boulder heap, 2m J-S by 2.6m E-W by 0.6m high.
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Fig. 3:21. Site 142 on Cylchau.
d) A concentration of loosely piled boulders, 3.8m I-S by 3.4m E-
W by 0.5m high.
e) A squarish boulder pile, partly edged with larger stones, 6m
J-S by 6.8m E-W by 0.7m high.
f) A boulder accumulation, 3.7m I-S by 3.4m E-W by 0.4m high.
g) This boulder accumulation, 2.5m I-S by 3m E-i by O.7m high,
projects from the slope. It is perhaps natural in origin with some
stone added as a result of clearance.
h) A stony spread, 3.7m 1-8 by 4m E-i by 0.8m high. Again,
perhaps natural in origin, with subsequent modification.
1) A stone pile, 2.4m J-8 by 2.5m E-W by 0.2m high.
j) A stony pile 3m J-S by 3.2m E-W by 0.6m high.
k) A flat-topped stony mound, 3.3m 1-8 by 3.4m E-Y by O.3mhigh.
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1> This stony pile, 2.2m J-S by 2.5m E-W by 0.3m high, may be
partly natural.
.) This grass-covered stone mound, 3.2m Jf-S by 3.8m E-Wby 0.5m
high, is edged with larger stones.
n) A clearance strip, up to 3.5m wide by 0.3m high, runs down-
slope for 14.2m.
143. (240) (figs. 3:14 and 3:20) (Plate 10) [SI 7591 20741. An
enclosure which incorporates the foundations of three structures is
located on a north-east facing terrace at 330m OD. Overall it
measures 12m J-S by 20m E-V. The drystone and boulder banks are
up to 0.7m high, with up to three courses of fairly carefully laid
facing stone surviving in places. The irregularly shaped, centrally
positioned, large enclosure is 9.4m Jf-S by 10.5m E-W internally,
with a 0.5m wide boulder-edged entrance in the south wall. A O.6m
wide break in the north-east corner of the central enclosure gives
access to a sub-circular foundation about 4m J-S by 5m E-W,
measuring 3m I-S by 3.4m E-W internally. The south-east arc of
this foundation butts against a rectangular structure conjoined to
the eastern wall of the central enclosure. It is around 7. I-S by
4.5m E-W, with internal dimensions of 4.5. I-S by 3. E-W. 10
entrance is visible to this element of the monument. Against the
external face of the south-western wall of the central enclosure is
a sub-circular foundation measuring 5m J-S by 4m E-W, about 3m
across internally. It 1s entered from the south-east via by a
boulder-flanked gap.
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3.4 AREA C: THE WESTERN SLOPES OF CWX SAWDDE FECHAI
(SITES 200 to 215)
3.4.1 Outline Topography
The deep valley of the upper reaches of the Sawdde Feehan cuts
through the Old Red Sandstone which forms the dramatic northern
scarp face of the Xountain. Its upper end, at about 450m aD, is
in the form of a cirque down which the stream tumbles northwards,
fed by tributaries rising on the Limestone escarpment behind (figs.
1:4, 3:1 and 3:22),
SN7I 77
Fig. 3:22. Sites 200 to 215 in Area C (fig. 3:2).
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3.4.2 Description of the Archaeological ieJl8.ins
CWlI Satidde Feehan (sites 200 to 208) (fig. 3:22)
The slope descends steeply from Cefn y Cylchau, which forms the
western side of Cwm Sawdde Feehan, to the west bank of the river.
The so11s on the Old Red Sandstone slope are ferric stagnopodzols
(fig. 1:6).
200 and 201. (75 and 76) (figs. 3:22 and 3:23) [centred S) 7641
19821. Two drystone and boulder built structures, including a
compartmented rectangular foundation (200), are located 22m apart
on the west bank of the Sawdde Fechan at 350m OD.
200. (75) The rectangular building measures 14.5m I-S by 5m E-
Y and is sub-divided into three compartments. The southern
compartment has internal dimensions of 6.5m )-S by 3m E-W, with
walls in which some coursed stone stands up to 0.6m high. There is
a 0.6m entrance in the east wall. A pile of stone in the north-west
corner of this compartment incorporates a setting of outward
leaning orthostats up to 0.6m high. The walls of the central
compartment, which measures 3m )-S by 3m E-W internally, are, at
0.2m, conSistently lower than those of the southern compartment.
The northern wall of the central compartment is distinctly rounded.
A setting of spaced~boulders defines the northern compartment
which measures 1.5m )-S by 3m E-W and is open to the east.
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Fig. 3:23. Sites 200 to 202 in the valley of the SawddeFeehan.
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201. (76) A sub-rectangular boulder-built structure, 6.5m I-S by
4.5m E-W and up to 0.6m high, with a south facing entrance, lies
22m north of 200.
202. (77) (figs. 3:22 and 3:23) [SN 7644 19611. This sub-rectangular
structure is built on an artificial platform at right-angles to the
slope on a north-east facing terrace above the west bank of the
Sawdde F~han at 360m OD. The building, 8m lE-SW by 5m lW-SE with
internal dimensions of 6m lE-SW by 3m lW-SE, is defined by turf-
covered drystone and boulder-built banks up to O.6mhigh. There are
opposed entrances midway along the north-west and south-east
walls, 0.8m and 1.2mwide respectively.
203 to 208. (figs. 3:22 and 3:24) (78 to 82). Six drystone and
boulder- built structures are situated on a relatively well drained
and fairly gentle slope between 390m and 400m OD, west of the
Sawdde Fechan, at the foot of a cirque at the head of the valley.
The location is exceptionally well protected from winds except
those from the north-east. The local slope 1s covered by grass,
apparently more luxuriant than is usual elsewhere on the Xounta1n.
Site 203, a compartmented rectangular building in a very good
state of preservation, and adjacent structures 204 and 205, are on
the edge of the river bank at 390m OD. The other structures (206,
207 and 208) are scattered across the grassy slope to the west,
towards the foot of the very steep ascent of Cefn y Cylchau. A
trans-ridge path, in places deliberately hollowed into the slope
with banks of cleared stone to the side, Zig-zags down the
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precipitous slope at the head of the valley. It then passes between
the two groups of structures before forking to fallow the east and
west banks of the river respectively (fig. 3:22).
203. (78) (Plate 11) [SI 7645 1930], This rectangular building,
measuring overall 14.5m Jl-S by 4m E-W, is divided into two main
sections, each of which is partially sub-divided. The southern
compartment is the more substantial with walls containing up to
ten courses of stone still standing 1.5m high. Internally it
measures 7m Jr-S by 2.7m E-W and is entered through a 0.7m wide
break in the west wall containing a sill stone. Large flat slabs
pave the floor (Plate 12) which is at twa levels with a step just
south of the entrance. Above this step, a O.8m high cross-wall
projects from the west wall, partially partitioning the
compartment. The northern end-wall of this compartment is between
1m and 1.4m high except for the central section which abruptly
reduces to 0.8m in height as if collapsing into an underlying
feature, for example, a drain.
The walls of the northern compartment are consistently lower than
those of the southern and greater use is made of boulders in its
construction, especially at the slightly rounded northern end. There
is a O.8mwide entrance at the south end of the west wall. The
internal dimensions are 4.9m I-S by 2.8m E-W. It is partially sub-
divided into two roughly equal sections by a cross-wall projecting
from the west wall.
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Pig. 3:24. Sitas 203 to 206 in the valley of the Sawdde Peehan.
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Ta the south of the main structure is an elliptical annexe (Plate 1
comprising a stony bank between O.3mand O.4mhigh, measuring 10m
N-S by gm E-W, around 58m2• There is a 1m wide entrance in the
east wall. This annexe appears to be of the same phase as the
compartmented building since the component stones of its walls
are tied into the end wall of the main structure.
The exceptional state of preservation of this structure enables
aspects of the building technique to be described:
- larger boulders are consistently used at corners and as footing
far the walls.
- an tap of the footings are laid courses of smaller stones, twa to
three stones Wide, with an occasional longer tie-stone running
through the wall.
- towards the northern end of the external face of the east wall of
the southern compartment is a straight joint running vertically
down the height of the walL While, at first sight, this appears to
be a possible blocked entrance, the absence of any corresponding
joint forming the opposing side of the potential entrance suggests
that the feature results from a degree of casualness in the
building technique.
204. (79) (Plate 14) [SI 7645 19311. Some 8m north of 203 is a
rectangular foundation measuring 7.5m lW-SE by 4.6m lE-SW, with
internal dimensions of 5.2m lW-SE by 2.0m lE-SW. The stone and
boulder banks, in which coursed stone survives, are between 0.3m
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and 0.8m high. There is no obvious entrance although the northern
section of the eastern wall is badly spread.
205. (80) (Plate 14) [SI 7645 1931], Five metres north-east of
204 is an annular stucture defined by a single course of boulders
up to 0.5m high. It measures 4m.JI-S by 3.5m E-W and is about 2m
across internally.
206. (Bl) [SI 7638 1931]. This rectangular foundation, 3.8m IV-SE
by 5.4m }lE-SW, with internal dimensions, of 2.2m lW-SE by 3.2m IE-
SW, has walls still standing to 1m high. There is a 0.6m wide
entrance in the north-west wall. An annexe constructed of
boulders, 4.8m lW-SE by 3m lE-SW, abuts the structure to the
north-west. It is sited around 80m west-north-west of 204.
20'1. (82) [SI 7639 19363. A sub-oval structure, with a 0.5m wide
break in the eastern end, and stony banks around 0.4m high,
measures 3.8m I-S by 5.4m E-W, with internal dimensions of 2.2m I-
S by 3.2m E-W. It is located 33m north of 206.
208. (83) [SI 7638 1928), This crudely constructed feature, built
against outcrop, measures about 4.5m lE-SW by 3.8m IV-SE. Its
banks vary from O.3mto 0.6m high enclosing an interior about 3.8m
lE-SW by 2m lW-SE. There ls a gap at the south-eastern corner. It
lies 50m south-south-west from 206.
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Blaen y Cylc1Jau (sites 209 to 215) (fJ.gs. 3:22 IUJd3:25)
One of the major western tributaries of the Sawdde Feehan rises on
the Lower Limestone Shales of Blaen y Cylchau at about 50OmOD,
just above the head of the valley. Blaen y Cylchau lies below the
steep Limestone escarpment of Foel Fraith. The soils of this area
are humo-ferric podzols <fig. 1:6).
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Fig. 3:25. Xeasured sketch of the location of
sites 209 to 215 beneath Blaen y Cylchau.
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209-215. (129 to 135) (figs. 3:25, 3:26 and 3:27) [centred SI 7631
18851. A group of seven drystone and boulder built structures,
including three compartmented rectangular buildings (209, 212 and
215) I are located at 4-80mOD alongside tributaries of the Sawdde
Fechan.
209. (129) (figs. 3:25 and 3:26) (Plate 15) [SI 7626 1882], This
compartmented rectangular building is sited at the foot of a steep
stone-strewn slope below a limestone cliff. It comprises five
conjoined compartments, measuring overall 25m E-V. A further
structure only one metre to the west, on the same alignment, can be
regarded as a sixth compartment and part of the range, extending
the length of the structure to 29 .5m. The width of each of the
units is between 4-mand 4-.8mexcept far the easternmost unit which
is up to 7m wide.
The largest compartment <Plate 16) has internal dimensions of 2.8m
I-S by 9.2m E-W. The walls are mostly of coursed stone, up to 1.1m
high on the north side, O.3m to O.5m to the south. Twa O.5mhigh
slabs an edge retain the west wall. There is a 1m wide entrance at
the east end of the south wall. The three compartments to the west
are defined by much lower grass-covered stone banks between O.2m
and 0.3m high; internally, they measure 3m I-S by 3.5m E-W, 3m 1-8
by 1.5m E-W and 2.6m I-S by 3.5m E-W. The compartment at the
eastern end of the range is built of spaced- boulders. It measures
7m 1-8 by 4.2m E-W and it may have been sub-divided into twa
roughly equal sections. The apparently discrete westernmost sub-
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oval foundation has grass-covered stony banks 0.2m to 0.3m high.
It measures 3.8m )-S by 3.2m E-WI with internal dimensions of 2.5m
N-S by 2.2m E-W.
A bank abuts the south wall of the largest compartment, curving
south and then west, before swinging north around the western
end of the range. It defines a bow-shaped annexe south of the
building, around 8m i-S by 19m E-W and about 120m2• There are
many stones on the surface of the annexe, much of which slopes
quite steeply. To the east the annexe-bank is boulder-built and up
to 0.5m high, becoming less substantial, 0.2 to 0.3m high. as it
ascends the slope to the south. As it swings north. it becomes
grass-covered and 0.3m to 0.4m high. About 2m beyond the northern
terminal, there is a further arc of grassy bank, now a broader and
more irregularly shaped feature. 0.2m to 0.5m high, which
continues north-east and east for 10m. There is also a possible
short length of bank, only 1.3m long, projecting north-west from
the north-east corner of the building.
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210. (130) <figs. 3:25 and 3:27) [SJl 7625 18821. This trapezoidal
foundation, a grass-covered boulder bank 0.2m to 0.4m high, is 4m
west of 209. It measures 7m NW-SE by 5m lE-SW, with internal
dimensions of 4m NW-SE by 3.6m NE-SW.
211. (131) <figs. 3:25 and 3:27) (SI 7630 18843. A sub-circular
O.4mhigh boulder bank, built up against rock at the foot of the
slope, measures 3.5m lW-SE by 4m lE-SW. The interior is about 2.2m
across.
212. (132) (figs. 3:25 and 3:27) [SI 7631 18841. This
compartmented rectangular structure, lO.6m lE-SW by 4m lW-SE, is
sited on the southern edge of a seepage at the foot of a slape. It
is sub-divided into three compartments. The north-eastern and
central compartments survive as stone and boulder banks 0.4m to
o .5m high. Internally the north-eastern compartment is 2m lE-SW
by 2.6m IV-SE, the central, 3.4m IE-SV by 2.2m IV-SE. Bath have
south-east facing entrances about 0.5m wide. The north-west wall
kinks at the junction of the twa main compartments. The south-
western compartment is much smaller, only about 1.5m across
internally, and is constructed of spaced-boulders. It appears to be
open to the south-east.
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Fig. 3:27. Sites 211 to 215 beneath Blaen y Cylchau.
213. (133) <figs. 3:25 and 3:27) [SI 7633 18851. This rectangular
foundation is built at right-angles to the slope 9m north-east of
212. The banks, O.3mto O.4mhigh, define a structure 7.3m lW-SE by
11 .4m NE-SW,with a 2m wide break in the south-west wall. Internally
it measures about 3.6m NW-SEby around 2m lE-SWi much of the
interior is obscured by tumble.
214. (134) <figs. 3:25 and 3:27) [SI 7634 18861. A sub-
rectangular foundation, 5.2m lW-SE by 3.8m lE-SW, constructed of
boulder walls surviving O.2m to O.4m high, lies 26m north-east of
213. There is a O.6mwide break in the south-west wall. It measures
3.9m lW-SE by 2.4m lE-SW internally.
215. (135) <figs. 3:25 and 3:27) [SI 7636 1889], This
compartmented rectangular building is located on a promontory
between two tributaries of the Sawdde Fechan. It measures 10.2m
lE-SW by 4.5m lW-SE. The south-western compartment has internal
dimensions of 4-.2mlE-SW by 3m lW-SE, with walls O.4m to O.6m
high. There is a O.6m wide south-east facing entrance. The north-
eastern comparment is of slighter build with stone banks about
O.2mhigh. There is no visible entrance to this compartment which
measures internally 2.8m lE-SW by 2m lW-SE. There is a right-
angled kink in the north-west wall at the point the two
compartments join.
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3.5 AREA D: THE XAnr RIDGE OF THE XOUITAIJr (SITES 300
to 309)
3.5.1 Outline Topography
The central Xillstone Grit ridge is up to a kilometre or more wide.
Rising from about 400m to 600m OD, it extends east to west across
the survey area <figs. 1:4, 3:1 and 3:28), Between the northern
escarpment and the southern back-slope are plateaux at various
altitudes, with a number of local eminences separated by north to
south passes. Several streams rise on these plateaux, draining both
north and south (fig. 1:5). The humo-ferric podzols and thick peat
deposits (Plate 3) are frequently eroded exposing areas of rock and
surfaces littered with stone (fig. 1:6).
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Fig. 3:28. Sites 300 to 309 on the main ridge of the Mountain in Area 0
(f1g. 3:2).
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3.5.2 Description of the Archaeological Remains
,ortb-west of Ta1r Car.D lsaf ( s1te 300) (fig. 3:28)
300. (275) (tig. 3:28) [SI 6805 1682], This sub-circular cairn,
built of Millstone Grit boulders, is located at 410m on a secondary
ridge crest north of the :main ridge. It measures 10m I-S by gm E-
W, by 1m to 1.2m high. There is a major central disturbance with
lesser disturbance around the edges.
Ta1r CarD Isaf (sites 301 to 303) (fig. 3:28)
301 to 303. (272 to 274) (fig. 3:28) [centred SI 6838 1680], This
group of three large but badly disturbed cairns (too badly
disturbed to warrant planning) lies on a local eminence around
460m OD at the western end of the main ridge crest. The ground
surface around the cairns is littered with lHllstone Grit boulders
and stone, and has 11ttle soil cover. The cairn group can be seen
for a goodly distance along the main ridge to the east but is also
particularly notable from lower ground north of the Mountain.
301. (274) [SI 6831 16731. The cairn has been massively
disturbed, much of it remodelled into a conical heap. The spread of
JUllstone Grit boulders and stone suggests a monument orginally
around 15macross. The original height cannot even be estimated on
account of the disturbance.
302. (272) [SI 6840 16811. This sub-circular cairn, constructed
with Xillstone Grit boulders, measures 13m I-S by 14mE-Y and is
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between L5m and L8m high. There is a major central disturbancet
with superficial disturbance around the flanks. It is around 100m
north-east of site 301.
303. (273) [SI 6845 16861. 'The centre of this sub-circular
Killstone Grit stone and boulder cairn has been entirely removed
leaving a L2m high shell measuring 10m N-S by 11m E-W. It is
located about 60m north-east of site 302.
Tau CarD Uc1Jaf (s1tes 304 to 306) (f1g. 3:28)
304 to 306. (269 to 271) (figs. 3:28t 3:29 and 3:30) (Plate 17)
[centred SI 6936 1745), A group of three cairns is sited around
1km north-east of the Tair earn Isaf monuments (301 to 303) on a
local summit on the main ridge crest at between 470m and 480m OD.
Erosion of soil and peat in the vicinity of the cairns has exposed
a surface of Millstone Grit stone and boulders. The location of the
cairn group is such that they are readily visible for a
considerable distance along the main Kountain ridget but are also
very noticeable from the valleys which flank the Kountain to the
north and south.
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304. (271) (figs. 3:28 and 3:29) <Plate 18) [SI 6924 17361. This
cairn is well-preserved with a sub-circular ground plan and a
profile in the form of a truncated cone. It is built of JUllstone
Grit boulders and atones, measures l6.6m J-S by l5.6m E-i, and is
up to 3m high. There is a central disturbance, 4.8m across by 1m
deep, with superficial damage to the south and south-east faces.
Slight hollows around the southern and western edges may indicate
locations where stone was gathered for the construction of the
cairn.
305. (270) (figs. 3:28 and 3:29) [SI 6935 17371. This is another
well-preserved cairn built of Xillstone Grit stone and boulders,
with a sub-circular ground plan and the profile of a truncated
cone. It is 20m I-S by 18m E-W and up to 3.8m high. There is a
small disturbance in the flattish top and minor disturbance to the
south-east face. A small shelter has been carved out of the
northern edge of the cairn. It is around 100meast of site 304.
306. (269) (figs. 3:28 and 3:30) [SI 6949 17551. This sub-
circular cairn of Xillstone Grit stone and boulder-build is located
on the top edge of a low outcrop cliff to the south and south-east.
At the foot of the cliff is a massive sink hole. It is about 230m
north-east of 305. The cairn measures 16m I-S by 17m E-W and is
up to 2.5m high. The centre has been gutted by a trench dug into
the heart of the cairn from the north-west. Xaterial from the
disturbance masks the original north-western edge. Some larger
boulders are present around the edge of the cairn, particularly
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along the southern margin. This edge, however, is built on rock
exposure so it is unclear whether the boulders are incorporated
deliberately or fortuitously. Irregular hollows and undulations in
the surface around the cairn may well indicate removal of boulders
for construction, and perhaps scarping to enhance the natural
platform on which the cairn is raised.
PeD.-rC10lflJU (site 307) (f:1s. 3:28)
307. (261) <figs. 3:28 and 3:30) [SI 7166 18581. This sub-circular
cairn is sited on a minor rise at 523m ODon the peat and stone
covered plateau, set well back from the edge of the main ridge
crest to the north. It is built of Xillstone Grit stones and
boulders, measures 18m I-S by 17.2m E-W and is up to 3.6m high.
There is a small central disturbance with minor disturbance of the
south-east face. The edge is grass-covered.
Pen Rhj,,-ddu (site 308) (fig. 3:28)
308. (268) (fig. 3:28) [SI 7275 1890], This cairn, of IUllstone Grit
stone and boulder build, is located on top of a low cliff, just
south of the main ridge crest at 530m OD. It has a sub-circular
ground plan and a rounded profile. It measures 9m I-S by 9.4m E-Y
and is around 2m high. There is no sign of significant disturbance.
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Fig. 3:30. Site 306. Tair Carn Uchaf Cairn group. and site 307. Pen-y-Clogllu.
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Ga.rreg Lwyd (site 309) (fig. 3:28)
309. (266) (fig. 3:28) [SI 7404 1792], The cairn is built of
Xillstone Grit stones an rock exposure at 619m OD. This is the
highest paint of a peat and stone-covered plateau, and also the
highest point of the survey area. The cairn is very dilapidated,
the original farm much al tered by the construction of a 3m high
stone drum at the western edge. Originally it would have measured
around 20m J-S by 18m E-W.
3.6 AREA E: THE SOUTH-VESTERI' SLOPES OF THE IDUnA.II
FRO. THE AFOB BERACH ACROSS DRYSGOL TO THE WEST BAIK
OF BAIT PEDOL (SITES 400 to (16)
3.6.1 Outline Topography
This section of the survey area extends eastwards from the valley
of the Afon Berach, across Drysgol, to the west bank of the Kant
Pedal <figs 1:5, 3:1 and 3:31.) The predominantly Xillstone Grit
geology of the valleys of the Berach and Pedol flanks the rounded
sandstone massif of Drysgol which rises to 393m OD<fig. 1:4). The
diverse soils within this area <fig. 1:6) are noted below in local
topographical descriptions.
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Fig. 3:31. Sites 400 to 416 in Area E from the Afon Berach across to the
west bank of the Afon Pedel (fig. 3:2).
3.6.2 Description of the Archaeological loaiDs
HQIj Beracl.l (S1te 400) (f1g. 3:31)
The !fon Berach, rising in an area of peat bog south of the main
ridge, quickly enters a narrow high-sided gorge which cuts through
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a bracken and reed-covered marshy area between the main ridge of
the Mountain to the north-west and Drsygol to the south-east (fig.
3:31). The soils of the area are cambic stagnohumic gleys (fig.
1:6).
400. (71) (figs. 3:31 and 3:32) (SI 6B03 1577], A compartmented
rectangular structure is situated alongatde a seepage on a terrace
high in the very steep western slope of the valley of the Afon
Berach at 270m OD. The stone and boulder-built foundation,
measuring 10m lE-SW by 6.5m lW-SE, is divided into two
compartments. The boulder walls of the north-east compartment are
between 0.2m and 0.5m highi the end wall is slightly rounded. It
measures 3.BmNE-SW by 4m lW-SE internally, and is entered by a
o .6m wide break at the southern end of the west wall. The south-
west compartment is more carefully built with greater use of
coursed stone in walls which survive to between 0.3m and O.7mhigh.
There is no entrance apparent but the west wall, particularly at
its southern end, has been badly eroded by the adjacent seepage.
There is slight kink in the east wall of the structure where the
two compartments join.
A 1m wide by 5m long bank projects from the south-east corner of
the structure towards a slightly curved 17m long bank which runs
parallel to, and to the south-west of the building. This creates
an annexe up to 6m wide, around 65m2• There 1s a 7.5m long bank
on an east-west alignment to the south of the building.
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F1g, 3:32, Site 400 on the west bank of the Afon Berach. and site 405 on Drysgol.
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DrySffDl (sites 401 to 411> (filfS. 3:31 Dd 3:33)
This sandstone massif rises steeply to 393m ODfrom the valley of
the Afon Berach to the west and north, and from the valley of the
Nant Pedal to the east. It has a rounded summit and relatively
gentle southern slopes. The humo-ferric podzols of the higher
ground give way to typical brown podzol1c soils on the lower
slopes <fig. 1.6). Heather moorland predominates on the higher
ground with bracken infested land at lower altitudes.
On the lower reaches of the southern slope of Drysgol, between
244m and 305mOD, is a group of archaeological remains comprising
three rectangular foundations, together with circular and sub-
circular foundations associated with curvilinear stone banks
defining three 'fields.' There is also a number of small stone heaps
(figs. 3:31 and 3:33).
401 to 405. (286 to 304) (figs. 3:32, 3.33 and 3:34) [centred SI
6910 1505], Curvilinear stone banks are present between the 250m
and 280m contours. The slope is stony, heavily infested by bracken
and, in places, the surface has been eroded by seepages. These
factors have resulted in the partial loss of the line of the banks.
However, they appear to combine to define or enclose three
contiguous, relatively large 'plots' or 'fields' totalling around
3.5ha. Four annular or sub-annular foundations, sites 402 to 405,
are on the line of, or adjacent to various of the stone banks.
There are a number of stone heaps within the enclosed areas.
Rectangular structures 406 and 407 lie within enclosure 401a, with
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another. site 408 beyond the enclosures to the north. Two other
structurest 411 and 412t are sited to the south.
401a. <fig. 3:33) (centred SI 8905 1504]. Stone banks delineate
an area around 1.5ha in extent. The north-western and northern
sections of the sinuous bank ascend the slope over a distance of
about 220m. This section is 1.8m to 2m wide. O.2mto O.4mhigh
and is. today, discontinuous. The two largest breaks coincide with
seepages. After the bank swings to the north t the inner edge is
abutted by a flat-topped stony pile, 4.1m I-S by 2.4m E-Wand up
to 0.4m high.
The bank forming the west side of the enclosure runs down-slope
for about 80m. It remains visible even where the central section
is badly eroded in a seepage. The south-eastern end terminates
against sub-circular foundation 402. Sub-circular foundation 402t
howevert is not apparently connected to the adjacent 66m long. 1.3m
wide and 0.3m high bank which forms the southern side of the
enclosure.
The banks forming the east and south-eastern boundaries are shared
with enclosures 40lb and 401c respectively. The eastern bankt a
convex stone band with a flattish top, up to 2.4m wide and O.5m
hight runs down-slope over a distance of 80m. The discontinuous
south-eastern bank runs across the slope over a distance of about
140m. It is often no more than a slight step in the slope butt
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where most evident, is around 1.4m wide by 0.3m high. Sub-annular
foundation 403 abuts this bank mid-way along its length.
",Olb. (fig. 3:33) [centred SI '6918 1520), Abutting 401a to the
west, the northern edge of this enclosure, which is about 0.7ha in
extent, comprises a discontinuous stone bank with convex profile
up to 2m wide and O.5mto 0.6m high.
The southern edge is defined by a bank, shared with enclosure 401c,
running across slope. This is about 85m long, and up to 2.3m wide
by O.5m high. There are indications of a face of coursed stone
towards its western end. The eastern end is continued by a 0.3m
high lynchet which connects with a 50m length of stone bank, up to
2m wide by O.5m high, which curves up-slope to the north-west.
Annular foundation 405 is incorporated within this bank: towards
its northern end. The rest of the eastern side of this area appears
open.
A 20m long bow-shaped stone and boulder bank:, which is broken
mid-way by a 1.8m gap flanked by boulders, is located on a terrace
within the area, together with three stony accumulations between 3m
and 8m across.
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('Olc. (fig. 3:33). This enclosed area, around 1.3ha in extent,
abuts 401b to the north and 401a to the north-east. The bank
forming the south-eastern side can be traced running down-slope
over a distance of about 190m, firstly as a 1.5m to 2m wide stony
band 0.2m to O.4mhigh, and then, as it crosses a steeper slope to
the south-west, as a pronounced lynchet 0.4m high. The sinuous 1.8m
wide and 0.6m high bank which forms the south-western side is
eroded by a seepage towards its south-eastern end. A stone heap,
2.7m J-S by 3.1m E-W and up to O.7mhigh, is located on the edge
of scree close to the bank forming the north-western boundary.
Within this enclosure lies annular foundation 404 with associated
stone banks. It is 30m to the south of sub-annular foundation 403
which is set in the bank commonto enclosures 401a and 401c.
402. (30l) (figs. 3:33 and 3:34) [SI 6898 1497], This penannular
foundation is located at the foot of a locally steep slope, with a
terrace to the south, at about 250m OD. It comprises a stony bank
around O.5m high, measuring 6m lW-SE by 4.6m lE-SW, defining a
tumble-filled central area 3.2m lW-SE by 2.6m lE-SW. There is a
boulder flanked break, O.6mwide, in the north-eastern arc. The
structure abuts the south-eastern end of the western boundary of
enclosure 401a. However, there is now no indication that the
structure is physically Joined to the bank to the east which forms
the southern boundary of the enclosure. The l.5m wide gap between
the foundation and the boundary may be an original break.
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Fig. 3:34. Sites 402 to 404 on Drysgol.
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403. (297) <figs. 3:33 and 3:34) [SN 6910 1503], This penannular
foundation is located at the foot of a locally steep and rocky
slope at 260m OD. The stone bank measures 4.5m N-S by 6m E-Wand
is up to 0.5m high. It encloses a tumble-filled internal area 2.2m
J-S by 3m NE-SW.The entrance appears to be in the south-east arc
but is obscured by tumble. There are slight traces of the bank
commonto enclosures 401a and 401c running up to and probably
abutting the structure north of the entrance. Access to the
structure, therefore, is from enclosure 401c.
404. (298) (figs. 3:33 and 3:34) [SN 6911 1499), Thirty metres
south-south-east of 403, across a level but now very wet terrace,
is a further penannular foundation. The stony bank, up to 0.4m
high, measures 4.3m N-S by 3.8m E-W, with internal dimensions of
2.6m J-S by 2.3m E-W. There is a 0.8m wide entrance in the
northern arc. Stone banks and heaps, probably the result of
clearance, suggest that there was a cultivation plot about 400m2
on the terrace between structures 403 and 404.
405. (291) (figs. 3:32 and 3:33) [SN 6925 1510], This penannular
foundation, 7.5m lfV-SE by 6.3m NE-SW,is set within the boundary
running down-slope at the eastern edge of enclosure 401b at 275m
OD. The stony bank of the structure is between 0.2m and O.4mhigh
and encloses an area 4.2m lW-SE by 3.7m lE-SW. There is a 1mwide
entrance break in the south-western arc opening on to enclosure
401b.
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406. (72) (figs. 3:33 and 3:35) (Plate 19) [SI 6899 14991. This
rectangular structure is built at right-angles to the slope at 250m
OD, on a slight artificial platform. Defined by heather-covered
drystone banks between 0.3m and 0.5m high in which some facing
stones can be seen, it measures 13.5m Jr-S by 6.5m E-Y with
internal dilllensions of 11.5m J-S by 3.5m E-W. There are opposed
entrances, around 1.5m wide, in the east and west walls. The south,
down-slope, wall slumps half-way along its length, suggesting the
presence of an underlying feature such as a drain. It is built
within enclosure 401a.
407. (73) (figs. 3:33 and 3:35) [SI 6907 15071. The compartmented
rectangular structure is located at 270m OD on the outer edge of a
wide south facing terrace within enclosure 401a. The building
measures 14.5m lE-SW by 7m lW-SE and is divided into two
compartments, the heather-covered drystone walls of which range
from O.3mto 0.5m high. The eastern compartment measures 8m lE-SW
by 3.5m lW-SE internally and is entered via a 0.8m wide break in
the south wall. The less substantial western compartment is defined
by two sections of bank enclosing an area around 2.8m lE-SW by 4.
IV-SE. It apparently is not attached to the eastern compartment; it
is separated from it by two opposed breaks which provide access to
the interior.
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Fig. 3:35. Sites 406 to 408 on Drysgol.
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408. (74) (figs. 3:33 and 3:35) (Plate 20) (SI 6917 15231. This
rectangular structure is built at right-angles to the slope at 295m
OD, perhaps on a slight platform. Heather-covered drystone banks
between O.2m and O.4m high, in which some facing stones can be
seen. define a building 13m J-S by 5.6m E-W. measuring 11m J-S by
4m E-W internally. There are 1m wide opposed entrances about half-
way along the east and west walls.
409. (277 to 285) (fig. 3:33) (centred SI 6923 15321. Some of a
number of stony accumulations on a south facing slope north-east
of 408 at around 300m OD probably result from stone clearance.
They are distributed across an area around 160m I-S by 130m E-W.
a) (SI 6917 15281. A pile of stones, 4m I-S by 3.5m E-W by O.4m
high. edged with larger stones.
b) (S.I 6919 1527]. A stone heap. 2.7m I-S by 3m E-W by O.3mhigh
with a central disturbance.
c) [SI 6919 1529], An oval stony spread. 4.6m I-S by 2.9m E-W by
0.3m high with ill-defined edges.
d) (SI 6920 1539], A stony pile, 3.1m I-S by 3.1m E-W by O.3m
high, on a terrace in the gentle slape.
e) (SI 6926 1534]. Two linear stony features, 3.2m 1-8 by 6m B-
V by 0.7m high, and 2.5m I-S by 4.5m B-W by O.6mhigh.
f) [SI 6930 15301. A heather-covered stony step is present along
the up-slope edge of a south-east facing terrace 16m I-S by 8m B-
W.
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g) (SI 6921 1526], A stone heap, 3.7m J-S by 3m E-W by O.5m
high.
h) (SIl 6926 1524]. A linear stony heap, 6m I-S by 2.3m E-Y and
up to 0.6m high, runs down-slope.
410. (182) <figs. 3:33 and 3:36 )' (SI 6916 1490], A sub-rectangular
boulder and stone-built structure is located at the bottom of a
narrow scree-filled gully at the foot of a steep south facing slope
at 240m OD. It measures 5m N-S by 6.2m E-Y, with internal
dimensions of 3m I -S by 4m E- W, and walls O.3mto O.4mhigh. There
is a 0.5m wide break in the north wall giving access into what may
be a boulder-built annexe 8m N-8 by 4.8m E-V. However, the
eastern side of this potential annexe was obscured by thick dead
bracken, a naturally stony surface and a rusting car. A sinuous
stone and boulder bank runs north-north-east up-slope for 26m from
the north-eastern corner of the possible annexe. The bank is 1m
to 2m wide and between 0.2m and 0.5m high. There is also a 10m
length of bank some 5m east of the structure.
411. (181) <figs. 3:33 and 3:36) (SI 6923 14831. A drystone
rectangular foundation lies at 240m OD on a terrace in a very
steep south facing slope. It measures 7.8m J-S by 5m E-i, with
internal dimensions of about 8.2m 1-8 by 3.8m E-W and walls O.2m
to O.4mhigh. The structure is dilapidated with much stone within
the interior and there is no certain indication of the position of
any entrance.
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BetweenTributaries of the laIlt Pedal to the East of DrysSOl (sites
412 to 416) (fig. 3:31>
The Nant Pedal rises on the main ridge and descends, in places
through a narrow gorge, between Drysgol to the west and Foel Deg-
arbedol to the east. The cambic stagnohumic gley soils of the area
(fig. 1:6) are frequently thin with much surface stone and areas of
rock exposure. The soil supports an impoverished vegetation of
bracken, some gorse and a little grass.
412 to 413. (160 and 161> (figs. 3:31 and 3:36) [centred SI 6939
1601], Two drystone and boulder built foundations lie 3m apart at
280m ODon a south-east facing slope above a tributary of the Jant
Pedal
.&12. (161). This sub-annular foundation measures 7m lW-SE by 4m
lE-SW with internal dimensions of 5m NW-SE by 2.4m lW-SW. The
walls, 0.3m to 0.4m high, are edged by larger boulders in places.
There is a suggestion of a possible internal division 1m from the
the south-east wall.
~13. (160). The original sub-annular structure has been modified
by the construction of a sheep-shelter within the interior. It
measures 5.6m lW-SE by 4.4m lE-SW. Internally the dimensions are
3.4m lW-SE by 2.4m lE-SW. The stone banks are 0.3m to 0.5m high I
except down-slope where the wall is up to 0.7m high with a footing
of substantial boulders.
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414. (228) (figs. 3:31 and 3:36) (Plate 21> [SI 6906 16021. This
penannular foundation, 5.5m N-S by 5.4m E-W, is located on a slight
natural terrace at 270m OD. The interior, 3m I-S by 3m E-W,
comprises a shallow peat-filled depression. The bank, 0.3m to 0.5m
high, is broken by a O.4mwide entrance in the north-eastern arc.
415 and 416. (114 and 115) (figs. 3:31 and 3:36) [centred SI 7041
16921. Two drystone and boulder- built structures are located 18m
apart on the west bank of a tributary of the Pedal which flows
down a shallow ravine at 370m OD.
415. (115), The east wall of this compartmented rectangular
structure has been completely eroded by the stream. Overall it
measures 7.6m I-S by around 5m to 6m E-W, and is divided into
two compartments. The west wall, the internal face of which is up
to 1.im high, revets the face of a terrace cut in the side of the
gully. The northern compartment measures 2.5m J-S by around 3.6m
E-W internally, the southern compartment 2.8m I-S by around 3.8m
E-W.The walls are 0.7m to 0.9m high. There is a 0.511lwide entrance
in the southern end-wall which is flanked by two boulders, and
protected by a curved length of stone wall to the south-west.
416. (114). This rectangular structure is built into the slope of
the western side of the gully. Its eastern wall has been washed
away by the stream. Overall it measures 4.5m I-S by 5m to 6m E-W,
with internal dimensions of 2m I-S by 4m to 5]1 B-W. The walls
stand to between 0.5. and 0.7m high. A O.3mhigh wall forms a
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conjoined annexe about 4m across to the south. This is open to the
westi it measures internally 3m N-S and around 3m E-V.
3.'1AREA F: THE SOUTHERJr SLOPES OF THE XOUITAII FRO.
THE EAST BARK OF HAIT PEDOL TO CRAIG DERLWYH (SITES
500 to 514)
3.'1.1OutlineTopograpahy
This area extends from the east bank of the Nant Pedal, taking in
the sandstone massifs of Foel Deg-arbedol, to Craig Derlwyn, west
of the Nant Garw (figs. 1:5, 3:1 and 3:37). There is a marked
change from a relatively well-drained landscape on the sandstones
to a much wetter one over the slopes of the Lower Coal J(easures
to the south <fig.l :4). The soils within this area are recorded
below in local topographical descriptions.
71SN 70
Fig. 3:31. Sites 500 to 514 in Area F from the east bank of the Rant Pedol
to Craig Derlwyn (fig. 3:2).
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3.'1.2 The Archaeological Remains
On Foel Deg-arbedol (S1tes 500 to 502) (f1.g. 3:37)
Foel Deg-arbedol is an extended sandstone ridge rising to 385mOD.
There is an intrusion of Millstone Grit where the geology faults at
its eastern end (fig. 1:4). The humo-ferric podzcle of the massif
and 1ts foot slopes support grassland with occasional areas of
bracken (fig. 1:6). There is muchsurface stone.
500. (256) (fig. 3:37) (SI 7018 1567], This sub-rectangular stone
heap, 5.3m J-S by 6.1m E-W by 0.9m high, lies at 355m ODon a
stony grassy slope with a south-westerly aspect. A grass-covered
edge incorporating
boulder pile.
some larger stones surrounds the central
501. (255) (fig. 3:37) [SI 7035 1578], The stone pile. 5m I-S by
5.6m E-Wand up to 0.5m high, is located on a south facing grassy
slope at 370m OD. The southern section contains larger boulders.
The grass-covered edge includes loose larger boulders along the
northern and eastern arcs.
502. (254) (fig. 3:37) [SI 7051 15891. This cairn is located just
behind the crest of a south facing slope at the edge of a grassy
plateau at 380m OD. The roughly circular grass and reed-covered
stone and boulder spread is about 12m across, with an irregular
boulder pile over the south-western sector up to 1mhigh.
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At the Foot of Foel Des-arbedol (sites 503 to 505) (f1g. 3:37)
There is a narrow band of humo-ferric podzols at the foot of Foel
Deg-arbedol. The grassy vegetation and relatively well-drained. if
stony. terrain are in marked contrast to the poorly drained very
marshy area. with bog. reeds and cotton grass. on the stagnohumic
gley so11s of the Lower Coal Measures immediately to the south
(figs. 1:4 and 1:6).
503. (257) (figs. 3:37 and 3:38) [SI 7005 1524], This much
disturbed enclosure is on a terrace at the foot of a south facing
slope within a sheltered hollow at 280m OD. Probably originally
sub-annular in shape. it would have measured around 26m to 27m J-S
by 23m to 24m E-r;. It is defined by a drystone and boulder bank.
This is best preserved around the northern arc where it is about
2m wide. There are some larger stones in the face of the bank
which is between O.2m to 0.3m high along the outer edge, 0.6m to
O.7mhigh along the inner. Around most of the circuit the bank has
been disturbed, probably to extract stone. In consequence. it
generally takes the form of a 3m to 4m wide band of loose stone in
which an occasional earthfast boulder survives. Along the south-
west arc this accumulation of stone is spread up to gm wide,
extending into the interior, and partially obscured by reeds. A 4m
arc of earthfast boulders in this spread suggests the possible
former presence of a structure abutting the bank. The interior
would originally have measured around 21m J-S by 17m to 18mE-W.
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Fig. 3:38. Sites 503 to 505 at the foot of Foel Deg-arped.ol.
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A number of small cairns noted by ReAHM Wales Landscape Survey to
the south of this structure were not located.
504. (156) (figs. 3:37 and 3:38) [SI 7044 15313. This sub-
rectangular drystone and boulder- built structure is at the foot of
the slope at 285m OD. The outer faces of both the northern and
eastern sides are built into the slope. Overall it measures 9m J-S
by 8.5m E-W, with banks 0.2m to O.3m high, and comprises two
conjoined units. The east bank of the northern unit, internally
2.8m I-S by 4.2m E-W, extends to the south-west creating an
annexe about 2m J-S by 6m E-W which is open to the west.
505. (258) (figs. 3:37 and 3:38) [SI 7058 1542]. The trapezoidal
enclosure, roughly built of boulders and stones, is constructed
amongst scree towards the foot of a south facing slope at 290m OD.
It measures lO.5m I-S by 9.8m E-W with the banks O.3m to O.5m
high. There is 1.8m break at the west end of the south bank. The
stony interior measures up to 7m I-S by 7.8m E-W.
• lUI.t Gw1JJau (site 506) (fig. 3:37)
The JTant Gwinau rises in marsh over the the Lower Coal Xeasures.
Unusually for the area, it flows west-south-west along a shallow
valley. The vegetation of reeds and cotton grass, with a little
grass and bracken on drier islands, grows on cambic stagnohumic
gleys (fig. 1:6).
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506. (190) (figs. 3:37 and 3:39) [SI 7070 1482], This compartmented
drystone and boulder rectangular structure is built at right-
angles to the south facing slope at 220m aD, just above the floor
of the valley. The environs are wet with raised bog encroaching
from the west. The main range of the structure comprises three
compartments on a north to south axte, with the northern
compartment separated from the other two by a "passage" around 1m
wide. A fourth compartment abuts the west side of the central unit.
Overall the structure measures 16m ll-S. The width of the main
range is up to 5m E- W, increasing to 9m where the western
compartment abuts the central compartment. The central compartment
measures 5m ll-S by 2.6m E-W internally, with banks 0.5m to O.6m
high. There is a O.5m wide entrance break in the east wall. The
southern compartment is less substantially constructed, with banks
o .3m to O.4m high abutting the end wall of the central unit
Internally it measures 2m ll-S by 2.5m E-W. The western compartment
is trapezoidal in shape with banks 0.2m to O.3m high defining an
area 3.2m J-S by 3m E-W. The detached northern unit of the range
comprises a grass-covered stony bank O.1m to O.3m high which is
obscured by encroaching bog. Internally 1t measures 3m J-S by 3.2m
E-W I with a 106mbreak at the south-west corner opening on to the
"passage" between this and the central unit.
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Fig, 3:39. Site 506 close to lant Gwinau,and 8itae 510 and 511 alongside the lant Jlelyn.
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There is possibly a stone built sub-circular structure, around 2m
across, some 6m south-west of site 506. However, the character of
the stony accumulation is unclear on account of the encroachment
of the bog.
In the V1cinity of the Kant Xelp' (sites 50'1 to 512) (fig. 3:3'1)
The Nant l(elyn rises in boggy ground overlying the Xil1stone Grit
fault at the eastern end of Foel Deg-arbedol. It then enters a
ravine cutting through the Lower Coal Measures (fig. 1.4 and 1:5).
The soils in the vicinity are predominantly cambic stagnohumic
gleys supporting a wetland vegetation, although there is an area of
better drained humo-ferric podzols supporting grass on ground
rising north-west of the stream (fig. 1.6>.
507 and 508. (208 and 209) (figs. 3:37, 3:40 and 3:41> [centred SI
7141 1605], A sub-oval enclosure (507), and a plot partially
defined by a stony band (508), are sited some 30m apart on a south
facing scree-covered slope broken by Xillstone Grit rock exposure
at around 330m OD west of the Jant Kelyn.
507. (208) (fig. 3:41). The sub-annular enclosure measures 21m I-
S by 19m B- W• It comprises a stone and boulder bank, 1m to 2m
wide and between O.lm and 0.3m high. The western arc includes an
area of scree against the inner edge of which has been built a
boulder face 0.3m to 0.4m high, although this may not be an
original feature. South of this, a section of the bank has been
disturbed by a sheep track. There is a 4m wide entrance in the
- 181 -
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and 514 on Craig Derlwyn.
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southern arc of the bank, the eastern terminal of which turns
slightly outwards. The interior, 18m J-S by 15mE-W,slopes steeply
in a series of steps. It contains two small disturbances, perhaps a
consequence of stone prospecting. There is a platform in the
slope, around 4m to 5m across, adjacent to a distinct bulge in the
south-east arc of the enclosing bank.
A 0.2m high by 1m wide stone bank runs down-slope from the outer
face of the south-east arc of the bank for a distance of about 22m,
terminating against a boulder accumulation which may be natural.
508. (209) (fig. 3 :40) . Thirty metres south-south-west of site
507 is a plot defined on three sides by a stone and boulder strip,
2m to 3m wide and between 0.3m and O.5mhigh. The northern or up-
slope side appears to be open. The stone bank along the southern
or down-slope edge coincides with a lynchet up to 0.7m high.
Overall the plot measures 23m J-S by 30m E-W with an area of
about 300m2 enclosed. The interior, which slopes to the south-east,
contains two small disturbances surrounded by spOil.
The area between sites 507 and 508 is bounded. to the east by the
sinuous bank which extends from enclosure 507, and to the west by
areas of scree which may just possibly have been modified through
stone collection.
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509. (210) (fig. 3:37) (SI 7148 15971. A partially grass-covered
cairn, 6.5m N-S by 5m E-Wand up to 1m high, is sited 75m south-
east of plot 508 on a south facing slope at 320m OD.
510. (157) (figs. 3:37 and 3:39) [SI 7137 1544), This rectangular
structure, 13m NE-SWby 10mNW-SE,lies at 290m ODon level stone-
covered ground at the top of the high, steep-sided west bank of
the Nant· Xelyn. The flat-topped stone and boulder bank 1s between
0.2m and 0.4m high. The interior, which contains a heap of loose
stones about 2.5m across and 0.4m high, measures 8.2m lE-SW by
6.8m lW-SE. There is no obvious entrance into the interior.
511. (158) (figs. 3:37 and 3:39) [SI 7137 15381. An oval foundation
built of stone and boulders lies some 60m south of site 510 at
290m OD on level stone-covered ground at the top of the high,
steep-sided west bank of the lant Xelyn. It measures 7.2m lW-SE by
4m lE-SW, with internal dimensions of 5m lW-SE by 2.2m lE-SW.
There is no obvious break in the bank which is around 0.3m to 0.4m
high.
512. (259) (fig. 3:37) [SI 7154 15251. A 0.7m high boulder 1s
positioned off-centre within a discrete stony spread, measuring
6.4m I-S by 7.5m E-W, which is no more than 0.1m high. This
feature 1s sited at 260m ODon a grassy shelf which appears to be
relatively free of surface stone.
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Craig Derltryn (sites 513 to 514) (fig. 3:37)
This sandstone massif rises to 320m OD.Cambic stagnohum1c gleys
cover its grassy slopes (fig. 1:6) which are scarred by quarrying.
513. (201) (figs. 3:37, 3:40 and 3:41) [SI 7214 1576], A sub-
circular grass-covered stony.bank, O.lm to O.2m high and
measuring overall 13m I-S by 14mE-W, is located at 320mODon a
gentle north-east facing slope, just below the summit of the hill.
The bank varies considerably in width from O.8mto 3m. Its inner
edge is irregular and in places shows signs of disturbance. The
enclosed area, 9m I-S by 11m E-W, contains grass-covered stone.
There is 1.6m wide break in the north-north-west arc of the bank;
its western edge is defined by larger earthfast stones, the eastern
edge by similar sized but loose stones. A short length of the
south-eastern arc of the bank is not visible on the surface
although probing indicates stones beneath the vegetation. Just
outside this section of the bank is a 3.8m long by 0.4m wide stony
feature running to the east.
514. <figs. 3:37 and 3:40) [SI 7220 15751. Sixty-five metres south-
east of site 513 at 320m ODis a stone band, 30m long by 1mwide
and up to O.4m high. Both terminals of the stony strip turn
slightly to the south-west, towards a grassy, relatively gentle
slope mostly free of surface stone which contrasts with the stone-
covered, steeply sloping ground to the north-east.
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3.B AREA G: THB SOUTHBRI SLOPES OF THB IOUITAII - THE BABT
GARY AND THE SLOPES EAST OF THE IAIT GARY (SITES 600
to 641)
3.B.1 Outline Topography
The Nant Garw flows south through a deep narrow valley (Plate 22)
which forms a gorge to the south-east of Craig Derlwyn <figs. 3:1
and 3:42). Flood plains have developed at points where the valley
floor broadens. The valley cuts through Xillstone Grit beds along
the upper reaches of the stream, and through sandstone lower down
in the lee of Craig Derlwyn. The slopes to the east overlie
Xillstone Grit, while those south-east of the lower reaches of
the stream have formed over the Lower Coal Xeasures (fig. 1:4),
Xany tributaries drain into the lant Garw, particularly from the
eastern slopes (fig. 1:5). The grassy vegetation with patches of
bracken and reeds grows in cambic stagnohumic gley soils (fig.
1:6).
3.8.2 Description of the Archaeological ieaains
The 'ant Garw (s1tes 600 to 631) (fig. 3:42)
600 to 603. (23 to 26) (figs. 3:42 and 343) [centred SI 7239 1689],
A group of four drystone and boulder- built structures I including a
compartmented. rectangular structure (600), is located at 320m aD,
at the foot of a steep slope on a promontory at the confluence of
the Jant Garw and a tributary.
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Fig. 3:42. Sites 600 to 641 in Area G along the (ant Garw and the slopes
east of the Rant Garw (f1g. 3:2>.
600. (23) This compartmented rectangular structure measures
12.5m 1-5 by 4m E-V. It is divided into two principal units with
the southern unit further partitioned by a cross-wall of slighter
construction. The walls of the northern compartment, up to O.8m
high. are massively built with boulders. Internally it measures 5.2m
1-5 by 2.4m i-V. There is a O.em wide entrance in the east wall
flanked by a pair of boulder jambs. The southern unit is much less
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substantially constructed with walls between O.4m and O.5m high.
Overall it measures 4.5m Jl-S by 4.4m E-W and is divided into two
compartments by a cross-wall, each internally about 2m Jl-S by 2m
E-W, and each with an east facing entrance.
601. (24) An annular stone bank is sited on a terrace cut into
the high ~teep bank of the tributary of the Jlant Garw some 6m west
of site 600. The ring is 2.4m across, 0.4m high and encloses an
area 105mwide.
602. (25) A sub-rectangular structure is located on a terrace in
the bank of the tributary around 9m west of site 600 and 3m north-
east of site 601. The terrace has been enlarged to the north and
the east by a cutting which is revetted by the walls of the
structure. Overall it measures 4.8m J-S by 2.8m E-i, internally
2.3m Jl-S by 1.6m E-i, with walls 0.4m to 0.8m high.
603. (26) A roughly triangular-shaped structure is built against
a naturally positioned slab on a platform in a steep slope 15m
north-east of site 600. It measures 4m lE-Si by 3m maximumli-SE,
enclosing an area 1.6m I-S by 2.2m E-i. The entrance is at the
apex of the structure to the west. The south-east wall has eroded
down-slope but elsewhere the stone bank survives up to O.8mhigh.
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604 to 606. (47 to 49) (figs. 3:42 and 3:44) [centred SI 7235
1679), Three drystone and boulder- built structures are located on
the banks of the lant Garw at 310m OD at a point where the valley
is narrow and particularly steep-sided. A compartmented rectangular
building (604) lies on the east bank. The other structures lie
around 15m upstream on the west bank.
604. (47) The rectangular building, 8.4m lE-SW by 5m !IW-SE,is
built on a natural platform at the foot of the east slope of the
valley. It is divided into two compartments. The southern
compartment, internally 3.6m lE-SW by 3m lW-SE, is substantially
built with walls up to 0.8m high. There is a 0.5m wide entrance in
the west wall. The northern compartment is of slighter build,
measuring internally 2m lE-SW by 2.5m lW-SE, with the floor at a
lower level. The collapse of a discrete section of the northern
end-wall suggests the possibility of an underlying feature such as
a drain.
605. (48) An annular stone bank, up to O.3mhigh and 3.8m across,
enclosing an area up to 1.9m across, is built against the slope.
606. (49) A penannular stone bank, open to the south, is built at
the foot of the slope 1.2m north-east of 605. It measures 4m I-S
by 3.4m E-W,enclosing an area 2m I-S by 1.4m E-W.
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607 to 613. (39 to 45) (figs. 3:42 and 3:45) (Plates 23 and 24)
[centred SI 7233 1680l. A group of seven drystone and boulder-built
structures, including at least one rectangular compartmented
building (607), lie along a 70m stretch of the west bank of the
Nant Garw at 310m OD <Plate 23), They are sheltered by the high
sides of the valley.
607. (3-9) This rectangular building, 12.8m liE-SW by 4.8m lW-SE,
is divided into two compartments (Plate 24). The north-eastern unit
measures 5.2m liE-SW by 3m NW-SE internally with coursed stonework
standing 0.8m high. There is a O.6m wide entrance in the east
wall. A 1.3m long stone slab just inside the entrance is probably
either a fallen jamb or lintel. Although the south-western
compartment seems to have been built at the same time as the
north-eastern. it is less massively constructed with walls up to
O.5mhigh. Internally it measures 4m lE-SW by 2.8m lW-SE. There is
a 0.5m wide entrance roughly mid-way along the eastern wall. the
southern edge of which is formed by a O.6mhigh orthostat.
608. (40) An annular structure is built in a hollow behind a
knoll some 22m north-west of site 607. The stony bank. 0.5m high.
measures 5m across enclosing an area 2.6m I-S by 3m E-W. The
eastern arc of the bank has collapsed.
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609. (41) This ill-defined structure, obscured by reed growth,
conpr-rses two coapar-taenta formed by a double line of boulders.
It is built against the side of the knoll 5m south-west of site
608. Overall it measures 7m lE-SW by a maximumof 4m lW-SE. The
northern compartment measures 2.6m NE-SW by 1.2m NW-SE internally,
the southern 3m NE-SW by 2m lW-SE. There is possibly a north-west
facing entrance to the southern unit.
610. (4,2) An annular structure, 3m I-S by 3.8m E-W, enclosing an
area 1.8m J-S by 2m E-W, is built against rising ground 5m south-
west of site 607 <Plate 23). The stone and boulder bank is up to
o .8m high. A setting of spaced- boulders 1m to 2m outside the ring
suggests a possible outer demarcation around 8m across lE-SW by
4m NW-SE.
611. (43) A sub-oval structure, 5.2m lW-SE by 3.8m SW-lE, with
internal dimensions of 2.8m lW-SE by 1.8m lE-SW, is located 4m
south-west of 610 (Plate 23). The stone bank is up to 0.5m high.
612. (44) This rectangular building, 6.2m NE-SV by 4.2m lW-SE,
stands to a height of O.?m. It is located on the edge of the river
bank some 30m south-west of site 60? Interually it measures 4m
lE-SW by 2.2m IV-SE and has a O.6m wide entrance mid-way along
the east wall. A 5m long stony bank extends from the north-east
corner. This turns to the south-east becoming spread and i11-
defined. It is possible that this feature may represent the remains
of a conjoined compartment partially eroded by the stream.
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613. (45) Six metres south-west of 612 is a setting of boulders
forming three sides of a rectangle, with the north-west side open.
The boulders are up to 0.6m high and delineate an area 5.6m lE-SW
by 4.6m lW-SE.
614. (46) (fig. 3:42) (SI 7235 1675], An annular boulder bank is
located. on the west bank of the river at 310m OD. It measures 3m
across, is up to 0.5m high and encloses an area 1.7m I-S by 1.3m
E-W. There is a possible entrance break in the eastern arc. An
accumulation of boulders some 5m to the south-west is probably a
natural feature.
615 to 611. (50 to 52) (figs. 3:42 and 3:46) [centred SI 7221
1654]. Three drystone and boulder- built structures, including a
rectangular compartmented building (50), are located at the foot of
the steep western slope of the valley of the lant Garw at 290m OD,
close to the ed.ge of river bank which is particularly marshy at
this paint.
615. (50) This building, which comprises two conjoined units of
very different character, measures 15.4m lE-SW by 5m lW-SE. The
northern compartment is substantially built, measuring overall 6m
lE-SW by 4.6m lW-SE with internal dillensions of 4.4m lE-SW by
2.6m lW-SE. Coursed stonework consistently stands to between O.8m
and 1m high, although the north-east corner has collapsed. There
ls a O.8mwide entrance in the east wall flanked. to the north by a
0.811 high orthostat. A 6m grass-covered stony bank extends up-
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slope from the south-west corner. It appears to be integral to the
build of the compartment. Another stony bank extends for 7m from
the south-east corner of the compartment towards the edge of the
river bank. It appears to abut, rather than to be built into, the
main structure.
The reed-infested southern compartment measures 9.6m NE-SW by 5m
NW-SE, with internal measuremen~ of 8m NE-SW by 2m NW-SE. It
comprises flat-topped grass-covered banks, O.3m to O.4m high,
markedly lower than the walls of the northern compartment. The
south-east corner is ill-defined, possibly either an entrance or
the consequence of stream erosion.
The relationship between the two compartments is unclear. The
substantial 1m high south wall of the northern compartment seems
to be buil t on the terminals of the longi tudinal walls of the
southern compartment. The two compartments are also built on
slightly different alignments. It may be that the northern
compartment in its present form is a re-build or an addition.
616. (51) Four metres south-west of site 615 is a rectangular
structure measuring em lW-SE by 4.4m lE-SW, with internal
dimensions of 4m lW-SE by 2.8m SW-lE and walls 0.7m to 0.8m high.
There is a boulder-flanked O.5m wide entrance mid-way along the
north-eastern wall. Built at right- angles to the slope, the down-
slope or south-eastern wall has particularly substantial boulder
footings.
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617. (52) This annular structure is around 3m across and 1m
high. The form is largely obscured by collapsed material within
the interior. It is adjoined by an oval enclosure to the north
measuring 5m Jj-S by 3m E-V defined by a stony bank O.2mto O.3m
high. It is built into the eastern side of a natural boulder bank,
some 21m north-east of site 615.
618. (63) (figs. 3:42 and 3:47) [SI 7219 1644], This drystone
rectangular structure is built on a promontory at 290m OD between
the liant Garw and a tributary joining from the west. It measures
6.6m N-S by 4.1m E-V, with internal dimensions of 4.6m I-S by 2.2m
E-V. The banks are up to O.4mhigh. The east wall is broken by a
o .8m wide entrance. Immediately south of the structure is a stone
strewn platform 5m J-S by 3m E-V which may be in part artificial.
619. (62) <figs. 3:42 and 3:47) [SI 7214 1643] This compartmented
rectangular drystone and boulder structure, measuring overall 7.2m
NW-SE by 4.2m lE-SW, is located at 290m OD on the south bank of a
tributary of the Jant Garw. )(uch of the north-eastern wall has
slipped down the eroding stream bank but elsewhere walls survive
to between O.3mand O.5mhigh. The surviving south-eastern wall is
strongly buttressed by a broad fOUndation against the steep slope.
Internally it measures 5.5m lW-SE by 2.5m lE-SW with a 1.8m long
cross-wall partially sub-dividing the interior.
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620 to 622. (59 to 61> (figs. 3:42 and 3:47) [centred SN 7217
1626], Three drystone and boulder-built structures are located on
the broad marshy val1ey floor west of the lant Garw at 280m OD
where the valley widens.
620. (59) (SI 7219 1627], The rectangular structure, measuring 8m
N-S by 4.6m E-V, is situated on the present day edge of the river
bank. Grass-covered stone banks between 0.3m and 0.6m high define
an interior 5.6m )-S by 2m E-W.While there is no obvious entrance,
a reduction in the height and constriction of width about two-
thirds of the way down the eastern wall suggests the possible
location of a break. A 1m long internal projection midway along
the east wall is not sufficiently differentiated from tumble to be
described as a cross-wall with any conviction.
621. (60) (SI 7217 1627], This annular structure, 5.8m I-S by
4.8m E-W, is located on a boulder knoll about 15mwest of site 620.
It comprises a bank, two or three boulders wide and between 0.2m
and 0.7m high, surrounding an area 4m I-S by 2.8m E-W.
622. (61) [SI 7215 16251. This sub-annular structure, a grass-
covered boulder bank 0.3m to 0.4m high, is located at the foot of a
south facing slope, 30m south-west of site 620. It measures 4.8m I-
S by 5.8m E-W, with internal dimensions of 2Jl I-S by 3.4m E-W.A
slight break in the south-east arc Jlay indicate an entrance.
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623. (58c) (fig. 3:42) [SI 7233 16031. On the floor of the valley at
around 270m aD, on the east bank of the stream, is a boulder pile
3.5m NW-SE by 3m lE-SW and 0.4m high. The valley floor is at its
widest at this point, forming a flat grassy flood plain about 50m
across in a loop of the stream. Access to this area is formalised
via a short length of track to the north which is revetted by
boulders.
624. (58b) (fig. 3:42) [SI 7239 1592], A 'L' shaped drystone wall is
located on the very edge of the east bank of the stream at about
270m OD. It represents one corner of a structure which has been
largely demolished by erosion of the bank.
625. (58a) (figs. 3:42 and 3:47) [SI 7243 1591] Forty metres south
of site 624 on the east bank of the stream around 260m OD is a
compartmented rectangular building of drystone and boulder
construction. It is situated on a narrow ledge between the steep
valley side and the river. A seepage now flows through the
structure. It is divided into two units measuring overall 11m E-W
by 4.5m I-S. The eastern compartment measures internally 5m E-W by
2.5m It-S, with the walls between O.2m and O.5mhigh. There is an
entrance midway along the south wall flanked by large boulders. The
south wall is built on a wide boulder footing which projects beyond
the outer face of the superstructure. Water seepage through the
western compartment has caused the collapse of the walls except
where they butt the eastern un1t. They comprise boulders stacked
up to three courses or O.9m high. The compartment had internal
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dimensions of around 2m J-S by 3.6m E-W, and its end wall may
have been rounded.
On the west bank of the stream, opposite 624 and 625, is an area
of stony rubble beneath a high cliff. It has been suggested that
there is evidence for an enclosure with internal sub-divisions
amongst this stone (RCAHXWales Landscape Survey, unpublished).
This seems unlikely. The "form" within the accumulation probably
results f.rom a combination of stream action, the excavation of a
trench for a water pipe which runs down the valley, and dumping of
material from a road cut into the side of the valley above the
cliff.
626 to 629. (64 to 66) (figs. 3:42, 3:48 and 3:49) (centred SI 7252
1584]. A group of structures of drystone and boulder construction,
including a compartmented rectangular building (626), is associated
with plots defined by stone clearance (629). They are located on a
rocky promontory at around 250m ODbetween tributaries of the Jant
Garw, at the top of a cliff forming the east side of a gorge.
626. (66) (fig. 3:49) [SI 7250 1584], This compartmented
rectangular building with an annexe is located on a terrace tucked
into the west face of the promontory immediately above the Jant
Garw. The river has eroded much of the western side of the
structure which possibly was built in two phases, or at least in
two contrasting styles.
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The northern component, 7.6m lJ-S by around 4m E-W, is divided into
two compartments. The northern compartment measures internally
1.2m N-S by 105mE-W, the southern 3.2m by 2.8m E-W. It is terraced
into the slope to the east; the east wall revets the slope with an
external height of 0.5m and an internal height of 102m. There is a
0.8m wide entrance in the end-wall of the southern compartment.
The south-western corner of the northern component is much more
massively built, with carefully coursed stonework just over 1m wide
and surviving to 1m high. The construction of this corner is more
akin to that of the southern part of the building.
The southern component measures 9m I-S by 6m E-W, with
substantially constructed walls up to 1.5m wide which still stand
to 0.8m high. Internally the dimensions are 7m 1-8 by 3m E-W.
There 1s a 1.2m wide entrance in the southern end-wall.
An annexe abutts the east side of the southern component. It
measures internally 4.2m 1-5 by 3.7m E-W and is around 14m2, with
a bow-sided eastern bank, the inner face of which is up to 105m
high. This revets a cutting in the slope.
An attenuated bank continues from the south-eastern corner of the
southern component for some 7m before swinging west in the form
of a line of boulders ending on the edge of the river. This seems
to form a second annexe around 50m2.
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It is clear from the butt joint where the north-eastern corner of
the southern component meets the northern component that the
former is a later build. Of course the time which elapsed between
the construction of the two elements is uncertain, although the
generally different scale and character of construction suggests a
real interval between the two phases. The structural similarities
between the south-western corner of the northern component and
that of the southern component can be interpreted as indicating
a re-build of that corner coinciding with the addition of the
southern element.
The entrances in the end-walls of the compartments are exceptional
features in the rectangular buildings recorded in the survey area.
Speculatively, the putative rebuilding could be connected with
encroachment of the river bank giving rise to a need to move an
entrance from the west wall of the northern component where it
faced the river.
Five metres north of the building, parallel to its end-wall, is a
3m long stone bank, the western end of which now terminates in
erosion at the edge of the river bank.
621. (65) <fig. 3:49) [SI 7254 15853. Some25m west-north-west of
site 626 lies a structure measuring 1311 lW-SE by 8.811 lE-SW
containing five roughly circular units. It is built within an
accumulation of scree at the foot of the slope. The boulder walls,
0.3m to 0.7m high. are dilapidated with little formal structure
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now apparent. The internal units range in size from around 2.5m by
2.5m to 3.4m by 2.5m. There is evidence for a 0.8m wide entrance
from the south-west to the two inter-connected central units.
628. (65) (fig. 3:48) [SI 7254 1585], Three metres north-west of
site 627 is an annular stone bank 3m lW-SE by 4m lE-SW, and up to
0.4m high, enclosing an area 1.5m lW-SE by 2m lE-SW. Five metres
north-west, set at the base of the slope, is a platform which may
be at least partly artificial, measuring 10m lW-SE by 5m lE-SW.
629. (64) (fig. 3:48) [centred SI 7252 1584], Three conjoined
plots are defined either by stone and boulder strips or by boulder
lines. The stony bands are up to 2.5m to 3m wide. One boulder line
ends in a stone pile 2.5m IW to SE by 3m IE to SWby O.5mhigh.
There is one 10m length of bank in which formal structure is
apparent, a face comprising two courses of stone 0.4m high, at the
north-western edge of the clearance. The total area associated with
the plots 1s around O.lha. West and south-west of the plots, at the
foot of a scree-covered slope, is a relatively stone-free terrace
bounded by the gorge which may have been cleared of surface stone.
630 to 631. (57) (figs. 3:42 and 3:49) [centred SI 7258 15761. Two
drystone and boulder - bul1t structures, one a compartmented
rectangular building (630), are sited on a terrace at around 250m
OD above the flood plain west of the lant Garw.
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630. This rectangular structure, 10.6m J-S by 4.2m E-V, is
divided certainly into two, probably into three units. It is
dilapidated with much tumbled stone within the interior, the walls
surviving to between O.2mand O.4mhigh. The northern compartment
measures internally 3m J-S by 1.8m E-W. There may be a O.8mwide
entrance at the southern end of the west wall. However, two lumps
of concrete at this point together with loose stone to the south
suggest that the break could be recent in origin.
The east wall of the stucture kinks outwards where the northern
and central compartments join. The central compartment measures
around 3m J-S by 3m E-W. A 1.2m length of wall projects southwards
from the south-west corner of the central compartment. This, taken
with some boulders visible through the grass cover and an
ephemeral rise 1n the surface projecting from the south-east corner
of the central compartment, suggests the presence of a third
compartment of less substantial build, measuring about 1.8m J-S by
2.4m E-W internally.
Attached to the east wall of the building is an enclosure, 5m J-S
by 3m E-W around 10m2, defined by a grass-covered stony bank O.2m
to 0.3m high.
631. South and south-east of site 631 is a further annexe,
partially open to the west, its eastern bank running along the
edge of the terrace. This bank is up to 1.5m .wide and 0.4m high,
with boulders apparent at its edge. The outer face of the southern
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end has collapsed onto the flood plain. Internally the annexe is up
to 12m N-S by 5m E-W with an area around 50m2 enclosed. It does
not appear to be physically attached to building 630. The short
length of bank forming the south and south-western side terminates
in a penannular structure, open to the west, measuring 3m J-S by
2m E-W.
Tbe Slopes East of the let Garv (sites 632 to 6411 (fig. 3:42)
The grassy and very stony slopes east of the Garw overlie
Millstone Grit rock <fig. 1:4). The so11s are cambic stagnohumic
gleys <fig. 1:6), There are areas of particularly poorly drained
soil in the vicinity of the many streams and seepages which drain
these slopes into the Nant Garw.
632 to 638. (202 to 204 and 226 and 227) (figs. 3:50 and 3:51>
(Plate 25) [centred Sll 7233 16551. A cluster of five sub-annular
stone foundations, one of which (632) is associated with a linear
stone band, is located on a south-west facing slope between the
310m and 320m contours along with two possible stone heaps. The
slope is grassy with areas of reed, and concentrations of surface
stone and boulders. Four of the structures (si tes 632 to 635) are
on a broad terrace around 50m I-S by 60m E-W. The other is on the
periphery of the terrace. It has been suggested that some other
stony accumulations in the vicinity result from human activity
(ReAHI Wales Landscape Survey, unpublished). However, none of these
is particularly convincing.
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Fig. 3:50. Sites 632 to 636 on slopes east of the lJant Garw.
632. (202) [SI 7231 1654], This penannular grass-covered stony
foundation, 10.5m I-S by 10.5m E-Wand about O.3mhigh, encloses an
area 7.6m J[-S by 8m E-W <Plate 25). A square arrangement of
loosely set stones and other irregularities in the northern arc
probably result from disturbance. There is a 1.5m wide entrance
break in the eastern arc. The bank forming the northern terminal of
the entrance extends as a sinuous stony strip, 1m to 2m wide and
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o .2m to O.3m wide, for a distance of 20m to the north-east.
Eventually it merges with an area of scree.
633. (203) (SI 7236 1657], The penannular grass-covered stony
foundation, 6.4m N-S by 7m E-W and O.2m to O.3mhigh, enclosing
an area 3.4m }l-S by 4m E-W, is set on a slight platform in the
slope. There is a 1mwide entrance in the north-west arc.
634. (204) (SI 7235 1654], This penannular grass-covered stony
foundation, 7.2m N-S by 7.6m E-Wand up to 0.3m high, enclosing an
area 5.3m N-S by 5.5m E-W, is sited on a small local terrace. There
is a 1.2m wide break in the north-west arc. An undulation in the
south-east arc may be a disturbance rather than a second entrance.
635. (227) (SI 7232 1657], This probable grass-covered annular
foundation, 4.4m N-S by 5m E-W, internally 2.6m Jr-S by 2.8m E-W, is
now only about O.lm to 0.2m high. The north-eastern arc is i11-
defined.
636. (226) (SI 7238 16561. A grass-covered stony foundation
without any visible entrance is sited on a moderately steep slope
just above the terrace on which sites 632 to 634 are located. It
measures 7m )-S by 6m E-ij the interior is a grassy depression
4.4m li-S by 3.4m E- W. The south-eastern external edge is obscured
by hill-wash and is only about O.lm high. The north-western, down-
slope edge, is 0.3m to O.4mhigh.
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F1g. 3:51. S1tes 632 to 636, and s1tes 640 and 641 on slopes east of the Kant Garw.
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637. (202b) [SN 7231 1652], Around 18m south of site 632 is a
squarish stone pile to the east of an apparently natural band of
surface stone. It measures 2.6m N-S by 2.2m E-T,i and is up to O.4m
high.
638. (202c) [SN 7230 1654], About 40m south at site 632 is a
stone heap, potentially the result of human activity, 2.3m Jl-S by
2.8m E-Wand up to 0.5m high.
639 to 641. (248 to 250) <figs. 3:42, 3:51 and 3:52) [centred SI
7287 1570), A cultivation plot (639) and at least two annular
foundations (sites 640 and 6(1) are located on a gentle slope with
a south-westerly aspect between 270m and 300m OD.
639. (248) <fig. 3:52) [centred SI 7287 1570), An area of a
gentle well-drained grassy slope, about 1 ha in extent, contains
evidence for stone clearance indicative of the presence of a
cultivation plot or plots. It is bounded to the south-west by a
marshy area and to the north-west and south-east by tributaries of
the Nant Garw with poorly drained soils beyond. There are stone
accumulations on the slope which are probably entirely natural in
origin. Some, however, may have been mod1fied by clearance. An
apparently art1ficial edge of stone, or a boulder line may indicate
such modification. There is also unambiguous evidence for stone
clearance in the form of stony banks and stone heaps. The
following features are sufficiently clear to be described
individually.
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Fig. 3:52. Sites 639 to 641 on slopes east of the Jant Garw.
a) a pile of loose stone 3m across by O.4mhigh.
b) an oval heap of stone 4.1m lE-SW by 3.3m lW-SE by O.4mhigh.
c) a flattish trapezoidally shaped stone pile with a concave
interior, 7m lW-SE by 9.3m lE-SW by O.4mhigh.
d) a band of stone, 1m to 2.2m wide and O.lm to O.3m high,
curves along the south and south-east edge of the area with poorly
drained sail beyond.
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e) an apparently natural accumulation of stone, the north-
western, northern and eastern edges of which have evidently been
modified by the addition of boulders forming an "edge" up to O.4m
wide.
f) a stony strip, 1m to 2m wide and O.lm high, extends north-
north-west from a natural accumulation of stone for a distance of
around 10m. It may be extended for a further 20m by a line of
boulders.
640. <2(9) <figs. 3:51 and 3:52) (SN 7293 1571], The grass-
covered penannular foundation, between O.lm and O.4m high,
measures 8.4m N-S by 11m E-W with internal dimensions of 5.4m J-S
by 9m E-W. The north-eastern arc fades beneath the vegetation and
may be the location of the entrance. A stony strip, O.lm high and
1.4m wide, runs north-east for a distance of 5m from the north-
eastern terminal of the ring. The structure is located towards the
north-eastern edge of the potential cultivation plot, site 639, at
290m OD. Thirty metres to the north-east is a penannular boulder
setting some 5m across and open to the south-east which could be a
further structure.
641. (250) <figs. 3:51 and 3:52) [SI 7289 15711 Thirty-seven
metres west-north-west of site 640 at 290m OD is a sub-annular
stone foundation, 0.2m to 0.4l1lhigh, measuring 8.4m I-S by 8m E-V
with internal dimensions of 5m I-S by 5.4m E-V. A grassy section
of the south-east arc where the height of the bank is reduced
suggests a possible entrance. A bank, O.lm high by 1.4m wide,
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extends east-north-east before merging with natural accumulations
of stone which may have been modified by clearance, as indicated
by a possible boulder edge terminating at a small grassy mound.
Other "clearance features" have been identified on this slope
(RCAHMWales Landscape Survey. unpublished) . However, the
distinction between natural and artificial accumulations can be so
vague as to make description very arbitrary. In particular various
features .have been noted in an area to the east of sites 639 to
641 centred on Sll 7325 1560. However, apart from some apparently
recent lambing shelters, nothing seems sufficiently unambiguous to
allow meaningful description.
3.9 AREA H: The SOUTHERI SLOPBS OF THE XDUJrTAII FRO.
THB IAIT FYDD, BAST TOWARDS THE IART LLYIFBLL (SITES
700 to 722)
3.9.1 Outline Topography
This section of the survey area covers the valley of the llant Fydd,
the southern slopes of Foel Deg, the valleys of the Afon Amman
Fach, the !fon AmmanFawr and the first few hundred metres of the
Afon Amman,the ridges of Twyn y loch and \faun y Ddraenen, the
upper reaches of the lant Llynfell and slopes to the south-east of
the llant Llynfell <figs. 3:1 and 3:53>.
The Jant Fydd rises on the Millstone Grit but along most of its
course it cuts a ravine through the Lower Coal Xeasures. The Afon
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Amman Fach , Amman Fawr and Nant Llynfell each rise on the
Xillstone Grit. The Afon AmmanFach flows down a ravine while the
Afon AmmanFawr descends a broader valley, before they combine to
form the Afon Ammanin a deep ravine between Foel Deg and Twyn y
Koch. The river continues along a broad flood plain beneath the
southern foot slopes of Foel Deg which overlie the Lower Coal
Xeasures. The Want Llynfell follows a shallow ravine cutting
through the Xillstone Grit and sandstones. The southern slopes of
Foel Deg amd the massifs of Twyn y Koch and Waun y Ddraenen are
comprised of sandstones (figs. 1:4 and 1:5). The soils are mostly
camb1c stagnohumic gleys with an extensive area of humo-ferric
podzols on Foel Deg and Twyn y loch <fig. 1:6)
15
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SN 73 74
Fig. 3:53. Sites 700 to 752 in Area H from the Jant Fydd to Jant Llynfell
(fig. 3:2).
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3.9.2 Description of the Archaeological Remains
Slopes ,artb of the 'aDt Fydd (sites 700 to 702) (fig. 3:53)
These grassy but stony slopes overlie Millstone Grit deposits (fig.
1 :4), There are restricted areas of apparently better drained
ground on the generally poorly drained slopes covered by cambic
stagnohumic gleys (fig. 1:6).
700 and 701. (205 and 206) (figs. 3:53 and 3:54) [centred SI 7380
1560), Two annular foundations are located 23m apart on a grassy
stony slope with a south-easterly aspect at 320m OD.
700. (205) This stone and boulder foundation, 0.2m to 0.3m high.
measuring 5.2m N-S by 4.9m E-W, encloses an area 202mN-S by 2.6m
E-W. There is no break apparent in the circuit.
701. (206) A stone and boulder foundation, 0.2m to O.3m high,
measuring overall 4.9m I-S by 5.6m E-W, encloses an area 2.7m I-S
by 3.6m E-W. There is a "compartment", 2m across) within the north-
west arc. Two parallel accumulations of loose stone, 1.6m apart,
project up to 3.8m beyond the south-west arc. Loose stone is
stacked up to O.5m high where these features abut the bank. The
original annular structure seems to have been modified, perhaps to
form a lambing shelter.
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Fig, 3:54. Sites 700 and 701 on slopes north of lant Fydd; and sites 703 to 707, 709, and
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702. (207) (fig. 3:53) (SN 7378 1550), An oval spread of stone and
boulders, 14.5m N-S by 8.3m E-W, is sited on a terrace in the
south-west facing slope at 305m OD some 100m south-south-west of
site 701. Stone is loosely piled up to 0.9m high at the centre.
Elsewhere it is 0.3m to 0.4m high. This feature is at least in part
an artificial accumulation. It is unclear whether any of the other
concentrations of stone in the vicinity also result from human
activity.
In the Valley of the 'ant Fydd (sites 703 to 713) (fig. 3:53)
The ravine down which the Nant Fydd flows, west and south-west of
Foel Deg, is relatively shallow, but constricted with steep sides
and narrow banks flanking the stream.
703. (89a) (f1gs. 3:53 and 3:54) (SI 7349 1505], A sub-rectangular
drystone and boulder- buHt structure is tucked against the steep
valley side on the narrow west bank of the lant Fydd at 250m OD.
It measures 5.9m N-S by 3.5m E-W,with internal dimensions of 4.2m
N-S by 2m E-W.The walls survive at about 0.3m high and there is a
O.4mwide entrance break, flanked to the south by a boulder, in the
east wa1l. The outer face of the curved northern wall has been
eroded by the stream.
704. (70) (figs. 3:53 and 3:54) [SI 7347 1501]. This rectangular
drystone and boulder-built structure is sited with its long axis at
right-angles to the steep valley side, perched on the narrow west
bank of the Ifant Fydd at around 250m OD. It measures 5m lE-SW by
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7.9m NW-SE,with internal dimensions of 6m NW-SEby 3m NE-SW.The
walls range from 0.4m to 0.6m high, although the internal face of
the west wall, which revets the slope, is up to 1m high. A
depression and constriction in the south wall may indicate an
entrance. A 1m wide by 2.2m long bank projects from the north wall.
705 to 710. (84 to 88) (figs. 3:53, 3:54 and 3:55) [centred SI 7347
1490], Several drystone and boulder-. built structures, including a
compartmented rectangular building (705), are situated on a flood
plain where the valley floor of the Nant Fydd broadens at around
235m OD. Nowthe area is wet and overgrown with reeds.
705. (84) (figs. 3:54 and 3:55) [SN 7346 1492]. This reed-infested
compartmented rectangular building measures 21.5m lE-SW, by 5m
maximum NW-SEat the southern end, tapering to 3m wide at the
northern end. It is located in a slight hollow at the foot of the
western slope of the valley. The walls now vary in height from
0.2m at the northern end to O.4m to O.5mat the southern end. It is
sub-divided into five compartD.entsi the central compartment is
partially sub-divided by a cross wall. All compartments contain
much tumbled stone. The southernmost compartment measures
internally 3m lW-SE by 2.4m lE-SW and has a O.5mwide entrance in
the east wall. The next compartment measures 2.8D. lW-SE by 2.8m
NE-SWbut there is no entrance apparent. The central compartment,
partially divided by a cross-wall into roughly equal halves, has
internal dimensions of 5.9m lE-SW by 2.5m NW-SEi a O.6m wide
entrance in the east wall provides access. The compartment to the
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north is without an apparent entrance, and measures 2.1m lW-SE by
1.8m NE-SW. The northernmost compartment, measures 3.7m NE-SW by
2m NE-SW, and has a slightly rounded end-wall. It is of slighter
build than the rest of the structure and there is a wide 1.8m gap
in the east wall.
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Fig. 3:55. Sites 705 to 710 alongside the Nant Fydd.
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Three stone and boulder banks radiate from the east wall of the
building towards the river bank (fig. 3:55). The northern and
southern banks seem to demarcate an area between the building and
the river. The northern boundary is O.2m to O.3m high and 0.5m
wide, and can be traced for a distance of 12m before disappearing
at the edge of the steep river bank. Its point of origin is
alongSide a 0.6m high orthostat in the outer face of the building.
A shorter bank has its paint of origin alongside a O.5mor-thcstat
in the outer face at the junction of the central and southern
compartments and takes the form of a right-angle. It is 16m long,
O.5mwide and 0.2m to 0.3m high (fig. 3:54). The southernmost bank,
O.5mwide and up to O.4mhigh, runs from the south-east corner of
the building over a distance of 26m before connecting with
structure 706. Five metres before site 706, it forks to the south-
east. visible for a distance of 3m (fig. 3:55).
706. (85) (figs. 3:54) [Sll 7346 14.911. This structure is sited at
the top of the steep west bank of the stream. It comprises three
units defined by O.2mto O.4mhigh grass-covered stone banks which
are edged with larger boulders. Overall it measures 8m lW-SE by
6.5m lE-SW. The northern or central unit measures internally 2.6m
lW-SE by 3m lE-SW, with a 1m wide north-facing entrance break.
Abutting this unit to the south-west is a structure to which there
is no apparent entrance, with internal dimensions of 1.6m IW-SB
by 1.6m lE-SW. The south-eastern unit, which is open to the south-
east/ has internal dimensions of 5.6m lE-SW I by up to 4m lW-SE.
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707. (86) (fig. 3:54) (SI 7346 1491]. A square structure lies 5m
NE of si te 706. Keasuring 6.3m NW-SE by 5.8m lE-SW, it has
internal dimensions of 4.6m JP/-SE by 4m lE-SW, and a 0.5m wide
entrance in the north-east wall. The coursed stonework ranges from
O.2m to 0.5m in height with sections of the face comprised of
boulders.
708. (87) <figs. 3:55) (SI 7346 1490], A curved section of stone
walling, O.3m high and 4m NE-SW, is bu1l t against the steep west
bank of the river 7m south of site 706. It encloses an area 2.5m
NE-SWby 2.6m NW-SE.
709. (88) (fig. 3:54) (SN 7348 1490], An annular stone bank, O.3m
high and 4.em NE-SW by 4m NW-SE, is sited on the edge of the east
bank of the Nant Fydd. The interior is slightly concave and
measures 2.5m across. There is a 0.4m wide entrance in the south-
west arc.
710. (fig. 3:55) (centred SI 7348 1498], Two substantial and
well-defined linear accumulations of boulders are located on the
west bank of the lant Fydd, some 50m upstream from site 705. The
northern bank, which runs parallel to the edge of the river, is 15m
long, 105m to 2m wide and about O.5m high. The southern bank, which
1s 15m to the south, is 20m long, up to 3m wide and O.5m high, and
runs down the steep west side of the valley.
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While these features may be partially created by boulders movedby
water, it is difficult to account for them entirely in these terms.
The southern bank in particular, running up to the crest of the
valley slope, seems likely to have involved human agency. Perhaps
stone clearance from the relatively stone free, well-drained and
level grassy area to the west of the valley contributed to their
formation. Their shape and position may have been intended to
consolidate this section of river bank, helping to prevent erosion
which could have allowed the stream to flow across the flood plain
on which structures 705 to 708 are built.
711 to 713. (117 to 119) (figs. 3:53 and 3:54) [centred SI 7339
14491. Three drystone and boulder-built structures, including one
compartmented sub-rectangular building (711), are located at around
205m aD on the east bank of Nant Fydd.
711. (118) (fig. 3:54) [SI 7339 1449]. This sub-rectangular
building is located at the foot of the slope forming the valley
side. Divided into two compartments, it measures 10m lE-SW by 5m
lW-SE. The grass-covered banks are between 0.2m and 0.7m high. The
northern compartment measures 5.8m lE-SW by 3.1m lW-SE. There is
a O.8mwide entrance mid-way along the west wall, flanked to the
south by a 0.8m high orthostat. The southern compartment is more
slightly built, measuring 2.4m lW-SE by 1.3m lE-SW, with a O.5m
wide west facing entrance.
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712. (117) (fig. 3:53) [SI 7340 14531. Some 30m north of site
711, on top of the east side of the shallow river valley, is a
structure comprising a boulder bank O.3m to O.4m high, measuring
5.6m I-S by 4.4m E-W, with internal dimensions of 4m Jl-S by 3m E-
W.There is a O.5mwide south facing entrance break.
713. (119) (fig. 3:54) [SI 7338 14471. About 20m south of site
711 is a structure with O.3m to O.4m high grass-covered banks,
mostly made up of one tier of boulders. The long axis is at right-
angles to the east slope of the valley. The inner face of the
eastern end-wall which revets the slope is around O.8mhigh. The
western end of the structure has been eroded by the stream. It
measures 4.8m li-S and at least 6m E-W. There 1s possibly a O.4m
wide entrance in the south wall.
011 the Southern Slopes of Foel Deg (sjtes 714 to 717) (fig. 3:53)
The rounded summit of Foel Deg at 320m OD is comprised of
Xillstone Grit but the slopes and terraces immediately south of the
summit are of sandstone <fig. 1:4) with a thin soil cover of humo-
ferric podzol (fig. 1:6) supporting a mostly grassy vegetation.
714. (213) <fig. 3:53) [SB 7365 15263. An apparently isolated stone
heap lies on a grassy south-west facing slope at 280m OD,
measuring 2.7m Il-S by 2.6m E-W by O.3mhigh.
715. (216) (figs. 3:53 and 3:56) [centred SI 7390 15131. There are
stone heaps and strips, together with a possible circular
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Fig. 3:56. Site 715 on the southern slope of Foel Deg.
foundation, on south facing grassy terraces between 290m and 300m
ODbeneath the summit of Foel Deg. The soil in this area frequently
appears thin and there is much surface stone and rock exposure.
Therefore interpretation of stone accumulations as a consequence,
wholly or partially, of human activity is far from straightforward.
There are, however, fourteen concentrations of stone, together with
the possible foundation (no. 715m), distri buted across an area
around 140m N-S by 180m E-W. These appear likely to be the product
in whole or part of stone clearance, presumably for agricultural
improvement. It is difficult to estimate how much of this area may
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actually have been subject to use and improvement on account of
topographical characteristics such as slape, rock exposure and
areas of stone which are mast likely entirely natural
accumulations.
a) a circular pile of stones with grass-covered edge, 3.6m I-S by
3.8m E-V by 0.3m high.
b) an oval heap of stones, 4.5m N-S by 5m E-V by O.4mhigh, with
diffuse grass-covered stony accumulations to north-east and north-
west.
c) a pile of stones, 2m I-S by 2m E-V by 0.3m high, possible
combining with b) to farm a single accumulation.
d) a heap of stone with a grass-covered edge, 3.1m )-S by 3.3m
E-W by O.3mhigh.
e) an oval heap of stones with a grass-covered edge, 4.8m I-S by
3.5m E-V by O.4mhigh.
f) a stony accumulation, 3.5m )-S by 4m E-V by O.4mhigh, on a
steep slope, possibly modified by the addition of cleared stone.
g) a concentration of stones, 6m Jl-S by 4m E-V by O.3m high,
within an area of surface stone, probably enhanced by the addition
of cleared stone.
h) a concentration of stones, 4m )-S by 5.5. E-W by 0.5. high,
within an area of surface stone, probably enhanced by the addition
of cleared stone.
1) a grass-covered stony heap, 2.5m Jl-S by 2.5. E-V by O.2m
high.
j) a heap of stones 6.6. I-S by 6.3. i-W by 0.4m high.
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k) a spread of stone, 13m ll-S by 5m E-W and between 0.2m and
o .om high, on a locally steep slope, which is probably natural in
origin. However, it seems to have been modified by the addition of
cleared stone represented by a 0.6m high built-up edge at its
south-west corner.
1> a discrete band of stone, 16.5m ITN-SW by 2.5m to 3m lW-SE
and around 0.3m high .
• ) a possible penannular grass-covered stone bank, open to the
east, 5m' across by 0.2m high, enclosing a slightly concave
interior. It is difficult to be certain that this results from human
agency on account of its ephemeral character and the patterning of
surface stone occurring naturally in the vicinity.
n) a rocky outcrop modified by stone accumulation and an
irregular boulder ring surrounding an open central area, 4.5m ll-S
by 3.4m E-W by 0.5m high.
0) a discrete stony strip, 1m wide by 0.3m to 0.4m high, which
originates at the edge of the outcrop by 715n and continues south-
east down-slope for around 42m with a break of around 2m towards
the end.
716. (253) (fig. 3:53) (SI 7423 1505], A stone pile, 4m I-S by 4.5m
E-W by O.4mhigh, with a flattish top containing loose stones and
a grass-covered edge of larger stones, is sited on a slight terrace
in the east face of Foel Deg at 280m OD.
717. (214) (fig. 3:53) (SI 7417 1468], A pear-shaped stone and
boulder heap, 8m lI-S by gm E-W and up to O.4mhigh, with a surface
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mostly of loose stone, is located an a small level terrace an the
stony south-east face of Fael Deg at around 245m OD. The terrace,
in extent around 23m lE-SE by 13m lW-SE, appears relatively free
of surface stone in contrast to the surrounding slope; it may be a
cultivation plot.
A10DJI tile Valley of tile AfDlJ J,Juan Fac1J (sites 718 to 727) (f:llf.
3:53)
The valley of the Afan AmmanFach, cut through the Xillstone Grit
(fig. 1:4), is narrow and steep-sided. The narrow river banks are
subject to erosion from the fast-flowing stream. The valley becomes
a gorge close to the river's confluence with the Afan AmmanFawr.
The soils on the slopes to either side are cambic stagnahumic
gleys (fig. 1:6),
'l18. (252) (figs. 3:53 and 3:57) [SI 7462 1628], A sub-annular
stony foundation, edged with boulders, is located on a south
facing slope east of the valley of the AmmanFach at 400m OD. It
measures 6m ll-S by 5.5m E-W and encloses a slightly concave
interior with dimensions of 4.6m )-S by 3.5m E-W. The bank, O.2m
to O.4m high, fades along the eastern arc possibly indicating the
position of an entrance.
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719 and 720. (143 and 144) (figs. 3:53 and 3:57) [centred SN 7432
15231. Twa drystone and boulder- built structures, including one
rectangular compartmented building (719), are located 50m apart an
the edge of the very narrow west bank of the stream at the foot of
the valley slape between 270m and 280m OD.
719. (14.4) [SN 7433 15271. This rectangular building, 9.4m NE-SW
by 4.6m lTW-SE, is divided in twa compartments. The northern
compartment has internal dimensions of 5.6m !TE-SW by 2.8m NW-SE,
and a O.5mwide entrance in the east wall. The partially grass-
covered stone and boulder banks contain same orthostatic elements
up to O.5m high; elsewhere the walls survive from O.2m to O.7m
high. The western wall revets a cutting into the foot of the Slope.
The southern compartment measures internally 2m !TW-SE by 1.8m !TE-
SW; its eastern wall is inset from that of the northern unit.
720. (143) [SN 7432 1522], The rectangular structure is built in
a hallow between a water-scarped boulder accumulation on the edge
of the river bank and the valley side. It measures 7.2m N-S by 3.em
E-W, with internal dimensions of 5.7m I-S by 2.4m E-W. The
internal faces of the walls are consistently higher, at around O.6m,
compared to the external faces at O.lm to O.3m. The east wall
revets a cutting into the natural boulder bank. There is a 2.5m
break in the west wall, where the line is represented only by a
slight rise and a O.4mhigh orthostat.
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721 to 724. <139 to 142) <figs. 3:53 and 3:58) <Plates 26 and 2'7)
[SI 7433 15133. Four drystone and boulder- built structures,
including a rectangular compartmented structure ('721), are sited
on a terrace above a gorge to the west of the AmmanFach at 260m
OD.
721. (139). The main axis of this building, which ls overgrown
with reeds, is north-east to south-west. Overall it measures 15m
NE-SW by 8m NW-SE and comprises four compartments (Plate 26).
The two northern compartments are side-by-side forming an unit at
right-angles to the main axis. Together they measure 7.8m lW-SE by
3.8m NE-SW. The south-eastern compartment has banks O.3m to O.4m
high, enclosing an area 4m NW-SE by 2.2m lE-SW, and an end-wall
which has partially eroded down-slope. There is a 1m wide entrance
in the northern wall. The north-western compartment has internal
dimensions of 2m NW-SEby 2.2m NE-SW. Its walls are around O.5m
high but contain several orthostats up to 1m in height. The north-
western corner is built against rocky outcrop and there is a O.8m
gap in the northern side which seems to be comprised of a single
substantial upright slab.
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The central and south-western compartments abut the twa northern
compartments at a right-angle. The central unit measures 8.7m IV-
SE by 4.8m lE-SW, with internal dimensions of 5.3m IV-SE by 4m
NE-SW. The walls, which contain a substantial number of large
boulders, are around 0.5m high. A reduction in the height of the
northern end of the east wall may indicate an entrance around 1.2m
wide. The south-western compartment measures 8m lE-SW by 3.2m IV-
SE. Walls O.3m to 0.5m high enclose an area 5m lE-SW by 2.4m IV-
SE. There is a O.8mentrance in the east wall.
722. {141>. A pennanular structure, open to the south, and
measuring 3m }l-S by 2.4m E-Wwith an interior 1.8m J-S by 1.2m E-
V, is sited on a shelf 11m north of building 721. The bank is O.3m
high and contains an orthostat 0.7m high (Plate 27).
723. (140) This- structure comprises a partially grass-covered
boulder bank, O.5m high, in part revetting the face of the cutting
an which it is constructed. It measures 4.8m J-S by 5m E-V with
internal dimensions of 3m J-S by 3.2m E-W. There is a 1m wide
entrance at the south-eastern carner. It lies 17m north of building
721.
724. (142), An annular boulder structure O.2m to O.4m high, 2.4m
J-S by 2.4m E-W, enclosing an area 1.5m across, is sited on a
terrace 24m north of site 721.
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725 to 727. <136 to 138) <figs. 3:53 and 3:57) <Plate 28) [centred
SI 7436 1507]. Three drystone and boulder- built structures,
including a compartmented rectangular building (725), lie on a
terrace at around 250m OD on top of the east side of the gorge
through which flows the AmmanFach. They are located just up-
stream of a deep pool known as Pwll y Herched which forms at the
confluence of the AmmanFach with the AmmanFawr.
725. (136) [SN 7439 15051. This compartmented building is sited
in a slight hollow towards the end of a promontory between the
rivers AmmanFach and Fawr (Plate 28), The east walls of the
structure revet a cutting made into the side of the hollow. It
measures overall 20m NW-SE by 7.2m NE-SW and is divided into two
compartments built at a right-angle to each other.
The northern compartment is built across the long axis,
measuring 5.4m lW-SE by 1.2m lE-SW with internal dimensions of
2.6m lW-SE by 5.6m lE-SW. The walls are between O.5m and 0.6m
high. The north-west end-wall comprises two parallel rows of
boulders, stacked two or three high in places. There is just the
possibility of a north-west to south-east partition but tumble
prevents a definitive judgement.
The southern compartment is constructed at a right-angle to the
northern compartment. It measures 15m lW-SE by 7m NE-SW and
internally 13.6m lW-SE by 4.4m lE-SW. The walls, up to O.7mhigh,
are massively constructed of boulders.
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Entrances cannot be identified with certainty. There may be an
entrance, now obscured by tumbled stone, at the northern end of the
west wall of the southern compartment. There is also a possible
internal connection between the two compartments at the north-west
corner of the southern compartment but again this is obscured by
tumble.
726. (137) (SN 7436 1509], This sub-rectangular structure is
located some 40m north of building 725. It is defined by a stone
bank O.4m to O.5mhigh and spaced- boulders. It measures 2.5m lE-SW
by 7m lW-SE.
727. (138) (SI 7434 1510], This annular stone and boulder bank I
o .3m to O.4mhigh, is located about 50m north of building 725 on
the edge of the terrace above the AmmanFach , It measures 4.8m liE-
SW by 2.5m NW-SE, enclosing an area 2.8m lE-SW by 2m Jl'W-SE. There
is a break in the eastern arc opening on to an area 2m across
partly enclosed by a slight stone bank.
Altmg tile Valley of tile AfCllJ A_lI8n Fawr ls1tes 728 to 729) (:f1tJ.
3:53)
The valley of the AmmanFawr is generally wider than that of the
AmmanFach, with a more gently flowing stream and a relatively
wide flood plain along its lower reaches.
728. (163) (fig. 3:53) (SI 7504 1554], An oval boulder built
structure with an entrance in its northern side, measuring 4.6m li-S
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by 5.8m E-W, is located on a terrace above the west bank of the
stream at 320m OD.
729. (162) (fig. 3:53) (SI 7451 1505]. This rectangular boulder
built structure measures 5m lJ-S by 3m E-W and lies on the north
bank of the AmmanFawr, about 120m east of site 725. The walling
survives up to 0.4m high, but the structure has been modified by
the superimposition of a sheep shelter.
A101Jlf tile .BazJ.ts of tile Man Amun (S1tes '130 to '136) (f1tI. 3:53)
The Afon Ammanflows through a deep ravine with almost sheer
sides to the east between the massifs of Foel Deg and Twyn y
Koch, before crossing more open ground beneath the foot slopes of
Foel Deg.
730. (145) <fig. 3:53) [SI 7439 1501]. A squarish pile of stones, 3m
across by 0.5m high, is located on the edge of a terrace above the
west bank of the Afon Ammanat 245m OD. This may be a clearance
heap although the suggestion that it is a collapsed structure
(Korgan 1988, 42) cannot be discounted.
731. (146) (fig. 3:53) [SI 7438 14981. On the west bank of the
Ammanat 245. OD is an area, 10m I-S by 14m B-W, delineated by
stony strips, 1m to 1.5m wide by 0.5m high, on all but the northern
side. The stony bands, probably the result of stone clearance,
seem to define a cultivation plot around 140m2.
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732. (147) (fig. 3:53) (SN 7431 1474), A boulder-built rectangular
structure, with banks 0.6m high, measuring 3.5m Jl-S by 3m E-W, lies
on the east bank of the river at 235m aD. It is apparently isolated
although there has been substantial erosion of the valley floor at
this point on account of the river shifting course.
733. (148) (fig. 3:53) [SB 7421 1478), A boulder-built penannular
structure with a 1.2m wide west facing break, measuring overall
4.3m N-S .by 4.5m E-Wand up to 0.6m high, lies on the east bank of
the river at 230m aD. It has been suggested that there is a
rectangular building, 8.2m Jl-S by 4.2m E-Y, some 30m north of this
structure at the edge of the stream <Korgan 1988, 42). There 1s
certainly a roughly rectangular accumulation of stone at this point
but it appears that the form results from water sculpting.
734 to 736. (149 and 155) (figs. 3:53 and 3:57) (centred SI 7378
1(30), Three drystone and boulder- built structures, including a
compartmented rectangular building (734), are located on the flood
plain close to the northern edge of the River Ammanat 200m aD.
734. (155) (fig. 3:57) [SI 7378 1429], The compartmented building
measures around 5m JJ-S by 15m E-V. It is defined by stony banks
up to 0.3m high and slight grassy rises in the encroaching marsh
in which stonework can be detected by probing. It is probably
divided into three compartments. The eastern is the most clearly
visible, with internal dimensions of 3m I-S by 5m E-Y and a south
facing entrance 0.5m wide. The central compartment is around 2.4m
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N-S by 5m E-Ij, again with a south facing entrance around O.8m
wide. The western compartment, 2m I-S by 1.5m E-W, appears to be
open to the south.
135. (149) (fig. 3:53) (SI 7378 1432), Some 30m north of building
734 are the ill-defined remains of a rectangular structure, with
stone and boulder banks O.3mto .0.6m high, measuring 6m lE-SW by
4m NW-SE.There is a possible entrance in the south-east side.
136. (149a) (fig. 3:53) [SI 7378 1432], Grass-covered banks, 0.2m
to O.3m high, delineate a poorly preserved sub-rectangular
structure 2.7m north of site 735. There is no clear indication of
the south-east wall if ever one existed. Overall it measures 7m NE-
SWby about 2.5m to 3m NW-SE.
D1J Twp Y Koch (737 to 7(0) (f:1g. 3:53)
The sandstone massif of Twyn y Koch attains a height of 288m OD.
The humo-ferric podzols (fig. 1:6) support a grass vegetation.
There is much surface stone.
131. (251) (figs. 3:53 and 3:59) [centred SN 7462 1469], Up to
fifteen stone piles, most likely the product of stone clearance for
agricultural improvement, are scattered across an area some 110m
J-S by 90m E-W on the west and south-west slopes of Twyn y Koch
at around 260m OD. This area, beginning just below the hill crest
is grassy, well-drained and relatively free of surface stone
although some outcrop does penetrate the thinnish so11. As well as
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likely clearance cairns, there are low grassy mounds coinciding
with slight hollows which may be the results of prospecting.
Further down-slope, the surface becomes noticeably stonier.
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Fig. 3:59. Site 737 on .Twyn y Moch.
a) a grass-covered stone heap, 2m J-S by 2m E-W by O.2m high.
b) a stone pile, 3.7m 1-8 by 4.5m E-W by O.3m high, with
loose surface stone and a concave centre.
c) a grass-covered stone pile, 2.8m J-8 by 3.2m E-W by O.3m
high, with some loose surface stone and a central hollow.
d) a stone heap, 4.5m 1-8 by 4.5m E-W by O.4m high, with a
grass-covered edge and a central hollow.
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e) a partly grass-covered rectangular stone heap, 9.2m 1-8 by
6m E-W by 0.5m high, with a concave profile.
f) a grass-covered stone pile, 2.8m 1-8 by 3m E-W by 0.2m
high, with some loose surface stone.
g) a sub-rectangular grass-covered stony pile, 1.8m 1-8 by
3.8m E-W by 0.3m high, with some larger boulders at the edge.
h) a stony accumulation up to 2. 2m wide which is probably
mostly natural. However, part of the western edge appears
deliberately modified by a line of larger boulders.
1) a squarish stone pile, 1.5m )-8 by 1.7m E-V by 0.2m high,
edged with boulders.
j) a stone heap, 4.6m 1-8 by 4.3m E-V by 0.4m high, with a
grass-covered edge and loose surface stone.
k) a grass-covered stone heap, 3.6m 1-8 by 3m E-V by 0.3m
high, with loose surface stone.
1> a grass-covered stone pile, 2.2m 1-8 by 2m B-V by O.3m
high, with an edge of larger stones .
• ) a band of stone some 15m long by 3.8m wide with a build-up
of soil, against the north-east edge. Also against the north-
east edge, there is a grass-covered stony mound 2.3m )-8 by 3.7m
E-V by 0.4m high. It appears to be a natural feature in origin
but pOSSibly modified by human agency.
n) a grass-covered stone pile, 3m )-S by 3.6m B-W by O.3m
high, with loose surface stone.
0) a stone heap, 3.4m I-S by 2.6m B-V by 0.2. high, with a
grass-covered edge and a central hollow.
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p) a stone pile, 2.5m N-S by 2.8m E-W by 0.3m high, with loose
surface stone.
738. (261) (fig. 3:53) [SI 7449 1431]. This roughly circular spread
of stone measures 7.2m N-S by 7.8m E-W, and is O.lm to 0.2m high.
It has an uneven surface in which loose stone is visible and the
rim is edged with a raised lip. It is sited an a grassy east facing
slope, just below the crest of a minor ridge, at 220m OD.
739. (260) (figs. 3:53 and 3:60) [SI 7461 1442], This sub-
trapezoidal foundation is located at 245m OD on a grassy terrace
1n a south facing slope which 1s littered with surface stone.
However, an area, some 30m across, to the west of the structure ls
noticeably free of surface stone. The structure measures 11m lE-SW
by 8.5m lP/-SE, with a slightly concave interior 9.6m lE-SW by 6m
1nl-SE. There is a 1m wide entrance midway along the east wallj the
northern terminal of the entrance is in-turned. The flat-topped
bank is O.lm to 0.2m high and is mostly grass-covered. However, in
places it can be seen that it is constructed with thin slabs, laid
flat, which form a carefully stacked edge.
740. (265) (flg. 3:53) [SI 7479 14481. A band of stone, 1m to 2m
wide by 0.2m to 0.3m high, probably the result of stone clearance
for agricultural improvement, runs for 19m north-east to south-west
in a hallow in the south facing slope at about 260m OD.
Immediately to the north-east is a 10mwide platform. There
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Pig. 3:60. Site 73g on Twyn y Koch; 8ite 741 south of Vaun y Ddraenan; and sitae 743 to 746
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appears to be a slight bank around the top edge of the slope at
the rear of the platform.
South of Fauny Ddraenen (site 741) (flg. 3:53)
The slopes of Waun y Ddraenen tend to be wet with thick peat
deposits, except for the southern slopes on the sandstones which
are rather drier. They are covered by cambic stagnohumic gleys
<fig. 1:6) supporting a vegetation of grass and reeds.
741. (211) <figs. 3:53 and 3:60) [SI 7548 1468], This penannular
foundation is located at 270m ODon a level, peat-covered shelf in
the south slope. It comprises a ring of stones only just protruding
through the peat accumulation. Probing indicates a more substantial
stone structure beneath the surface. Overall it measures 6m I-S by
7m E-Wwith internal dimensions of 5m I-S by 5.6m E-W. There is a
superficial break in the south-western arc of the ring: probing
indicated the presence of stone but at a greater depth than
elsewhere.
Stone heaps and short lengths of stone bank are present in outcrop
to the north of the structure but appear relatively recent in
origin and are probably associated with sheep management. About
30m south-west of site 741 is a pile of loose stone around 4m
across and O.4mhigh at the end of a band of apparently naturally
accumulated stone. This may result from clearance for agricultural
improvement.
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A10ZJg 'a1Jt Llynfell (sites 742 to 751) (fig. 3:53)
The valley tends to be steep-sided and deep to the north with
fairly broad river banks, becoming shallower to the south, although
still steep-sided, with narrower river banks.
742 and 743. (150 and 151) <figs. 3:53 and 3:60) (centred SN 7580
1624], Drystone and boulder+bufl't foundations, including a sub-
rectangular structure (742), are located on the flood plain to the
west of ~ant Lynfell at 390mOD.
742. (150) (S! 7580 1622], This sub-rectangular structure is
located on the very edge of the river which has eroded the outer
face of its eastern side. It measures 8m NE-SW by, at least, 5.6m
NW-SE, with internal dimensions of 6m lE-SW by 4.2m 1n7-SE. It has
slightly rounded corners and the banks survive to between 0.2m and
0.5m high.
743. (151) [SI 7580 1625]. Fourteen metres north of foundation
742 lies a 27m-long range of up to six structures built against an
accumulation of boulders and massive stone blocks at the foot of
the slope. Crudely constructed of boulder and stone banks which
vary widely in height from O.3m to 1m, they range from 4m to 6m
across with internal dimensions of 2m to 3m.
744 and 745. (152 and 153) (figs. 3:53 and 3:60) (centred SN 7582
1606], Two drystone and boulder-built structures, including a sub-
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oval foundation (744), are located on the flood plain east of the
Jant Lynfell at 380m OD.
744. (152) (SI 7581 1607], This sub-oval foundation, defined by
grass-covered stony banks 0.3m to 0.5m high, measures 8.2m lE-SW
by 4.8m NW-SE,with internal dimensions of 6.4m IE-SY by 2.8m lY-
SE. There is a 0.5m entrance break in the north-west side and the
southern-third of the interior is marked off by a slight stony
step.
745. (153) [SI 7583 16051. Forty-four metres south-west of 744,
in the southern lee of rock exposure, is an annular bank, 0.3m to
0.5m high, measuring 5.7m I-S by 5m i-V wth internal dimensions of
3.8m N-S by 3.2m E-W. There is a 1m wide break in the western arc.
Abutting the eastern arc is a structure about 3m J-S by 3m E-Y,
entered from the south. It is defined partly by boulders and
partly by a grass-covered stony bank.
746. (154) (figs. 3:53 and 3:60) [SI 7570 1529], A rectangular
building of drystone and boulder construction 1s sited on the edge
of the west bank of the river at 310m OD. It measures 9m J-S by
5m E-Y, with internal dimensions of 7m I-S by 3.2m E-Y. The walls
survive to between 0.4m and 1.3m high. They are most severely
depleted at the north-east corner and along the east side. Up to
nine courses of stone are in place, with larger boulders
predominating in the lower courses. There is a 1m wide entrance
towards the southern end of the east wall. A boulder bank 0.5m wide
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and between 0.4m and 0.7m high extends from the southern side of
the entrance for some 15m north-east along the edge of the river
bank.
74'1 to '151. (172 to 175) (figs. 3:53, 3:61 and 3:62) [centred SI
7568 1468], Structures including an enclosure (747), a
compartmented rectangular building (748) and stone clearance
strips defining plots (750) are located on two terraces above the
west bank of the lant Llynfell. They 11e between 260m and 270m OD
just beyond the edge of the present-day enclosure.
'14'1. (172) (figs. 3:61 and 3:62) [SI 7568 14721. This sub-annular
enclosure, 24.6m lW-SE by 18m lE-SW, is delineated by a partly
grass-covered stony bank, 1m to 2m wide and 0.211to O.3mhigh. It
is sited on the upper of the two terraces. The area enclosed is
around 22.5m lW-SE by 17m lE-SW. There is a 1.6m wide break in
the south-western arc. There are undulations in the grassy surface
within and outside the enclosure which are most likely natural
accumulations of stone or rock exposure under a thin soil. However,
it just possible that a slight grass-covered rise combining with an
outward bulge in the south-eastern enclosure bank might indicate an
internal feature around 5m across.
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748. (173) <figs. 3:61 and 3:62) [SI 7570 14691. This
compartmented rectangular building is constructed on a natural
reed-infested platform at the northern edge of the lower terrace.
some 22m south of enclosure 747. It is of drystone and boulder-
build with banks surviving to between 0.3m and 0.6m high. Divided
into two compartments. it measures 5m I-S by around 10m E-W. The
outer face of the eastern end-wall has collapsed into an adjacent
small modern quarry. The eastern compartment measures 2.7m I-S by
4m E-W. the western 3m )-S by 2.8m E-W. Both are entered from the
south through breaks roughly 0.5m wide either side of the partition
wa11.
749. (174) (fig. 3:61> [SI 7569 1468], A crudely constructed
boulder bank. up to 0.8m high. has been excavated out of the
natural boulder platform to form a structure 3.3m )-S by 4m E-W.
situated some 7m south-west of building 748.
150. (175) <fig. 3:61> [centred SI 7568 1465), Three stony strips
about 17m to 18m apart on the lower terrace presumably result from
stone clearance for agricultural improvement. They seem to define
two plots, the northern about 300m~. the southern perhaps up to
500m~.
a) a curved stony band, 0.2m to 0.4m high and 0.75m to 1.5m
wide, merges to the north with a natural boulder accumulation.
b) a sinuous stony strip. 0.2m to 0.4m high. 1m to 1.5m wide
and 21m long.
e) a stony strip. 0.2m high by 1.5m wide and 24m long.
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Several roughly penannular accumulations of stone on the slope to
the west appear to be natural formations.
751. (175a) (fig. 3:61>. [SR 7568 1463], Just north of the eastern
end of clearance strip 750c is a rectangular structure, 2.7m I-S by
4.1m E-W,defined by drystone banks O.2mhigh.
Soutb-east of lot Llynfell (site 752) (fig. 3:53)
The slopes south-east of the Nant Llynfell are covered with cambic
stagnohumic gley soils <fig. 1:6) which are waterlogged.
752. (176) (figs. 3:53 and 3:62) (centred SI 7583 1455], A stone
pile and two bands of stone are located on an "island" of
relatively well-drained soil on a gentle, very boggy slope with a
south-west aspect at 225m OD. The grass-covered stone heap, 4.3m
I-S by 4m E-Wby O.4mhigh, has loose stone visible at the centre.
Twenty-five metres south, across an apparently natural spread of
stone, is a band of stones and boulders, 105mwide and up to 0.4m
high, curving for about 25m around the north side of a slight
knoll. After a break of 3.5m to the south-east, the stony strip
can be traced for 19m running down-slope to the south to the edge
of a stream. The area enclosed by these strips 1s around 350m2•
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3.10 AREA I: WEST OF THE AFOI TWRCH (SITES 800 to 858)
3.10.1 Outline Topography
This section of the survey area is bounded to the north-east by
Nant y Llyn, and to the east by the Afon Twrch. It embraces the
western slopes of the valley of the Afon Twrch and the ground
above these slopes including Cein Carn Fadog, Pen yr Helyg and
Derlwyn Isaf (figs. 1:3, 3:1, 3:2 and 3:63)
The Afon Twrch rises high in the Brecon Beacons above the
Carmarthenshire Fans. It enters the survey area at the point where
it is joined from the north-west by its tributary, the lant y Llyn.
Within the survey area it flows south-west through a steep-sided
valley, descending from about 320m OD to 200m OD. It is fed by
several tributaries, notably in the vicinity of the Ffrydiau Twrch
(fig. 3 :63).
The precipitous and rocky Xillstone Grit slopes of the valley rise
sharply from the narrow river bank up to around 500m OD <Plate
29) . A narrow band of Carboniferous Limestone outcrops along a
fault down the western valley slope. Below the abandoned farm house
of Sarn Fan, the river flows down a gorge cut through rocks of the
Coal Xeasures (figs. 1:4 and 3 :63) .
The rocky landscape 1n the area up-valley of Sarn Fan is dominated
by humo-ferric podzols producing poor grass with areas of bracken.
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The soils of the areas around Sarn Fan and Cyllie farms are
cambic stagnohumic gleys (figs. 3:63 and 1:6),
Fig. 3:63. Sites BOO to 858 in Area I west of the Afon Twrch <fig. 3:2).
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3.102 Description of the Archaeological Remains
,orth of Cyllie Far. (sites 800 to 805) (fig. 3:63)
800 and 801. (218 and 219) (figs. 3:63 and 3:64) [centred SI 7625
1404], A sub-annular enclosure (800), and another structure (801)
which is probably of recent origin, lie on a grassy terrace with a
south-westerly aspect at 225m OD on top of the west slope of the
valley of the Afon Twrch.
800. (218). A sub-annular enclosure, 26.4m lil-S by 25.2m E-W, is
delineated by a grassy, flat-topped stony bank with an ill-defined
edge, 1m to 105mwide by 0.2m to 0.3m high. There is a 3.5m wide
break in the south-west arc of the bank. The inner edge of the
bank has been disturbed to the east of the entrance. The enclosed
area, which slopes gently north-east to south-west, measures 22.5m
ll-S by 22m E-W.
801. (219). A stone structure, 4.2m lil-S by 4.2m E-VI is sited 17m
north of 800 at just under 230m OD. Small boulders are loosely
piled to construct the O.5mhigh bank which defines the southern
half of the structure. These apparently derive from an excavation
into a natural boulder accumulation which forms the northern half
of the structure. A band of stone on the slope to the east is
probably part of the natural accumulation, emphasised by erosion
caused by a sheep-track. The feature has the appearance of a
relatively recent. construction of very different character to that
of site 800, with which it is unlikely to be connected.
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802. (220) [SN 7625 1410] (fig. 3:63). Around 40m north of site SOl
at 230m ODis a grass-covered stony heap, 4.4m E-Wby 4.1m I-S by
o .3m high. Other stone piles may lie amongst bands of naturally
accumulated stone on the slope to the east, but these are too 111-
defined to plan or describe. A 17m long boulder strip, O.lm to O.2m
high, lies 12m north of site 802, aligned north-east to south-west.
It disappears to the north-east into a marshy area.
803. (263) [SI 7635 1409] (figs. 3:63 and 3:65), A sub-annular
foundation, 12m N-S by 11m E-W I lies sheltered in a hollow at 240m
ODat the foot of a southerly slope. The partly grass-covered stony
bank is up to 1m wide and O.lm to 0.3m high. Arcs of boulder-
facing. one or two stones high, are visible. The interior, roughly
Sm across, contains boulders displaced from a shallow trench
containing loose stone which cuts across the southern section of
the enclosure. Spoil from this disturbance, which perhaps is a
prospecting trench, obscures the south-western arc of the bank.
804. (177) [SI 7658 1419] <figs. 3:63 and 3:65). A sub-rectangular
foundation, 7.4m J-S by 4.2m E-W at the foot of a southerly slope
in a deep sheltered hollow at 240m OD. It lies to the south of a
19th century AD aqueduct (Gerwyn Thomas 1966) . The O.2m high,
partially grass-covered banks, which are edged in places by
boulders, define an interior 4.8m J-S by 2.4m E-i. Four boulders
mark a O.6mto O.8mwide entrance in the east wall.
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805. (178) [SN 7677 1429] (figs. 3:63 and 3:65). A building
platform 1s located at 250m OD at the top of a steep slope with an
easterly aspect above a cliff which rises from the Afon Twrch. The
platform is aligned north-west to south-east at right-angles to the
slope. It measures 17m NW-SEfrom the base of the 1.6m high scarp
face to the top of the 1.4m high lower edge. It is 5m lE-SW. Some
stone breaks through the grassy ,surface along the north-east edge
and at the south-west corner of the platform. A hollow-way
approaches the platform from the north-west.
On the Southern Slopes of DerlJt.YD leaf (sites B06 to BOB) (:fig.
3:(3)
There is evidence for what appears to be stone clearance on a
slope with a southerly aspect on which there is considerable
surface stone and some rock exposure.
806. (264) [SI 7621 1443] (figs. 3:63 and 3:66) At around 270m on,
on a gentle south facing grassy slope with much surface stone, is
a cultivation plot of around 0.18 ha which is defined by cleared
stone. The D-shaped. plot, c.35m N-S by 60m E-W, is bisected by a
19th century AD tramway. The discontinuous stone and boulder
strips which demarcate the plot are between O.lm and 0.4m high and
1.5m to 2m wide. The longest continuous strip, some 40m in length,
is that bounding the south and south-western edge. About 3m south-
west of the 30m long band forming the south-east boundary is a
grass-covered stone pile, 3.7m by 3.3m by O.3mto 0.4m high.
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Fig. 3:66. Site 806 on the southern slopes of Derlwyn Isaf.
807. (221) [SI 7660 1470] (fig. 3:63). A sub-oval stone heap lies
on the north-west slope of a locally prominent summit at 300m. It
measures 7m I-S by 8.2m E-W by O.4m high. The flat top has been
disturbed by the construction of a sheep shelter. South of this
local summit is a slope on which there are bands and arcs of
stone. These appear to be of natural origin rather than the result
of human activity.
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808. (222) [centred SN 7640 1485] <fig. 3:63), At least six small
stone piles are spread across an area around 150m by 30m on a
south facing grassy terrace at around 310m OD. Each pile is a
discrete grass-covered stony mound which appears to result from
human activity. Also present are stony accumulations which appear
more likely to be natural in origin.
The six piles measure:-
2.8m by 3m by 0.3m high
2.7m by 3m by 0.3m high
3.2m by 3.6m by 0.3m high ) centred on SN 7641 1488
3.3m by 2.7m by 0.3m high
4.8m by 4.8m by 0.3m high
3.5m by 3m by 0.2m high - outlier at SI 7632 1483
On the J1~ at' Sam J11Jlj (809 to 826) (figs. 3:63 IJljd 3:6'1)
Sarn Fan farm and the farm house, which is now derelict <Plate 30),
appear on a 1770s estate map and can be traced through estate
records to the early eighteenth century when it is described as
Sarll Faell (K. Bowen Evans pers. CDJJJJD.).The farm house itself 1s
set within a small enclosure with gardens and paddocks delineated
by banks to the north-east and east. There are the remains of
fields to the north which are now abandoned and which merge wtth
the a.djacent commonland, often imperceptibly. (ftg. 3:67),
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Fig. 3:67. Sites 809 to 826 on Sarn Fan Farm (contours at 10mintervals).
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- south-west of Sam Fan farm bouse (809 to 810) (f:J.g. 3:6'1)
809 and 810. <179 and 180) (figs. 3:67 and 3:68) [centred SI 7692
1484), Twa structures, of drystone and bouldervbui ld, are located an
a terrace in a slape with a south-westerly aspect at 250m OD.
809. (179) <fig. 3 :68). This rectangular foundation measures 7.8m
WIlW-SSE by 4.8m liE-SSW. The· interior, 5.8m by 3m, contains
tumbled stone. There is a O.7mwide entrance in the south-west
wall. The south-east wall retains its coursed facing up to 0.5m
high, while twa orthostatic slabs, one 1m high, are the surviving
elements of the inner facing of the north-east wall. The north-west
carner of this wall is built against twa large naturally positioned
slabs.
810. (180) (fig. 3:67). A simple boulder structure, roughly oval
in shape, lies 34m south-west of site 809. The west and north-
west sides are built against rock exposure. It measures 4.8m I-S by
3.5m E-W and its walls survive up to 0.5m high.
- DD the JrlSSt baDi' of the A:f0lJ Twrcla JlartlJ-east of Sana Fe far.
bouse (811 to 812) (f:J.g. 3:(7)
811. (183) [SI 7715 1507] (figs. 3:67 and 3:68). A compartmented
rectangular drystone and boulder- built structure lies on a terrace
at 240m aD in the very steep west bank of the lion Twrch. It is a
particularly sheltered location. The building measures 12m lW-SE by
5.8m lE-SW and 1s divided into two compartments. The north-western
compartment, internally 6.8m by 3.4m, comprises boulder walls up
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to 1m high with a O.8mwide entrance at the south-eastern corner.
The external face of the rounded north-western end-wall is
recessed into the slope and is only O.2m high in contrast to the
O.9mhigh interior face. The south-eastern compartment measures 2m
by 4m with walls constructed of stones which stand between O.5m
and 1m high. It is partially sub-divided and is entered across a
sill stone through a 1mwide entrance in the end-wall.
The building platform is at right-angles to the slope and appears
to be partially artificial, taking advantage of the natural
terrace. An 11m long stone and boulder bank, up to 0.6m high,
revets the slope immediately west of the structure. This continues
for a further 7m to the south-west, terminating at a track
approaching from the south which is scarped into the slope. The
face of the terrace north-west of the building is also revetted by
a 12m long boulder wall up to 0.9m high.
A boulder bank up to 1m wide and O.5mhigh runs for 10m along the
outer edge of the terrace, away from the south-west corner of the
building. It then turns south-east for a further 22m down a very
steep slope. A similar bank also runs along the outer edge of the
terrace north of the building for 11m, before swinging east. It
continues down the southern side of a steep gully for some 30m
ending close to the edge of the Afon Twrch. Just before the end of
the bank, there is a 15m long offshoot to the south, parallel to
the river. The purpose of these banks (fig. 3:67) is unclear since
the ground they enclose is rocky and prec1pitous in the extreme.
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Fig. 3:68. Sites 809 and 811 on Barn Fan Fara.
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811
812. (184 to 186) (fig. 3:67) [centred SI 7714 15021. Stony
accumulations on the steep slope south of site 811 appear to result
wholly or partially from humanactivity.
a) (184) [SI 7714 15041. A boulder pile, 6m across by 1m high,
is located below the crest of the slope at 240m OD.A 35m band of
boulders, 2m to 3m wide and 0.5m high, snakes away from it down a
very steep slope.
b) (185) (SI 7712 1502] A sub-oval boulder and stone pile is
located just below the crest of a very steep slope at 250m OD. It
measures 18m I-S, and is up to 6m wide E-W by 1.5m high. The
down-slope edge of the accumulation has been constructed with
great care, a line of boulders end-ta-end revetting the heap.
c) (186) (SI 7715 1500) An irregularly shaped boulder and stone
pile, 15m J-S by 20m E-W and up to 1.5m high, is located on a
steep slope at just above 230mOD.
812b appears to be a stone clearance heap, with revetting on the
down-slope side to prevent slippage. The boulder pile, 812a also
appears to result from human activity, although the origin of both
the stony band extending down-slope and of feature 812c is less
certain. They may be natural in origin with cleared stone possibly
added. The slope on which they 11e is particularly steep and
appears an unlikely location for improvement. Some of the stone
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may derive from improvement of level ground immediately beyond the
top of the slope, which has obviously been cleared and cultivated.
- at the .DartlJ-essterD edse of Sam Fu farll cm tile IfeSt ba.Dk of
the Afcm Twrcb (site 813) (fig. 3:67)
813. (187) (fig. 3:63> [SI 7724 1540], On a terrace at 250m ODset
back from the river bank stands a rectangular structure of
dryetone., build, 3m I-S by 4m E-V. Although the south-east corner
is dilapidated, the walls generally stand to 1mhigh.
- at the .DartlJeTDecJse of the eDclased area of BarD Fu FarII
(sites 814 to 826) (fig. 3:67)
814 and 815. (107 and 108) <figs. 3:67 and 3:69) (centred SN 7678
1564], Two structures of drystone- build 11e in the lee of rocky
outcrop on a terrace at 365m OD on the crest of an east facing
slope.
814 (107), The rectangular structure measures 7m SV-IE by 4.6l1l
NW-SE.The coursed stone of the north-east wall stands up to 1.2m
high. Elsewhere little more than the footings survive to O.2mhigh.
These are of distinctive construction, parallel facings of boulders
or slabs, end-ta-end, retaining a rubble fill. The position of any
entrance could not be identified. The interior, 5m lE-SW by 2.4.
NW-SE,contains quantities of tumble, particularly at the north-
eastern end.
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Fig. 3:69. Sites 814, 815, 821 and 823 to 826 on Sam Fan Farm.
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815 (108). This simple structure is crudely built against the low
cliff face of rocky outcrop 1.2m north-west of site 814. The two
walls, around 1m high, arc towards each other, their terminals
separated by an east facing gap 0.8m wide. It measures 5.8m I-S
by 4.4m E-W, internally 3.2m I-S by 3.6m E-W.
816 to 820. (97 to 100 and 188) (figs. 3:67 and 3:70) [centred SI
7694 1568], These structures, which include a compartmented
rectangular building (816), are located close to the face of a low
east facing cliff on a terrace at between 340m and 360m OD.
816. (97) [SI 7694 15653 (fig. 3:70) (Plate 31). This
compartmented rectangular building, with maximumdimensions of
18m NW-SE by 5m NE-SW, comprises two units of contrasting form.
The northern compartment is well-preserved with up to ten courses
of drystone-build standing to a height of 1.5m (Plate 31>. There
is a 1.4m wide entrance at the south-eastern corner with a sill of
two flat stones. Two flat slabs within the interior suggest a paved
floor. Internally the compartment measures 7.7m lW-SE by 2.8m IE-
SW. There are slight suggestions that the northern one-third of the
interior may have been sub-divided; a bank partially extends across
the interior although the visible stones are so loose that they
could siDply be tumble from the main wall.
The southern compartment, which butts against the northern unit,
measures 8.4m lW-SE by 5.2m lE-SW. The interior is sub-divided
into two sections by a wall through which there is a gap. The
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northern section measures internally 4.8m lW-SE by 3m NE-SW, the
southern 2m lW-SE by 2.7m lE-SW. The walls at around 0.3m high
are much lower than those of the northern unit and are built with
a very different drystone technique. They comprise parallel
facings of boulders and slabs which retain a rubble core. The
south-eastern down-slope end is constructed of larger boulders
forming a platform up to 1.2m high which roughly levels the
interior ef the structure.
81'1. (98) (fig. 3:70). This structure is immediately south-west of
the southern compartment of site 816. A drystone rectangular
foundation, 8.8m iW-SE by 3.8m lE-SW, is buiIt of parallel facing
slabs retaining a stony core. Internally it measures 7m lW-SE by
2.2m NE-SW. A row of boulders running from the north-western
corner of the structure connects with a much more simply
constructed drystone shelter, up to 1.1m high, built against the
cliff face. This measures 4.8m I-S by 4.8m E-W and is entered by a
gap in the south-eastern corner.
818. (99) <fig. 3:70) [SI 7695 15623. A large rectangular
drystone enclosure lies 22m south of 816 at 340m OD. Overall it
measures 22m lW-SE by 12.5m lE-SW and internally 18.8m lW-SE by
10.2m lE-SW. The walls comprise slab and boulder facing between
which is a packing of stone. These survive from 0.2m to O.3mhigh
along the southern side and up to 1m high at paints along the
western side. There is a O.8mwide entrance in the northern wall.
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Fig. 3:70. Sites 816 to 818 on Barn Fan Farm.
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819. (188) (fig. 3:67) (SN 7693 15691. Around 10m north of site
816 is a possible structure, 2.6m I-S by 2.4m E-V by 1m deep,
excavated out of fractured rock exposure.
820. (100) (fig. 3:67) [SI 7694 15741. About 50m north of site
816 is a semi-circular drystone wall, up to 0.9m high, forming a
structure 4.5m I-S by 3m E-W, built against the cliff-face.
821 to 826. (101 to 106) (figs. 3:67 and 3:69) (centred SI 7699
15681. A group of structures, including a compartmented rectangular
building (823) and another large rectangular building (826), 11e on
a terrace between 320m and 340m OD above a precipitous rocky
slope.
821. (102) (fig. 3:69) [SI 7696 1570], This sub-oval structure, 5m
N-S by 3.5m E-W, is excavated into a boulder spread in the lee of a
rock outcrop. The drystone walls are between 0.4m and 0.7m high.
822. (101) (fig. 3:67) [SI 7698 1574], An oval structure, with
tumbled drystone walls 0.3m to 0.4m high, measures 3.8m li-SE by
6m lE-SW. There is a north-west facing entrance.
823. (103) (figs. 3:69) (SI 7700 1572]. A compartmented
rectangular structure, 10.2m I-S by 4.8m E-V, lies at the edge of
the terrace on top of a low rocky cliff face. The tumbled drystone
walls are between 0.3m and 0.6m high. It is sub-divided into two
compartments. The northern measures 5.2m I-S by 2.5m E-i and 1s
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entered by a 1m wide break in the west s1de. The southern
compartment, which contains much tumble, 1s around 2.6m J-S by 2m
E-W.
824. (104) (fig. 3:69) A drystone sub-annular structure, 4.6m I-
S by 4m E-W, lies 4m west of site 823 against rock outcrop and
boulders. The collapsed walls, which enclose an area 3m I-S by 2.6m
E-Wt are between 0.2m and O.5mhigh.
825. (105) <fig. 3:69) (SI 7702 1563], This rectangular structure,
5.2m II-S by 8m E-W, 1s built in the lee of rock exposure. The
western end 1s on a platform scarped into the slight Slope. The
boulder and coursed drystone walls survive to between 0.5m and
o .8m high. There is a 1.3m wide entrance in the south wall. A step
runs across the interior which measures 2.5m J-S by 6m E-W.
826. (106) (fig. 3:69) (SI 7702 15621. Around 15m south of site
825 is a rectangular building in the lee of rock exposure. It
measures 12.4m lW-SE by 6m lE-SW with internal dimensions of 9m
lW-SE by 4m IE- SW. The drystone and boulder walls range from
O.3m to 102mhigh, with up to eight courses in place. The south-
east wall is constructed on a platform of apparently naturally
accumulated boulders. A large naturally positioned boulder is
incorporated in the north wall. There is a 1m wide entrance in the
south wall.
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BetweeD the .Dartbena bou.Ddary of SarrJ Fa.n FIU2 a.nd Ffxyd:Lau Ttn'ClJ
(sites 827 to 833) (fJ.g. 3:63) (plate 29)
827 to 831. (l09 to 113) (figs. 3:63 and 3:71) (centred SI 7703
16051. A group of drystone and boulder-built structures, including
one compartmented sub-rectangular building (827), lies at 330m OD
on a small boulder-strewn terrace with an easterly aspect half-way
up the steep western flank of th"e valley of the Afon Twrch. There
does not now appear to be a supply of running water in the
immediate vicinity.
827. (109), This sub-rectangular structure, 12m lW-SE by 5m IE-
SW, is divided into three compartments. Internally, the south-
eastern and central compartments measure respectively, 2m lW-SE by
3m lE-SW, and 3m NW-SE by 3m lE-SW. The collapsed stone walling
is 0.2m to 0.4m high. There is a 0.9m wide entrance at the north-
west corner of the central compartment. The north-western
compartment is defined by a O.em to 1.2m high curved wall of
coursed stonework enclosing an area 3.2m lW-SE by 3.1m lE-SW. It
is built against the south-eastern face of a shallow gully, about
O.8mbelow the level of the central compartment.
828. (110). One metre north-west of building 827 is a semi-
circular boulder setting, 5m lW-SE by 3m lE-SW, abutting a steep
rocky slope.
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Fig. 3:71. Sites 827 to 831 between the northern boundary of Barn Fan Par. and Ffrydiau Twrch.
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829. (111), An annular structure, up to 0.3m high and 2.8m
across with an interior l.8m in diameter, is located 7.5m north-
east of building 827.
830. (112), This sub-rectangular structure, defined by banks up
to 0.3m high and entered by a break at the north end of the west
side, measures 7m I-S by 4m E-W.·It lies 7m south-west of building
827.
831. (113) A sub-circular stony bank, 0.3m to 0.4m high, defines
a structure 7m ll-S by 6.5m E-W. It is located 1.5m west of
foundation 830. A 0.5m high stony bank extends for 8m to 7m from
its western arc towards the foot of a steep slope.
832 and 833. (238 and 239) (figs. 3:63 and 3:72) [centred SI 7688
16111. Two sub-annular foundations, 3.5m apart, are sited on an
east facing slope at 390m ODimmediately north-east of an area of
surface stone. About 30m to the south-east, a setting of boulders
circumscribes an open area. This could be another structure but it
merges with an obviously natural accumulation and is best regarded
as natural in origin.
832. (238). A sub-annular boulder foundation, 0.3m to 0.6m high,
measures 4.5m I-S by 5.8m E-Y with internal dimensions of 2.5m I-
S by 4m E-W.There is no entrance visible.
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833. (239), This sub-annular boulder foundation, O.lm to O.3m
high, measuring 4.25m li-S by 3.5m E- V, defines an interior 2.75m
N-S by 109mE-W. Again there is no entrance apparent.
Ffrldiau Tttreb (sites 834 to 844) (fig. 3:63)
834 to 836. (120 to 121) (figs. 3:63 and 3:72 ) [centred SI 7713
1622). This group of three drystone and boulder- built structures,
including a compartmented rectangular building (834), lies on the
banks of small streams flowing from springs (the Ffrydiau Tvrcb)
on the west side of the valley at around 300m OD.
834. (121) [SN 7716 1622), A rectangular building divided into
two compartments lies in a slight hollow on a small island
between two streams at 290m OD. Overall it measures 10.7m IV-SW
by 5.3m NE-SW. The largely collapsed stone and boulder walls, in
which a little coursed stonework can be seen, survive to between
0.3m and 0.7m high. The north-west and south-west walls of the
western compartment are cut into the slope. This compartment
measures 5.2m li-SE by 3.7m lE-SW internally, and is entered by a
0.5m wide break in the north-east wall. The eastern compartment is
less substantial, has a slightly rounded end-wall, and its floor 1s
at a lower level than that of the other compartment. The tumble-
filled interior measures 3.4m lW-SE by 3m lE-Si, and it ls entered
via a 0.5m wide boulder-edged break from the north-east.
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Fig. 3:72. Sites 832 and 833 betwftn the northern boundary of Sarn Fan Farll
and Ffrydlau Twrchi and sltea 834 to 83e alongside Ffrydiau Twrch.
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835. (120) [SN 7713 1624). The rectangular structure is on a
platform on the north bank of a stream at 305m OD, about 30m
north-west of building 834. It is 8.8m IP;-SE by 4.4m NE-SW, with
collapsed walls of coursed boulders 0.3m to O.7m high. Internally
it measures 6m lW-SE by 2m lE-SW with a 0.5m wide entrance in the
north-east wall.
836. (122) [SIl 7716 16261. This circular structure is on the
south bank of a stream at 290m OD, about 15m distant from building
834. The bank, up to 0.6m high, includes orthostats between O.2m
and 1m high. It measures 2.5m lW-SE by 3m lE-SW, enclosing an
area around 1.6m across. There is a possible break in the north-
north-east arc.
837 to 840. (95 and 96) (figs. 3:63, 3:73 and 3:74) [centred SI
7712 16371. Four structures of drystone and boulder- build,
including a compartmented rectangular structure (837), are located
at 320m OD on a south-east facing slope at the top edge of a dry
gully, some 100m north of Fryddiau Twrch above a tributary of the
Afon Twrch.
837. (95) (fig. 3:74) [SI 7712 1635]. This compartmented
rectangular building, 8.7m lW-SE by 3.9m lE-SW, is built at right-
angles to the slope. It comprises three compartments. Up to five
courses of stones and boulders survive in the walls of the two
main compartments which are between 0.811 and 1m high. The north-
western compartment, internally 4.5m IV-SE by 2m lE-SW, is entered
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through a O.5mbreak in the north-east wall. Twometres beyond the
entrance is a 5m curved length of wall comprising five courses
standing to 1m high. The south-eastern compartment measures 2m
NW-SE by 1.8m NE-SW internally, and has an entrance in the north-
eastern wall. The end-wall is built on a 1m high stone and boulder
platform.
The third compartment abuts the south-west wall. Of much less
substantial construction, it comprises a grass-covered stone
foundation O.2mto O.omhigh in which larger boulders are apparent.
It is square, measuring 4m across, with internal dimensions of
2.om NW-SE by 3.5m lE-SW.
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Fig. 3:73. JIIeasuredsketch map of location of sites 837 to 844 north of
Ffryd1au Twrch.
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Fig. 3:74. Sites 837 to 844 north of Ffrydiau Twrch.
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838. <fig. 3:74). A 6m long boulder bank connects this
rectangular structure, which is divided into two compartments, with
the south-west corner of building 837. Overall it measures 7.6m li-
SE by 5m NE-SW. The walls, in which coursed stonework and boulder
facing survives, are between O.3m and O.9m high. The compartments
are approached through O.5m wide breaks in the north-east wall.
The wall which connects this structure with building 837 radiates
outwards from between the two entrances, thereby emphasising the
separation of the compartments. The northern compartment measures
2.8m NW-SE by 2.9m HE-SW internally I the southern 2.2m lW-SE by
3.1m NE-SW.
839. (fig. 3:74), One-and-a-half metres to the south-east of 838
is a foundation, 3.2m lW-SE by 4m lIE-SW, internally 1.8m lIW-SE by
2.6m NE-SW, defined by a O.2mto O.3mhigh boulder bank.
840. (96) (fig. 3:73) [SI 7714 1638]. An arc of boulders edges a
platform scarped into the slope on which there 1s a 0.3m to 0.4m
high boulder. Overall this feature measures 4.5m I-S by 5m E-i. It
lies 40m north-east of 837.
841 to 844. (91 to 94) (figs. 3:63, 3:73 and 3:74) (Plate 32)
[centred SI 7720 1640]. Four drystone and boulder structures,
including two compartmented rectangular buildings (841 and 842),
are located on rising ground at around 320m OD to the east of a
tributary of the Afon Twrch, and some 200m north-east of Ffrydiau
Twrch.
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841. (94) <fig. 3:74) [Si 7717 1639], This rectangular building,
comprising three compartments with a detached unit 1m to the south
which seems to be part of the range, is built at right-angles to
the slope on the edge of the eastern bank of the tributary. Overall
the range measures 19m i-S by 4m E-W, with the three conjoined
compartments measuring 12.8m i-So Each conjoined compartment is
entered through a west facing break around 1m wide. The walling, in
which some coursed stonework remains, is between 0.5m and 1m high.
Internally the northern compartment measures 2.8m 1-8 by 2.4m E-ij
the central compartment, 4.4m Il-S by 2m E-W; and the southern-
most, 3m N-S by 2m E-W. There is a 0.2m high step in the floor of
the central compartment. Against the southern wall of the central
compartment are two 0.2m high flat slabs, possibly an internal
fitting.
The detached unit, 1m to the south, is on the same alignment as the
conjoined compartments but is much less well constructed. It is
mostly built of boulders placed around the edge of a slight
platform except for a bowed O.8m high southern wall comprised of
up to five courses of stonework. It measures 4.8m I-S by 4m E-i.
842. <91> (fig. 3:74) (Plate 32) [SI 7718 16413. This rectangular
structure, sub-divided into three compartments, is built at right
angles to the slope, in part on a scarped platform. It 1s some 15m
north-east of building 841. Overall 1t measures 15.2m 1-8 by 4.4m
E-i, with walling which partially preserves coursed stone and
boulder facing O.5mto O.9mhigh. Each compartment 1s entered from
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the west via 1m to 1.5m wide breaks. The northern compartment is
sub-divided. by a cross-wall, the northern section measuring 2.4m
N-S by 1.8m E-W, the southern 1m N-S by 2.7m E-V. The central
compartment is 5m li-S by 2.6m E-V internally, the southern 3m )-S
by 2.4m E-W. A 1.5m length of wall projects outwards from the
western face at the junction between the northern and central
compartments.
843. (92) (fig. 3:74) [SN 7720 1639), Twelve metres south-east of
building 842 lies a stone structure in the lee of a large naturally
positioned boulder. It measures roughly 8m lE-SW by 4.6m lW-SE.
The stony banks, 0.4m to 0.5m high, define three sub-circular open
areas, the northernmost of which, measuring 2.8m lW-SE by 2m IE-
SW, is apparently open to the north-east. The central area is 2.2m
NW-SE by 2.6m NE-SW, the southern 1.8m IPi-SE by 1.6m NE-SW.
Perhaps a 0.2m high grassy bank to the west defines a fourth
enclosed. area about 1.6m across.
844. (93) <fig. 3:74) [SI 7724 16421. This structure is 50m east
of building 842. It comprises three conjoined. units measuring
overall 14.5m IB-SW by 5m lW-SE. The northern unit is oval, 7m IE-
SW by 3.8m lW-SE, with internal dimensions of 4.2m IB-SW by l.8m
lW-SE. There is a 1m break in the north-west wall. The boulder and
stone banks are 0.4m to 0.8m high. The southern unit is circular
and connected with the northern by a 3m bank. It measures 4.2m I-S
by 4.4m E-V with internal dimensions of 3.8m I-S by 3.4m E-V.
There is a narrow break in the north-east arc flanked by a O.6m
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orthostat. Elsewhere the bank. O.4m to 1.lm high. is made of
stonework of which six courses survive along the southern arc. The
central unit is constructed of a O.2m to O.3m high boulder bank
defining an area 5m lE-SW by 3.6m lW-SE between. but partly off-
set to the west of the northern and southern units.
u.estcme Belt ,artb of Ffryd1au Twrcb (sjtes 845 to 853) (fig.
3:63>
On the west side of the valley to the north of Ffrydiau Twrch is
a belt of limestone 1.3km long and between 50m and 150m wide.
The entire area is scarred by hundreds of small prospecting pits.
Amongst the prospecting pits are three small stone-built structures
that appear to be associated with the workings (845 to 847). and
one complex containing several structures including a
compartmented rectangular building (848 to 850). This complex too.
has certainly been connected with the limestone quarrying since it
contains two simple limekilns - the only ones identified in
association with this outcrop. However. it appears that the
limekilns are not the primary phase of activity at the site. This
is probably represented by the compartmented rectangular building
(848) • similar to those described elsewhere in the valley, into
which one of the limekilns has been inserted.
Xudstone as well as limestone appears to have been extracted from
these workings. Samples taken from the prospecting pits have been
identified as mUdstone <Sharpe pers. COJIJI.) The date of the
workings is unknown. Xudstone extraction from the valley of the
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Twrch is documented in the nineteenth century AD.Howmuch earlier
than this, however, both the mudstone and limestone working
commenced is unknown. Although, therefore, some of these
structures (ie. nos. 845, 846, 847 and 849) along this limestone
belt probably fall outside the chronological scope of the
dissertation, each is described to provide a full overview.
845. (127) (fig. 3:63) [SI 7704 16313. This square drystone
structure is built against a large boulder, which forms its western
side, on a slight terrace at 340m OD alongside prospecting pits. It
measures 3.4m J-S by 3.7m E-W. Entry is from the north. The
eastern wall is massively constructed of very carefully laid dry-
stone, 1.4m high and up to 1m thick. There 1s what appears to be a
fireplace recessed in the south wall.
846. (164) (fig. 3:63) [SI 7708 16533. The rectangular drystone
structure is built in a quarry pit at around 350m OD. It measures
3.6m J-S by 4.3m E-W. Up to nine courses of stone survive to 1.3m
in height. The north wall is built into the side of the pit while
the east (downslope) wall 1s substantially buttressed by quarry
spoil. There is an ~trance gap at the west end of the south wall.
847. (168) <fig. 3:63) [SI 7714 1696]. This rectangular structure is
sunk almost entirely into the ground adjacent to prospecting pits
at nOm OD. It comprises a stone-lined chamber, 1.3m deep
approached by a sunken path descending to a gap in the east wall.
The chamber measures 2.5m I-S by 3.5m E-Y.
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848 to 850. <165 to 167) <figs. 3:63 and 3:75) [centred SI 7714
16891. This group of structures is sited on a terrace at 400m OD
on which there has been some small-scale quarrying.
848. (165). This compartmented rectangular building of
drystone and boulder-build is constructed at right-angles to the
slope on the fairly level floor of the terrace. It seems to have
been modified subsequent to initial construction, in particular by
the insertion of a limekiln at
building.
the north-western end of the
The original building measured around 13m IV-SE by 5.4m lE-SW,
and was probably divided into two compartments. There is a O.8m
wide entrance in the south-west wall of the western compartment
which seems to have measured around 7m IV-SE by 3.5m lE-SW
internally. The tumble-filled eastern compartment measures 2.4m li-
SE by 3.4m NE-SV. The tightly packed stone banks are between 0.4m
and O.6mhigh.
Debris from the collapse of the simple limekiln buil t over the
western end-wall extends into the interior. Burnt stone, fuel, lime
and half a fire-brick are present. The western compartment was
modified, probably when the limekiln was built, by the insertion
of a cross-wall. This is readily distinguishable from the original
construction by its rather precarious build, and the manner in
which it butts loosely against the original walls of the
compartment. Also probably associated with the modification is a
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1m wide entrance cut through the upper stones of the north-east
wall of the building which gives access to the later sub-division.
A rectangular enclosure adjoins the building to the north. It
measures 13.6m lE-SW by 8.6m lW-SE, 12.8m lE-SW by 6111lW-SE
internally. The southern section of the west wall is built of two
parallel stone and boulder faces retaining a rubble in-fill.
Elsewhere the O.4mto O.9mhigh enclosure wall is largely boulder
built.
It is suggested that this enclosure is likely to have been broadly
contemporary with the original rectangular building on account of
the symmetry of its arrangement with the western compartment of
the building. The enclosure, too, was modified by the construction
of a loosely built stone wall in an arc between the building and
the east wall of the enclosure. Both ends of this insertion butt
only very loosely against the other structures.
A limekiln was constructed against the north-eastern wall of the
enclosure. It is better preserved than the other, with a drystone
bowl and a draw hole facing east.
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849. (166). This rectangular structure, 5m lW-SE by 3m lE-SW,
lies 3m south-west of building 848. The western end of the
structure is built into the slope. The walls are made of carefully
split sandstone, up to ten courses of which survive to between O.6m
and 1.4m high. The gaps between the stone contain a gritty powdery
fill of small stone, burnt wood and coal. There is a O.6m wide
entrance in the south wall. The. interior measures 3.8m IV-SE by
1.8m NE-SWand contains a fire-reddened fireplace recessed into the
west wall. The particular structural characteristics of the building
contrast markedly with those of the dilapidated compartmented
rectangular building 848, as does its better preservation. It is
likely to be later than the compartmented structure, and it
probably belongs to the phase during which the limekilns were
buHt and used. The presence of a fireplace suggests a comparison
with site 845. The structure is isolated from the rest of the
terrace by a 17m long earth and stone bank.
850. (167). Some 25m south of building 848, is a grass-covered
rectangular boulder foundation, O.2m to 0.4. high, with a narrow
entrance in the south wall. It .easures 6.4. lW-SE by 4.2m and
4.8m NW-SEby 2.6m lE-SW internally.
851 to 853. (169 to 171) (fig. 3:63) [centred SI 7716 1686]. Three
crudely built drystone and boulder structures lie on a terrace at
380m OD, 40m south-east of building 848.
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851. (169). An ill-defined sub-rectangular enclosure, with an
entrance in the north-east side, measures 5.4m NE-SW by 4.6m IW-
SE. It is demarcated by stone and boulder banks up to 0.4m high,
except for the north-west side which is comprised of two large
naturally positioned boulders.
852. (170), A poorly preserved structure comprising two units,
made of spread boulder banks up to 0.5m high, and measuring 9m I-S
by 8m E-W, lies 12m south of structure 851.
853. (171). This sub-circular boulder bank, up to 0.6m high and
2.5m across, has a north-east facing entrance flanked by
orthostats, 0.7m and O.5m high. It is 19m south-west of structure
852.
TOIIards lut Y Lip, tbe .Dortb-esstena etJse at tbe survey area
(854 to 858) (:fig. 3:63)
854 and 855. <123 and 124) (figs. 3 :63 and 3:76) (centred SI 7753
1700), Two drystone and boulder-built structures, 7.5m apart, are
located at 340m ODat the top of a gully running down to the Afon
Twrch.
854. (123), The south-eastern end of this rectangular structure
is built on an artificial platform up to O.3m high. Overall it
measures Bm lW-SE by 4.Bm NE-SW, with internal dimensions of 6.5m
NW-SE by 3.4m lE-SW. There is a 1m wide entrance in the south-
west wall. Coursed stonework survives up to 1m high at the south-
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west corner, but elsewhere the tumbled walls range from O.2m to
O.4mhigh.
855. (124). This sub-oval structure, 6.8m lE-SW by 5m lW-SE, is
divided into two units, each with an entrance to the south-east.
The south-western compartment, which is recessed into the slope,
measures 3m lE-SW by 2.4m lW-SE internally, the north-eastern
unit measures 1.6m lW-SE by 1.6m lE-Si. The walls range from O.9m
to 1.lm high.
856 and 857. <125 and 126) (figs. 3:63 and 3:76) [SI 7768 1709),
Two boulder built structures, 3m apart, are located on a natural
platform on the west bank of the lfon Twrch at 310m OD at the
foot of a steep slope.
856. (125). This oval structure, with a boulder bank 0.2m to O.4m
high, measures 6.6m lW-SE by 3.6m lE-SW. It has internal
dimensions of 5m lW-SE by 2.4m lE-Si. There is a O.5mgap in the
south wall. This may be opposed by a break in the north wall which
is indicated by a slight constriction in the width and reduction in
the height of the bank.
857. (126). This O.2mhigh boulder structure, 3.2m lW-SE by 3m
lE-SW, projects from scree at the base of the slope.
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855
:: 856
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Pig. 3:76. Sites 654 to 657 in the vicinity of Jant y Llyn.
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858. (262) <fig. 3:63) [SI 7684 1721l. This conical cairn, known as
earn Fadog, is located on the the edge of outcrop at 508m OD at
the north-east end of the ridge which rises west of the
valley. Built of Xillstone Grit blocks, it measures 9.6m j-S by
10.6m E-If. The height varies from around 1.6m to 2.2m because of
the uneveness of the surface on which it is built. There is a major
central disturbance up to 103mdeep and 2.8m across.
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Plate 3. Peat deposit on Pen Rhiw-ddu (2m scale).
Plate 4. Site 2, the enclosure on the south bank
of Nant Gwythwych from the west.
Plate 5. Site 16, a linear bank on Pant Nant-fforchog
from the east (2m scale).
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Plate 6. Site 19, a D-shaped foundation on Pant Nant-fforch(
from the south (2m scale).
Plate 7. Looking north along the valley of the Afon
Clydach between Cefn y Truman and Tyle Du.
Plate 8. Site 102, a compartmented rectangular building,
north of Moel Gornach, from the south-east
(2m scale).
Plate 9. Site 110, a compartmented rectangular building,
on west slope of Cefn y Truman, from the east
(2m scale).
Plate 10. Site 143, an enclosure on Cylchau, from south
(2m scale).
Plate 11. Site 203, a compartmented rectangular building
on the bank of the Sawdde Feehan, from the
east (2m scale).
Plate 12. Site 203, the interior of the principal compartment
of the building from the north (2m horizontal
scale; 1m vertical scale).
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Plate 14. Sites 204 and 205, ancilliary structures
north of site 203 which is in the
background (1m and 2m scales).
Plate 15. Site 209, a compartmented rectangular building
beneath Blaen y Cylchau, from south (2m scales).
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Plate 17. Sites 304, 305 and 306, the Tair Carn Uchaf
group of cairns from the west.
Plate 18. Site 304, one of the cairns of the Tair earn Uchaf
group from the west.
Plate 19. Site 406, a rectangular foundation on Drysgol
from the north.
Plate 20. Site 408, a rectangular foundation on Drysgol
from the north.
Plate 21. Site 414, a penannular foundation east of Drysgol
from the west.
Plate 22. The valley of the Nant Garw from the south.
Plate 23. Site 607, a compartmented rectangular building,
with two ancilliary structures, sites 610 and 611
to the south, on the bank of the Nant Garw, from
the east (2m scales)
Plate 24. Site 607 from the east (2m scale)
Plate 25. Site 632, a penannular foundation on the slope
east of the Nant Garw, from the east (1m and 2m
horizontal scales).
Plate 26. Site 721, a compartmented building above the
Afon Amman Fach, from the east (2m scales).
Plate 27. Site 722, a penannular structure north of site
721 from the south-east (1m scale).
Plate 28. Site 725, a compartmented building north of
Pwll y Merched from the south (2m scales).
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Plate 32. Site 842, a compartmented rectangular building
in the Twrch valley from the north (2m horizontal
scale; 1m vertical scale).
